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Dr. Wesley Wasgatt yearns for
the “old Down
the war is over.

East

life," when

to
the full responsibility for two
wards full of soldiers, a total of
about 75 patients. I have one
pool officer, two nurses and about

and

12 enlisted men as assistants. So
you can see what a large outfit
this is.
One of our biggest problems a I
present and one of my main rea
sons for bothering you, is that of
correcting the mistakes of local
draft and induction boards. Almost
75% of our cases are men that
from their physical condition alone
should never have been inducted,
but their local boards went over
them only superficially and their
ir.di ction beards were less than
thorough. I wager that a good
50% of the cases would never have
gotten by our local draft board,
and I can speak with authority
there, for I served on the Knox
County board for one and one-half
years.
The residual are men who lie. or
who have peculiar mental make
ups that prevent them from doing
duty, even though physically they
are alright. What I wanted to
bring out was that I feel, leaving
me personally out of it, that Rock-.«
land, and Knox County can thank
tneir draft board, which gets few
thanks and plenty of kicks for do
ing a job day in and day out,
without a cent of pay, for keeping
their young misfits from getting
into this army and costing the
government huge sums in the hos
pital care necessary' to study these
boys and return them to civilian
life, and pay them ’their wages all
that time.
It takes from 3 to 6 months gt
least after a man is once in until
he gets onto sick call, through his
station hospital and on to us, and
finally thoroughly studied, and sent
home. It requires the services of
a goodly staff of men, officers,
(Continued on Page Five)
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hospitals destined for active fight
ing units. It is in the way of a
promotion for me. I am assigned
to th# medical service, and have

TUES., NOV. 17—11 to 1

THOMASTON

Watts Hall, Friday, Nov. 13

MASONIC TEMPLE

8.30 o’clock

DINNER 50 CENTS

Doug Vinal’s Orchestra
40c, tax included

103-104

ATTENTION!

THOMASTON CITIZENS

CLEANUP SCRAP DRIVE
SUNDAY, NOV. 15
Begins at 1.00 P. M.
Comb Over Your Homes Again!
Scrap Will Be Collected Prom the Curbing
If Scrap is too heavy for handling, call—
200 or 175 or 129-3

Editor, FRANK A. WINSLOW
Legion Post Held Appropri
Associate Editor, MRS. WILLIAM O. FULLER
ate Services—Rev. Mr.
Subscriptions $3.00 per year, payable in advance; single copies four cents.
Welker’s Address
Advertising rates based upon circulation and very reasonable.
The Rockland Gazette was established in 1846. In 1874 the Courier
Rev. Roy A. Welker, minister of
was established and consol dated with the Gazette in 1882. The Free Press
was established in 1855 and in 1881 changed its name to the Tribune. the Congregational Church, was
These papers consolidated March 17, 1887.
speaker at the Armistice Day ob
servance, held by Winslow-Hol
brook Post, American Legion, in
[EDITORIAL]
Legion hall, Wednesday night.
Col. Knox, former Republican candi
Mr. Welker, wito was engaged in
date for Vice President, who was drafted
“A LONG
work along spiritual and welfare
by President Roosevelt to serve as Secre
HARD
lines in prison camps during
tary
of the Navy, declared in his Armistice
ROAD”
World War I. told of some of his
» Day speech that a “second front” is now
experiences in Italian. Serbian and
wide open, but he casts an anchor to the windward by de
Russian camps, conducted by Ger
claring that America’s part in this war has just begun, and
mans and Austrians. He spoke
that there was “a long hard road stretching beyond this
particularly of the excellent bands
Armistice Day to that other day when we will celebrate, God
in each of these camps, and of hew
willing, not an armistice, but victory.” We sometimes have
he was delayed three weeks in
the feeling that Secretary Knox is a bit of a “crepe hanger,”
starting his assignment in the
but over optimism makes reverses seem even worse. And
camp of Russian prisoners, so that
while the war developments are much more to our liking there
members of the band might,
is every reason to expect that other reverses will be recorded.
through increased rations, become
strong enough to carry- musical in
If yoru Thanksgiving menu Ls on the
struments, and march.
YOUR
same scale as in other recent years you will
The Armistice, which led to the
THANKSGIVING find it much more expensive—20 percent.
ending of the hostilities in the first
DINNER
at least, over the cost of your dinner In
World War. was not “signed'’ by
1841, and 60 percent higher than in 1840.
the peoples of the warring coun
Or, to sum it up more tersely, it will be the most expensive
tries, personally nor politically.
Thanksgiving meal you have eaten since 1919 when America
Mr. Welker said, and that tlie
gave thanks for the first full year of peace since World War
peoples continued to carry on a
No. 1. In mid-October farmers were receiving about 26 per
war against God- “Well never
cent more for their turkeys than a year ago and that was ap
have peace until we have the same
proximately the spread in wholesale markets. Further an
feeling, towards the Church Flag as
alysis of prices in Chicago showed ducks are about 33 percent
we have towards the United States
higher, geese 28 percent up. and chickens ranging from 10 to
Flag,” the speaker said.
28 percent up. If the war news continues on the same satis
First Vice-Commander William
factory level we can afford to grin and bear it.
H. Weed, Sr., conducted the pro

Travel over Maine’s toll bridges may be
WHAT TOLL taken as the strongest indication of reduced
automobile traffic. For instance there
BRIDGES
comes the statement that motor traffic over
SHOW
the Waldo-Hancock bridge showed a de
crease of 48.1 percent for October, compared with a corre
sponding time last year. However, officials said, “travel in
creased steadily since the low levels of July and August, as
shown by the September drop of 64.3 percent and the August
decline of 79.9 percent from similar periods last year.” At the
Deer Isle-Sedgwick bridge, income from toll revenues for
October amounted to $3288, this Being $540 less than that
taken in October, 1941, or a drop of 14.1 percent. Toll rev
enues up to Nov. 1 this year total $27,234, compared with
$35,972 for a similar period last year, a decrease of $8738 or
24.3 percent.

Four hundred and ten million dollars
w
’
ill
be distributed to more than eight mil
HAIL THE
CHRISTMAS lion Christmas Club members by approxi
mately 5000 banking nad savings institu
CLUB
tions and other organizations during Na
tional Prosperity Week starting Monday, Nov. 30, according to
an estimate given out yesterday by Herbert F. Rawll, founder
and president of Christmas Club, a Corporation, sponsors of
National Prosperity Week. The total distribution for 1942 ia
about 2 percent in excess of 1941. The average distribution
per member amounts to $49.00—slightly more than in 1941.
Pearl Harbor is responsible for the very small increase over
last year. Dec. 7,1941, millions of people throughout the coun
try stopped doing many things until Dec. 20. This period is
the peak time for enrollment and many thousands that were
members in 1941 failed to join for 1942. Based upon reports
from individual Christmas Club members received in January
of this year as to the use of funds last December, and apply
ing these reports to the entire distribution for 1942. the esti
mated fund of $410,000,000.00 will be used by the recipients
principally for Christmas purchases, permanent savings, taxes
and war bonds and insurance premiums.
Knox County is still holding first place
KNOX COUNTY In the regional scrap drive with a percentSTILL
ige of 163. but is closely pressed by Aroostook
ON TOP
only three points behind. Knox County’s
quota is 1,940,000 pounds and it has col
lected 3,159,000 pounds. Through big collections in several
towns, Stonington among them, Hancock County has moved
cut of last place. Knox County’s splendid showing has been
made without any sideshow barking.

The frenetic tones of Herr Hitler and
the feebly pathetic remonstrances of Petain,
unlike as they are, still have one thing In
common—that deep, corroding hypocrisy
which can spring only from the lie so great
that the liar believes it himself. The aged Petain protests:
“I have always declared that we would defend cur empire if it
were attacked. You should know that I would keep my
word." And the word is mocked by Indo-China. which he
gave away; Syria, which he tried to give away; Madagascar,
w’hich he would have given away. Yes, the world should knowvery well how that word would probably have been kept. Herr
Hitler has never been in the slightest worried about keeping
his word. But it is curious with what outraged shrillness he
protests his innocence whenever something approaching his
own tactics is used against him. In the beer-cellar speech of
the other evening he was shocked to discover that the United
Nations are actually using "gangster methods.” In the same
speech ln which he himself spoke of Norway he could cry out
that If Roo6evelt attacks North Africa "with the remark that
he had to safeguard it from Germany and Italy” one need not
waste words about “that lying phrase of that old crook. He
is, without doubt, the chief gangster we have to face.”
It is an old characteristic of the Germans that they are
always stupefied and shocked w-hen any one else ventures
to treat them the way they boast about treating all weak
enough tc become their victims. The occupation of Norway
was a brilliant strategic stroke; the occupation of North Africa
is “gangsterism.” The odd thing is that Herr Hitler, in these
rug-chewing outbursts, is undoubtedly as sincere as is Petain
in his sad depression. Both iqen have lost touch with reali
ties. Both are wrapped in the lies they have constructed
around themselves, drowned under the empty words they have
told over so often, lost in the mists they have created. Notheither says makes any sense any longer.—Herald Tribune.
HERR
HITLER’S
HYPOCRISY

gram, which was opened with the

regular Legion ceremony.
Miss
Bertha McIntosh, sang “America.”
to the accompaniment of the
Rockland City Band, conducted by
George A. Law. Remarks were
made by Vice-Commander Weed,
who re-dedicated Winslow-Hol
brook Square.
Others, who spoke briefly, were
Captain Burton C. White of Com
pany L, Maine State Guard, and
Lieut. John Thompson, past com
mander of Henry J Sweeney Post
No. 1, American Legion, of Man
chester, N. H. Lieut. Thompson,
now a member of the U. S. Coast
Guard force, has recently been
transferred from Florida to Rock
land.
Musical selections were played
by the City Band, one of which was
featured by a cornet duet obliga
to by Frank A. Young and Charles '
S. Montgomery.
I
Rev. Alfred G. Hempstead, min
ister of the Methodist Church, of
fered the closing prayer and bene
diction.
A buffet lunch of sandwiches,
doughnuts and coffee, was served
by Members of the Auxiliary-, with
Mrs. Mildred Wallace, chairman,
and Mrs. Ella Hyland, Mrs. Mary
Dinsmore, Mrs. Delia Day Mrs.
Susie Lamb and Mrs Hazel Has
kell, assisting.
MADE OCTOBER QUOTA

Leforest A. Thurston, chairman
of the Knox County War Savings
Committee was gratified yesterday
by the receipt of the following

John Blethen Victim of Heart
Attack While Affixing
Storm Entrance
John Blethen, 52, died Tuesday
night at his home on Lawn ave
nue. Mr. Blethen. who has been
employed as a tocl dresser at the
Bath Iron Works, went outside the
house at about 10 o’clock that night
during the storm, to put on a storm
door. Not returning within a rea
sonable time, members of the fam
ily investigated and found Mr.
Blethen on the ground1 underneath
the door he went to install. Dr. H.
J. Weisman, county medical examiner, said that death was due
to a heart attack.
Mr Blethen was born in Jackson. the son of Noah and Jane
Blethen. and had lived in Rock
land several years. Before being
employed' at Bath, he had been
employed by the Snow Shipyards,
the Mt. Waldo Granite Works,
Frankfort, and the Bicknell Man
ufacturing Co. He was a member
of the First Baptist Church.
He is survived by his widow,
Minnie E. Blethen; two daughters,
Miss Jacueline Blethen, R. N., a
member of the Harvard Unit of
Army Nurses, in Ireland, and
Grace Blethen of Rockland1; a son,
John Blethen, Jr., Radio Techni
cian in the Army Air Corps, sta
tioned in Caribbean; a sister. Mis.
Emily Staples and his mother,
Mrs- Eugenia Blethen, both of
Brunswick.
Services by Rev. Francis E.
Whiting will be at the late residence this afternoon at 2 o'clock.
Interment will be in Achorn ceme
tery.

Central Maine Men
Three of Them, One Formerly
At Rockland, Move Up
the Scale
Reuel B. Soule, Waterville, will
become district superintendent of
the Central Maine Power Company
at Pittsfield; Charles H. Peterson,
present District Superintendent at
Pittsfield, will become District Su
perintendent at Norway, and H.
Laton Jackson, District Superintendent at Norway, has been made
assistant division manager of the
Eastern Division with headquarters
at Rockland.
Jackson's promotion to this job
paved the way for the two other
advancements, Peterson taking over
a larger district and Soule advanc
ing as a district superintendent.
The Company J^^following out a
plan adopted many years ago of ad
vancing its own personnel to more
responsible jobs as rapidly as con
ditions permit. Over 50 percent of
the Company’s 900 employes have
an average length of service with
the Company of over 10 years.
Soule was formerly store mana
ger for the Company at Rockland
and four years ago was promoted

“Congratulations on making vour
October quota. Your November
quota is $130,000. Please give pub
licity.
State of Maine quota
$4,000,000 for November, which we
must definitely make. Clinton A.
Clausen, State Administrator

peon
T PLAN
linged To
[Budget
[omically!

BARN DANCE

While wages and salaries are good to
save for that DOWN PAYMENT on THAT HOME
by depositing each month in
or buying War Bonds from the

At ARMORY, SPRING STREET

Rockland Loan & Building Association

Music by LIME CITY BOYS

Made up to order
All Kinds of Fruits
and Beverages
NAUM & ADAMS

96Ftf

Davis Block, Thomaston
Sponsored by
THOMASTON MOTOR CORPS
103-104

A TIP FROM ST. NICK
“Don’t Be Left Out On a Limb At

IR COAT and
I.LOWANCE!

18 SCHOOL STREET.

ROCKLAND. MAINE
WOFtf

While We Have a Good Supply!

AYTflN’Q

MAIN ST„
COR. OF PARK VAIVPI □

ROCKLAND,

MAINE

The home of a Thousand Pipes—All Prices!

Auspices Company L, Maine State Guard

104-10$
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(By Tlie Roving Reporter)
j
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Garden fans will read with in
terest this from the Brunswick
Rambler: “Autumn gardens are
Nature’s never-ending miracle. They
seem to exist far beyond their al
loted span, subject to some Divine
favor. One spot is scourged and
blackened by frost, while another
blooms on with the fervor of a
Spring garden. A trip to the sea
shore Sunday revealed a dozen
such in the viciniy of long closed
Summer cottages still jealously
shielding those hard growing little
patches of Summer bloom once
tenderly cherished by their ab
sent occupants. Cosmos of dusty
pink and lavender, a few wiry
nasturtiums with the hardiest most
luxuriant growth in the calendulas
and the marigolds. They seem
more brilliant by the paler sea, the
bleak branches, and a Wintry
southern sea. Their only rival in
brilliance is the wild blazing
sumac that flames against pine
and evergreen. One garden yield
ed a single tiny bloom of a sturdy
rambler rose. Bachelor buttons, a
vagrant rusty zinnia, a few dis
couraged sweet-williams and a
clump of ruddy salvias make a
bouquet symbolical of Autumn. A
little disappointing once they are
brought indoors, but a gesture at
least, in derision of oncoming Win
ter, fuel rationing and the whathave-you’s—still unknown.”
Two dollar bills are the only
United States’ paper currency per
mitted to circulate officially in
Mexico, the Department of Com
merce says. And that’s where the
“snake-eyes” should be kept.
A vine is a “vine,” and a “vin ’ is.
assumably, something like a fin.
But this doesn’t explain Vinalha
ven andi Vineyard Haven—Ed.
Pointer in the Boston Globe.
Ed. will never know how lucky
he was to spell Vinalhaven as one
word. It took us a long time, but
we finally learned our lesson, even

In a Rhode Island shipyard work
is being completed on a coastal
transport, wlhich will be com
manded by Ensign Bdw'in R. Ed
wards as soon as it goes into com
mission. Hanging in his cabin will
be a handsome picture of the craft,
done
in water colors, by Ensign
Read The Courier-Gazette
Edwards’ grandfather, Henry A.
Howard, whose remarkable talent
ir. that line has been the occasion
EGGS WANTED
Native Eggs Wanted. Write us for Buy War Savings Bonds and Stamps of frequent comment in The Cou
particulars, or phone 147-2,
rier-Gazette. Along with the pic
Waldoboro
ture of the transport will go an
BURNHEIMER BROS.
other water color, which faithfully
NORTH WALDOBORO, ME.
RUMMAGE
SALE
depicts a scene at Port Clyde. The
102F104
two should bring good luck to En
FRIDAY and SATURDAY sign lB)dwards’ future command,
and the Rockland boy is certainly
entitled to itFRUIT BASKETS
NOV. 13-14

Buy Your Holiday Gift Candy Now!

Monday, November 23—9 to 12

'

headquarters at Waterville.
Peterson in 1936 became district
superintendent at Pittsfield. He was
born in Yarmouth.
*
Jackson went to Augusta in 1934
as Distribution Engineer. In 1937
he was transferred to Norway as
District Superintendent.
The three men will take up resi
dences in their new locations as
soon as arrangements can be made.

Christmas”

AND NOW IS THE TIME

Volume 97.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . Number 104.

if the Vinalhaven & Rockland
Steamboat
Company didn’t.
to
Division
Sales
Manager
with
,

telegram:
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The Black Cat
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Praises Our Draft Board

New England’s
fre price rises
now and enjoy
Irviceability of a
mters-to-come!

Found Beneath Door

On Armistice Night
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Dr. Wesley Wasgatt, Busy In “Show Me” State,

O Reilly General Hospital Sev
enth Service Command, Springfield. Missouri, Nov. 6.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
I imagine you will be mildy
surprised to hear from me, but as
you have had pointed out to you
more often than usual of late,
those of us who travel far para
doxically think more of the home
town and its “contents” human
and otherwise than we do when
we are within the fold geographic
ally.
The Courier-Gazette is chasing
me, at least this far on my Army
career, andi I hope it may be able
to keep up with me no matter
where I may travel. I came out
here in mid-August, a very green
greenhorn in the Army rahks, to a
place which seemed to be off the
map as far as Rockland residents
were concerned- It' turns out that
1 am stationed at one of the big
,iew Army hospitals laid out with
each ward a separate wooden build
ing, separated by covered corridors.
This type is used as protection
against air attack, so that each
unit is separate, and less liable to
sustain severe damage in any air
raid. Just why tney think it need
ed out in Missouri is another prob
lem.
The staff here is made up of
some of the keenest medical and
surgical men, and their supporting
specialists in this country. There
are a number of Mayo-trained
men, and some from the largest
medical centers of the country.
We entered a “pool” out here, in
which we were instructed in the
army methods of doing things, the
paper work, etc., necessary to carry
on such a large installation. We
also received instruction in the
close order drill, military customs,
.ervice and supply, finance, and al
most any line you ask for. You
see in an Army hospital outfit as
Dr. Neil Fogg can testify, a doc
tor may be called upon to run any
job there fs, from actual doctoring
to mess officer, or finance officer,
or anything short of chaplain (why
that is left out is for others to
judge!)
This pool constantly numbers
from 100 to 125 doctors, of all ages,
and g:ades. I was selected from
he pool to remain here on the per
manent staff. That is a misnomer
ler we will all undoubtedly be sent
cm of here in a few months on tc

FOUR CENTS A COPT

Rockland, Maine, Friday, November 13, 1942

FRIDAY

The overheated' left ears of the
Rationing Board members were as
sailed by a new attack this forenoon
when a passing motor car sent a
rock flying through the plate glass
entrance.

Warning of Tuesday night’s big
gale was not accompanied by the
shuttering of windows, as would
have been the case in Florida, but
many persons were doubtless glad
that their storm windows were on.
Or sony that they were not.
The Lewiston Journal: State
Chat Editor knows someone who
wants to locate “in a small town
where there are a river and a
mountain view,” mid-State. The
man is a physician and still active.
The doctor should have no difficul
ty in finding such a location, even
with an A card.

Writing, from Jamaica Plain to
renew her subscription to The
Courier-Gazette, Mrs. Etta CWright, a Vinalhaven native, says:
“It is an old and valued friend,
having been in the family, off and
on, since I was a child.”
Neal O’Hara, author of the wide
ly read "Take It From Me” column
in the Boston Herald has made
what Fred Green calls the "amende
honorable,” for here is what he
said in a recent issue:
“And while we’re in a confessional
mood, Sadie, state that the boss
was wringing wet when he stated
The Courier-Gazette, creator of the
"25 years ago” feature now in most
newspapers, is published in DoverFoxcroft, Me. By 2V2 pecks of mail
we’ve been informed by readers also
too numerous to mention, that the
grand old sheet rolls through the
1 presses at Rockland, Me., So do we
1 new get a bit of forgiveness from
Editor Winslow? . . . Oh, yeah, and
say thanks to Fred Green of the
City’s Committee on Public Safety
for forwarding Editor Winslow's
item.”

Sheriff Ludwick is wearing a
“sheepish” expression today while
searching for the two lambs stolen
by the world’s meanest man. The
lambs were the property of Miss
Laura Erickson, young daughter of
Mr. and, Mrs. Frank U. Erickson of
East Warren, who won the motheT
in an essay contest and who was
about to receive another from the
State because she had given birth
to another lamb. The Erickson
family has lately moved, and the
animals were locked in the barnWhen Mr. Erickson went to feed
them yesterday he found that the
barn had been broken into and
both lambs were gone. Fancy that
young girl’s disappointment.

One year ago: The Democrats
nominated Charles H. Berry as
their candidate for mayor. The
Republicans renominated Mayor
Edward R. Veazie.—George E.
Newbert, veteran candy salesman,
retired. — Among the deaths:
Rockland, Robert Williams, 76;
Detroit, Mich., Albert D. Dow, for
merly of Rockland.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had my life to live again I
would have made a rule to read some
poetry and listen to some music at
least once a week. The loss of these
tastes is a loss of happiness.—Charlie
Darwin.
DAY THAT I HAVE LOVED

Tenderly, day that I have loved, I
close your eyes,
And smooth your quiet brow, and
fold your thin dead hands.
The grey veils of the half-light deep
en; colour dies.
I bear you, a light burden, to the
shrouded sands,
Where lies your waiting boat, by
wreaths of the sea's making
Mlst-garlanded. with all grey weeds
of the water crowned.
There you'll be laid, past fear of sleep
or hope of waking;
And over the unmoving sea, with
out a sound.

Faint hands will row you outward,
out beyond our sight.
Us with stretched arms and empty
eyes on the far-gleaming
And marble sand . . .
Beyond the shifting cold twilight.
Further than laughter goes, or tears,
further than dreaming.
There'll be no port, no dawn-lit
Islands! But the drear
Waste darkening, and. at length,
flame ultimate on the deep.
Oh, the last fire—and you. unklased,
unfriended there!
Oh. the lone way's red ending, and
we not there to weep!

—Rupert Brook*
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WORKING FOR VICTORY

TWICE-A-WEEK
Take us the foxes, the little foxes,
that spoil the vines—S. of S. 2.15.

rr

Community Bowling
Men's bowling matches at Com
munity Building started Nov. 2 ln
the Amrican League and Nov. 5 in
the National League. There are six
teams in each league. Playing com
mences at 7.30 and fans are wel
come to sit in the bleachers and
watch the contests.
Complete schedule for the season:

Business Men Urged

Fifty Thousand

chest
COLD
MISERY

TALK OF THI

Victory Envelope

SUPIR

BOAT BUILDERS WANTED

"zf-AX*

AF

To Attend O.P.A. Mass Meet That Number of Books Cir The Clever Conception Of a
Veteran Vinalhaven
culated By Our Public
ing In Belfast the Com
Printer
Library the Past Year
ing Tuesday

What's a little matter of 70 years
Miss Ruth L. Rogers, librarian.
Officials of the Price Division of
the State Office of Price Adminis-' has presented a report covering the Ir. the life of a compositor, reasons
(By K. B. F.)
John Gordon of Vinalhaven whose
tration will conduct a general mass year ending Oct. 31. She says:
Still In the Draft- Author Park
meeting and clinics for business
it is the record cf a year which latest turn of mind has led him to
Kendall. Illustrations and Jacket
men whose establishments fall un- at its end finds cur country engaged design a Victory envelope cachet
by Bobs. Published by M. S. Mill
der OPA Maximum Price Regula- in a World War. A public library formed from the letters of the
American League
Co., Inc., New York.
tions at William G. Crosby High * has no reason 10 complain if the island community where he now
Here is a gcod laugh for us in
. ,
„
1 effects to wage war successfully and resides.
Nov. 2 Mon.—Old Timers vs. P.
School in Belfast at 8 p. m,
these serious days as sorrow con
to maintain the home defense
O.; Snows’ vs. Texaco.
According to this old-time rprint
fronts our every hour, and fear for
leaves people with less time to read. er, Vinalhaven is the only name
Nov. 3, Tues.—Hot Shorts vs. Ki Nov. 17.
the lives of America’s embryo men
Businessmen from Belfast, Cam- Practically all public libraries are in the U.S.A. which can be set per
wanis; two alleys open.
and women, our future captains of
Nov. 9, Mon.—Snow’s vs. P. O.; den, Rockland and surrounding reporting losses in circulation of fectly—first letter "V" second “V”
finance and State are sent away.
towns are urged to attend. Similar books, and despite the downward in correct position for spell^jig cut
Lieut. Carrell Elwyn Tabbutt of from the Military Police Officer Hot Shots vs. Texaco.
No matter what condition con Thomaston would be glad to hear Candidate School at Fort OgleNov. 10, Tues.—Kiwanis vs. Old meetings have been held with trend of circulating statistics during the complete name; two words of
fronts us, and no matter how hard
great success in Portland' Lewiston, I the past year, there is every’ reason five letters each. This arrange
from his friends. His address is: therpe. Georgia and was com- Timers.
it is to keep up courage, Americans Co. B 337th Engrs., Camp Swift, missioned a second lieutenant.
Nov. 16, Mon.—Old Timers vs. and Bangor where in each city to believe this to be a temporary ment is unique and distinctive.
have desire and ability to face the
Hot Shots; P. O. vs. Texaco.
more than a thousand persons at- J condition, due in part to re-employTexas. Lieut. Tabbutt was former» * » •
Lacking the tool of his trade, a
music with a smile, whether news ly from Tenant’s Harbor and reNov.
17,
Tues.
—
Kiwanis
vs.
Snow
’
s.
tended meetings and participated in ment, to restlessness caused by a printing press, Mr. Gordon, no whit
Numbered among the 42 men enbe glad or fearful. The illustra cently visited with his mother. Mrs listing in "the Navy at Portland
Nov. 23, Mon.—P. O. vs. Hot Shots; group meetings at which the prob- war-shaken world, and to defense daunted, proceeded to invent one.
tions alone are worth the price of Winfred Tabbutt who is with her Mcnday was George Clayton Sta- Old Timers vs. Snow’s.
lems of their individual businesses ' classes and work. With more non- His "ingredients” were: 19 pieces
the book in cheer and encourage daughter and son-in-law, Mr. and pies cf 29 Admontem avenue. RockNov. 24, Tues.—Kiwanis vs. Tex were discussed.
fictfon books benig borrowed than wood—pine, spruce, oak, black wal
ment to both men in service and
aco.
Mrs. Orville Williams at their home land. They were transferred to a
Prescott H. Vose, State Price ever before, we are convinced that nut, piece of broomstick, five
those at home. In these delightful on Fluker street, Thomaston.
Nov. 30, Mon.—Hot Shots vs. Executive, and Bradford H. Hutch our public library Is becoming mor:?
Naval Training Station for basic
springs, part of flat iron, snap off
letters from Joe to Annie, we find
training and ultimate assignment to Snows; Texaco vs. Old Timers.
ins, State Enforcement Attorney, and more bock minded and regard- harness, copper pipe, printer's
much of the thoughts of our boys
Dec. 1, Tues.—P. O. vs. Kiwtmis. will speak at the general meeting
the library as an indispensable brass rule, stove pipe iron, part
Wendell J. Dennison, son of Mr. service schools or shipboard.
ln service. The little pocket volume
♦ * ♦ ♦
Dec.
7,
Mon.
—
Snow
’
s
vs.
P.
O.;
institution.
,
,
in Belfast following which the
The records show that 35.790 books ! auto ,tube’ part alr pUmp’.. har.n
is packed with fun and laughter. and Mrs. William Dennison of
Raymond
L.
Ellis,
22.
son
of
Mr.
Hot
Shots
vs.
Texaco.
meeting will be broken down into
You will chuckle over the pages Camden, has enlisted in the U. S and Mrs. Charles Ellis, 198 Rankin
Dec. 8, Tues.—Old Timers vs. group meetings in various class have been loaned from the adult door hinge, part of antique walnut
Naval
Reserve.
His
address
is
Com

chair.
The result weighed 12
and the new slang it holds. Goed
street, Rcckland. has completed his Kiwanis.
rooms of the high school. At department and 14,406 from the ju pounds and its creator dubbed it
pany
551,
Naval
Training
Station,
fun' that brings one nearer our
basic training at the Naval Train
Dec. 14, Mon.—Snow’s vs. Texaco; these smaller meetings, each aims venile, making a total of 50.196. We
“The Gordon Hand Press.”
boys at the front when one reads Newport, R. I. He would appre ing Station, Newport, R. I., and Old Timers vs. P. O.
to cover specific problems of in have loaned 271 pictures, 4884 books
ciate receiving letters from his
His first job off this heme made
these love letters of a trainee who
will be assigned to further duties Dec. 15, Tues.—Kiwanis vs. Hot dividual businesses.
have been circulated through school
friends.
press was a book of 50 pages en
also wrote "Gone with the Draft."
) when he returns from a short leave. Shots.
• • ♦ •
The following officials of the libraries, and 254 have been deliv titled “My First Year as a Print
And the Dictionary of Official
State Office of Price Administration ered to shut-ins.
Pvt. Carl H. Kalloch of Westover | A graduate of Rockland High
Christmas Week
Army slang is intriguing.
In the adult department, 474 er’s Devil." Besides writing the
Field. Mass., is spending a brief S’*001’ Hlis played with the Rock
will preside: Prescott H. Vcse will
story, he carved 22 wood cuts, hand
K. S. F.
Dec.
28,
Mon.
—
Hot
Shots
vs.
P.
discuss General Maximum Price books were added and 218 discarded, set the type and printed it. alone.
furlough at his home in Rcckland. land Pirates team and was promi
O.;
Snow
’
s
vs.
Old
Timers.
nent in the F.T.D., florist’s or
Regulations; Henry Jobin will cover making a total of 15,901 books in He also bcund and trimmed them,
The St. Lawrehce. Author Henry He was accompanied here by his
Dec. 29, Tues.—Texaco vs. Ki
ganization. before enlisting in the
the subject of building trades; this department. In the juvenile
Beston with illustrations by A. Y. mother, Mrs. Raymond Cross, who
100 copies at a time, with a pocket
wanis.
Navy.
He
was
employed
by
the
James Nelson, Jr., will have the department 213 books yvere added
Jackson. Published by Farrar and has been visiting in Chicopee, Mass
Jan. 4, Mon.—Texaco vs. Old Tim service trades—laundries, etc.; and ! and 12 discarded, making a total knife.
Snow
Shipyard
in
Rockland.
At
• • • •
Rinehart, New York.
Not out of circulation yet by any
ers; Snow’s vs. Hot hots.
1 Hutchins will cover automobiles; ' of
books and *rand total °f
The address of T. 5th grade Da this station he underwent ex
In the Rivers of America Series
Jan. 5, Tues.—Kiwanis vs. P. O. W. Dale Currier will have charge ' 18’973’ a $ain of 342 books over last means. Mr. Gordon claims to be
ercises
and
physical
drill
and
was
is to be found a graphic and thril- vid A. Wooster of North Ha also taught the fundamentals of
Jan. 11, Mon.—Old Timers vs. Hot
as good at his trade today as he
of the meeting of businessmen en- Jearing intellectual study of the his ven is A. S. 5N- —U0135f<6 seamanship to prepare him for duty Shots; P. O. vs. Texaco.
was
30 years ago. Uncle Sam could
gaged in selling of apparel; and!
demand for technical books
torical points in this great country Co. M. 522 Ord. Regt. (Hm.) (Q). on land or on sea, wherever the
Jan. 12, Tues. — Kiwanis vs. Elbridge C. Whiting will have the b&s beenbeavy, and Y are f°TtU' wish for no more industrious, am
of America, where her rivers play A.P.O -8G0-c»are Postmaster, New Bureau of Naval Personnel finds he Snow’s.
nate in being able to borrow from bitious or resourceiul worker than
food section.
so valiant a part in her reaches York City, U. S. Army.
Jan. 18, Mon.—P. O. vs. Old Tim
will be most valuable.
Presiding officer for the general the Bangor Public Library and the this hardy printer cf three-score
throughout her vast territory. No
ers; Texaco vs. Snow's.
meeting will be J. Asbury Pitman, Maine State Library any books that and ten, John Gordon cf Vinalha
Word has been received from
historical data of recent years has
Among the 23 Maine men who
Jan. 19, Tues.—Hot Shota vs. chairman of the Price Panel of the we lack ln our own collection. Dur- ven.
touched with such vital interest Pvt. Ralph F. Munro. He is sta-1 enlisted in the Army at Portland Kiwanis.
Belfast War Price and Rationing'ing the year we have Crowed 85
and stirring strength the hearts of tioned at Headquarters Btry., 908 Tuesday were two from Knox
Jan. 25, Mon.—Texaco vs. Hot
books from these two libraries.
for the $150 increase in appropri
Board.
Americans, as has been stirred b.v Field Artillery, Camp Atterbury, County—Clarence Leonard, Jr., of Shots; P. O. vs. Snows’.
In
connection with the use of ation this year.
these stories of our great rivers Columbus, Indiana. He would like Union and Virgil K. Austin of
Jan. 26, Tues.—Kiwanis vs. Old
books, I may add that all men hi
Each year brings increasing use
Navy vs. Water Co.
much of which history all too few to receive cards and letters from Washingten.
Timers.
the military jservice who are tem- of the library by non-residen‘.s.
Feb. 5—Coast Guard vs. Lime Co.
all his friends and relatives.
♦ » ♦ ♦
Feb. 1, Mon.—P. O. vs. Texaco;
had knowledge.
• • • •
Feb. 11—Navy vs. Coast Guard; porarily stationed in Rockland have There is an enrollment of 191 non
Word has been received from Pvt Hot Shots vs. Old Timers.
This story of one of the word's
been granted all of the privileges of residents at the present time.
Private Irving P. Crockett, son
*
Feb. 2, Tues.—Snow’s vs. Kiwanis. Van Baalen vs. Lime Co.
vast rivers, the St. Lawrence—ac of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Crockett Chester H. Wall of Spruce Head
the library and that many cf them
During the year 14.4C6 books were
Feb. 12—Water Co. vs. Faculty.
that he has arrived in Indiana. His
Feb. 8, Mon.—Hot Shots vs. P. O,
tually. the greatest in eastern
have
taken
advantage
of
this
op

circulated
in the children’s departof South Thomaston, is now lo address is: Pvt. Chester H. Wall,
Feb. 18—Lime Co. vs. Water Co.;
Snow’s vs. Old Timers.
America, holds within its pulsing
portunity
and
have
been
most
gen;
me
nt.
School
libraries have been
cated in Georgia. His address is: Co. A. T. 331st INF. A.P.O. No. 83,
vs. Navy.
.. .
Feb. 9, Tues.—Kiwanis vs. Texaco. Faculty
heart the vital dramas cf many
_ , ,n
„ ,
„ - „ . erous in /their expressions of ap- placed in the various school rooms.
872 Chemical Co., Municipal Air- Camp Att€rbury, Indiana,
Feb. 19—Van Baalen vs. Coast
...
Feb. 15, Mon.—Old Timers vs.
past historical events cf this hemi port, Macon, Georgia, care of
preciation.
the circulation from these being
Guard.
Texaco; Snow’s vs. Hot Shots.
sphere, with its international Herbert Smart.
Nearly
1000 books have been col 4884 books. The story hours held
Luther S. Wotton, son of Mr. and
The schedule for the Women's
Feb. 16, Tues.—Kiwanis vs. P. O.
blinding background cf cultural
lected by the library for the Victory during the school year have been
* • * •
League will appear in Tuesday’s
Mrs. Albion Wotton of Friendship,
Canada and The United States.
Book Campaign, to be distributed to well attended and ably conducted by
Alfred Wyllie of Warren, recent is now at Maddaket Station, Nan
National League
issue of this paper.
Holding in its flowing memories ly inducted into the army, is in
the Armed Forces; 690 of these were Mrs. Crawford Gatcombe.
'Pie
•
•
•
•
tucket, Mass. He is a yeoman, 3d
Nov. 5—Coast Guard vs. Faculty;
sent
to
headquarters
in
Portland,
the rugged grace of indelible love training at Camp Atterbury’, Ind.
largest
attendance
at
cne
time
was
The Hot Shots and Texacos
class.
Lime Co. vs. Navy.
• • • •
and comradeship, not only of
82
children.
bowled
at
the
Community
Alleys
were
given
to
the
local
Naval
* ♦ ♦
Nov. 6—Van Baalen vs. Water
William Matson of Warren, re
British but French blood. This
School library instruction was
Monday night, the Hot Shots win Base for their library, and the rest
John La Cross, Electricians Mate Co. Two alleys open.
are
in
reserve
in
the
basement
to
last alone is truly of compassion cently inducted into ths U. S. 2c, U.S.N. Construction Battalion,
given to the four sixth grades. The
Nov. 12—'Navy vs. Van Baalen; ning 4 to 1. Snow Shipyard won be used at the UJ5.O. rooms or pupils came to the library, accom
Army, is in training at Camp sp<?nt thg we<,k.end with his fam.
ate beauty in the telling.
over
the
Postoffice
4
to
1.
Coast Guard vs. Water Co.
The author lives in Maine and Breckinridge, Kentucky.
panied by their teachers, and they
Summary — Hot Shots, “Bert” wherever needed.
ily in Rockland. A former lineman
Nov. 13—Faculty vs. Lime Co.
The library has served as a de were taught the general use of a
demonstrates his deep love of land,
Gardner
261,
Goss
256,
Flanagan
*
George A. Bishop, only sen of for tbe Central Matne Power Com- Two alleys open.
posit station for the Red Cross text public library, how to use the cata
people and history. A fine add._. .
pany, he is assigned to similar
Nov. 19—Lime Co. vs. Coast 288, Soule 334, F. Gardner 273, books, and these books wree dis
Rev.
and
Mrs.
Aubrey
S.
logue and the reference books. At
tion to the historical writings of
total 1412.
work with the Navy at Quonset, Guard; Faculty vs. Van Baalen.
of
Warren,
entered
training
Armis

tributed
to
various
classes
when
or

the conclusion cf the course an ex
our times.
K. S. F.
Texacos—Boardman 277, “Dum
R. I.
Nov. 20—Water Co. vs. Navy.
tice Day in the R.C.A.F., in which
ders
were
presented
from
the
com

amination w’as given which showed
* ♦ * •
Nov.26—Faculty vs. Water Co.; my” 244, Mitchell 287, Hcbbs 293, mittee.
The Little People. Author Albert he has enlisted. He has just com
Edgar Post cf Spruce Head, who
that the children had gained much
“Dummy” 245, total 1346. (Texacos
Halper. Published by Harper & pleted his work for his M. A. de is stationed in the supply office of Navy Vs. Coast Guard.
The
shut-in
service
which
was
from the instructions.
Nev. 27—Lime Co. vs. Van Baalen. had only three men and had to roll started in 1940, has continued to be
gree at the Queen’s University, the U. S. Coast Guard at Boston,
Brothers, New YorkA Victory Reading Club was
*
Dec. 3—Coast Guard vs. Van two “dummies”)
This might be called as Sinclair Kingston, Ontario, this degree to spent Sunday with his family.
an
active
and
popular
feature
of
conducted
during the Summer.
Snow’s—Crockett 256, Willis 270.
Baalen: Water Co. vs. Lime Co.
« « • «
our
work.
During
the
year,
254
vol

Lewis has said on the slip-cover be presented next Spring at convo
Fifty-two children joined the club
Phillips 337, Gatcombe 330, McKin
Dec. 4—Navy vs. Faculty.
umes were sent out to pecple who and 25 received certificates for read
of this book, a portrait gallery of cation, He graduated from the
Major Russell Hoffses of Fort
ney
333,
total
1526.
Dec. 10—Lime Co. vs. FaciP’y;
the persons we half notice in Flcrenceville High School, New Williams was a week-end visitor at
Postoffice—T. Perry 268. McPhee were unable to come to the library. ing the required number of books.
Navy
ivs. Van Baalen.
streets and shops, those who servA Brunswick and from the University his Thomaston home.
287,
Connellan 302, R. Perry 317, These books are delivered Saturday At the close c^the Summer a pic
Dec. 11—Coast Guard vs. Water
•
•
•
•
of
New
Brunswick
at
Fredericton,
mornings by the Girl Scouts, and , nic was held at the outside fireplace
us in the several walks of life;
Raekliff 337, total 1511.
Co.
Corp.
Cobb
A.
Peterson,
formerly
N.
B„
the
latter
in
May,
1941.
Since
little we know of their sorrows and
Thursday night the Water Com- the service is much appreciated by , on the Episcopal Church grounds,
Dec. 17—Van Baalen vs. Water
j for all who had read ten books durdramatic conditions of daily’ prob September he has been employed in of Rcckland, on furlough, came
pany won over the Coast Guard. | the shut-ins.
Co.; Coast Guard vs. Faculty.
The
statues
of
Joan
of
Arc,
Longing the Summer. Games were
lems; their efforts to eke out a Mt a Canadian Aluminum factory, for Wednesday and Is visiting Mr. and
2 to 2. and Van Ballen downed the .
the Canadian War Service. Hls Mrs. Samuel K. Peterson, Masonic ( Dec. 18—Lime Co. vs. Navy.
fellow
and
Lincoln
have
all
been
played
and lunch was served to t.ie
of happiness in the daily grind.
Navy, 4 to 1.
Dec. 24-25—Christmas week.
cleaned
and
retouched,
the
work
children.
These little people belong to a work at the University of New street. Corp. Peterson here for the
Summary — Water Company,
Dec. 31—Coast Guard vs. Navy;
very thick stratum cf American Brunswick was on a Lord Beaver- ! first time since July. Is stationed Van Baalen vs. Lime Co.
Winslow 250. Doak 264, Curtis 255, having been done by Edwin H. Gric. j Children’s Book Week was obWe are very Grateful to Rev. James served in November and many ne.v
City life, that particular numer brook scholarship, the value of at Stout Field, Iindlanapolls, with
Simmons 237, Sukeforth 333, total i
Jan. 1—Water Co. vs. Faculty.
th?
362nd
Air
Base
Squadron.
which
was
$2,000
and
at
Queen
’
s
F.
Savage for the electee clock, bocks were added at that time.
ous swarm of clerks and service
• * * •
Jan. 7—Water Co. vs. Lime Co; 1339.
University.
Ontario,
on
a
Fellow

which
he presented the library in
In addition to the regular staff
men in the shops of our nation.
Coast Guard—Bernier 240, Berry
Alfred E. Wotton, S2c, son of Mr. Faculty vs. Navy.
ship,
the
value
of
which
was
>650.
memory
of the late Rev. James A. we were fortunate in having for a
It is a story of a deeply moving
Jan. 8—Van Baalen vs. Coast 198. G. Sleeper 310, Mahar 260, Flynn, who served many years as a
and Mrs. W. E. Wotton of Lawry,
substitute until August, Miss Mardally round of the personnel of one He specialized in economies, and would welcome cards and letters Guard.
Danielson 304, total 1321.
subject.
trustee.
We
are
also
grateful
to
,
riet
Richardson, who left us at that
large and highly organized Chi his degree was• *in• that
Van Baalen—Richarson 298, Lev- I
Jan. 14—Faculty vs. Van Baalen;
from friends, addressed: UJ3.N.
•
Mrs.
William
A.
ElUngwocd
for
tho
.
time
to take up regular employcago fashion center.
enthal 271, Epstein 259, Goldberg
Word has been received that Receiving Section, Woods Hole. Lime Co. vs. Coast Guard.
12-volume
set
of
Smithsonian
In'
ment.
Miss Joyce Mitchell, a very
It is a clear portrait picture of Private Ralph B. Tyler, formerly Mass.
285, Frantz 269, total 1382.
Jan. 15—'Navy vs. Water Co.
Navy
—
Sullivan
243,
Schmidt
243,'
^
Utute
bo
°^
frDm
tb
<?
office
of
the
capable
High School student, who
a world behind the scenes. Their i laboratory assistant at the Algin
• •• •
Jan. 21—Navy vs. Lime Co.;
Bottiggi
258,
Bryant
267,
Dirsa
341,
lat
®.
t
?
e
|
has
given
much of her cwn tim* th^
ways of life—no silent thoughts Corp., has been assigned to the
Mrs. B. P. Miller of Lawry hears Water Co. vs. Van Baalen.
total
1352
Methebesec
Club
and
the
Jun.or
past
year,
is now serving as subare left out, their home life, de- ; U. S. Army Medical Corps and his from her son, Lt. Hadley B. Miller
Jan. 22—Coast Guard vs. Faculty.
Women's
Club
for
their
gifts.
I
stitute.
sires, ambitions, loves and hates, present address is Co. A.-1246 , 3rd of San Diego. Calif., to the effect
Jan. 28—Water Co. vs. Coast
Through the kindness of the City j Once more this report offers me
tragedies and frustrations—paint- , Med. Tng. Btn., Camp Pickett. that he likes the climate there, Guard; Lime Co. vs. Faculty.
Government
the library has been a sincere “thank you” to my staff
ed in brilliant coloring not high in ; Virginia. His brother. Private Ed which he reports is just cool enough
Jan. 29—Navy vs. Van Baalen.
equipped
with
dim-out curtains, | the opportunity to put into print
class.
Feb. 4—Van Baalen vs. Faculty:
win ( ‘Red") Tyler, formerly with for the wearing of a light jacket
which
enables
us
to keep open our ' and to you. the Board of Trustees,
Albert Halper is a master in the the A&P market, who enlisted in in the evening.
regular
hours,
and
we also extend | for your confidence, interest and
• • * •
fine art of depicting life in the the Signal Corps in August has
Rockland and South Thomaston arour
thanks
to
the
City
Government support.
Lieut. Kenneth D. Nosworthy of rvied today from Solomon Islands
raw, decorating his pages with completed hls course in teletype
coarse swearing and thoughts that operating at Fort Monmouth. N. J., Washington. D. C., formerly of on the destroyer U.S.S. Chicago
need veiling at times. Tlie author’s and has been transferred under air Rockland, has been promoted to and will visit his aunt, Mrs.
strength lies in his ability to draw service command to 318th Slg. Co. Captain, T. C.
Charles A. Emery. Pacific street.
Two Reasons Why Buying Quality Coal
• • * •
• • • •
with vigor and humor, pathos and (Wing), Drew Field. Tampa. Fla.
Pfc. Harcld J. Cail, 1st Marine
Ernest E Harrington is stationed
photographic sureness that touches Both boys are sons of Mr. and Mrs.
Is More Important Than Ever!
Raider Battalion, Heme Base, at the Receiving Ship, New York
the heart.
K. S. F.
Waldo Tyler, South Thomaston.
Quantico, Va., was over-night City. His address is: Ernest E.
• • • •
One: A well heated home is a big
guest recently of Sherwood E. Harrington. A. S. U.S.N.R., care of
Lieut. Ensio W Matson has been
factor
in keeping healthy. Good
at his home in Long Cove on a Frost, enroute to his home in The Receiving Ship. Pier 92 W.
He was 52nd St.. New York City. New York.
health is important in wartime.
furlough. He recently graduated Brownville Junction.
wounded in the Solomon's Aug- 7
Two: Fuel dollars must gi
~
and spent some time in the U. S.
PROMPT
farther ... do more. Economy
Naval Hospital at San Diego. Calif.
AND
is essential.
—
Pvt. Cail is a brother of Mrs. C.
^RELIABLE
Waldo Leavitt, North Main street.
D. & H. Anthracite is a naturally
• • • •
George C. Staples. A. S„ son of
higher quality coal—scientifically
RADIO
TOP WAGES PAID TO BOAT BUILDERS
Mr. and Mrs. Hector G. Staples,
prepared and tested. That’s why it
Rockland, arrived at Newport, R.
I
SERVICE
FIRST—rub throat,chest, and back
gives you a longer-burning, steadierTIME AND A HALF FOR %OVERTIME
with Vicks VapoRub at bedtime.
I., Tuesday. His address ls Com
burning fire and healthful, depend
THEM—spread a thick byer of
If interested, contact
pany. 554. Naval Training Station.
call. . .
VapoRub on the chest and cover
BABB
able, economical heat. Order it by*
with a warmed cloth.
H. 0. CRIE
Corp. Robert H. Rackliffe of the
name . . . D. & H. ANTHRACITE!
.
.'
•
„ •■
*• I
RIGHT AWAY, VapoRub goes to
TEL. 721
work—loosens phlegm—eases Army Air Corps, Stout Field. Indi
at Hotel Rockland Thors., Nov. 12, for information
anapolis. will arrive home tomorrow
muscular soreness or tightness—
M. ft. & C. 0. PERRY
helps clear upper air passages—
•n a 15-day furlough. He will be
(Persons presently employed in War Production will not b.-»
HOUSE-SHERMAN, INC.
relieves coughing. Brings wonder at his home, 259 Talbot avenue.
considered unless properly released)
Tune in on the D. & H. ANTHRACITE HOUR Ever, Tuesday
ful comfort a
Ml KAIN ST, BOCKLAND, ME. and
•
*
•
«
to 8.00 P. M.—WBZ—WBZA
invites
133-tf
Lieut. George w Kittredge of
restful sleep. _ > VAPORUB
EM
•

Book Review

Tuesday-Friday

Nov. 14—Warren—Rt
fit at Glover hall.
Nov. 19 Thomaston
inc Half Hour Readin
y-yank Eillot c. Elliot
Nov. 20----- (3 to 8 3(lt
hostess. Woman's Edu
Nov. 26- Thanksglvl:.
Dec.
8 — Thcmas:
Church fair
Dec. 11—Warren- Hl',
art plays at Town Hal
Dec. 19—Knox Count
Association meets.

MARKETS

LARGE FOWL
b33c

FRESH NATIVE
A TO 6 LBS.

CHICKENS
ROASTINC-Fresh
Native 4 to 5 lbs.-LB

39c

Broilers
L3 37c
:■ Lamb Legs GSPRINC «35:
2V
LB
Lamb Fores
HONOR
MAID
Sausage
Frankforts swniess lb

Flounder Fillets
Large Shrimp
Halibut SLICED

l NATIVE

*

i,31‘
is29:

31'

LB

A “little cyclone"
by Almon M. Young,
of the Central Mai:
as having swept a h
for a mile or so. in
Hope, west of Howe
Tuesday night's stoi
power line was out
four or five hours. M
that large pine limb
at least half a mile a
wood trees were badh
six or eight feet frem
Mr. Young and crew
busy from midnight
clearing up the trou

O. W. Carroll, Ri
to announce he ha
all retail business
David G. Hodgkintrist, will be absent i
Nov. 7 to Nov. 21. .1:
office will be open h
making of appolntmr
of bills, etc.
For dependable i
call the Radio Shop, t
517 Main street. Con
line.—adv.

More revelations
Pola Negri, Hollywi
Tragedy, appear
chapter of "Love W
ing.” in the American \
azine with the Nc
Boston Sunday Adi

3 lb 10'

^Cabbage
fe
J L. S. NO.-1 pACf' .jf-

Potatoes 1
IB i
BAG
5
IOnsons
[Tomatoes 2
35"
(Walnut
Pecan V&& 35'
5
>
i

BIRDS EYE
FROSTED

*•
|

Sim

s Lobste

Inc.
L

WHOLESALE A

Rockland Coal Co

TEL. 120

WE BUY
Hogs, Beef Lamb

■FOODS

Green Peas 'P2“25‘
14 OZ
Rhubarb
PKG
Cut Corn 10PKGOZ ,i

We sugar cure and I
Hams, Shoulders a nJ
C. H. RICE q
ROCKLAND,

WALDO THI

SILVERBROOK
BUTTER ,52‘
SUNNYFIELD

»

Butter 14 LB PRINi S IB
DlltfOl* SUNNYFIELD
PWUer 1 LB PRINTS H
Cheese SHARP
CHtonAR
8 OZ CELLO.
PKG
Fresh Cheese
i? 2Sf
LARGE 4
BAR |
Ivory Soap
MtO
BAP
Ivory Soap
Duz
spmkg 9c I ^GS 4
3 LB ■!
Crisco
CAN I
LARGE n
Ivory Flakes
PKG Z
BREAO

Marvel ‘Enriched” LOAF 1 1 1
PARKER
1 QC
3 Donuts JANE
plain or sugar DOZ I
1 Fruit Cake JANE
PARKER LB

TEL. WALDOBOI

a

SHOW TIME
Matinees

Saturday 2.30:

Sun ]
Evenings at 8J

FRIDAY, NO'
Warnpr Brother.
HUMPHREY B(

Jn
< -I

“THE BIG
An exciting, fast-i
drama-

SATURDAY ONL1

Two Fea

,

RUSSELL HAY

(Hopalong (
J
BOB H DI J
in

“THE LONE PR
also

Ivory Snow
Oxydol 2

large oOC
PKG

fcW
„
45 - •

“Mexican Spit'
Elephant’]
with

Camay Soap
Chipso K’- 2i-45

P&G Soap
Rinso
Silver Dust
Fairy Soap

Leon Errol and Ini

2 ..«^c

2

LGE.
PKGS
LARGE
PKG

R. K. O Pi ‘

t\ SC I

5
OC

CAKE

HENRY FOND\
LUCILLE B'l
EUGENI 1

in

Scott Products
Scott Tissue
ScottTowels 2

SUN.-MON., NOT I

ROLL

Wald rf paper
SOFT WEAVE «
Scott TISSUE QROLL

7C

<

“THE BIG STF!
Also The March of I
“THE FIGHTING I I

23

French
%£ 12c
Noodles ENCORE 2 PKG^ 25c
OZ QC
Mustard ANN
PAGE 9JAR
PREPARED
•?
Ann Page flC
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Standard and advanced first aid
classes will be organized this
month. The Red Cress desires all
graduates of former classes to take
a. short refresher course at the
earliest opportunity. Afternoon as
well as evening classes will be ar
ranged if desired. For enrollment,
call Mrs. Eugene O'Neil, Tel. 356-W.

Nov. 14—Warren—Red Cross bene
fit at Glover hall.
Nov
19 Thomaston—Annual meetir.g Half Hour Reading Club at Mrs.
Frank Elliot's. Elliot street.
A nifty
job
slate roofing
is
Nov. 20----- (3 to 8 30, Minnie Miles 1
"" *
— of o.avc
luuiuig is
hostess. Woman's Educational Club.' I being done on the A T Thurst An
Nov. 2& Thanksgiving.
,
c
1 • rnurston
Dec. 8 — Thomaston — Federated nouse- Fern street.
The
artist is
Church fair.
-m-_ ~
Dec. 11—Warren—High Schrol cue- The Courier-Gazette’s well known
act plays at Town Hall.
correspondent, A. Jay See.
Dec
19—Knox County Ministerial
Association meets.

BORN
.Rackliff

3
'>•
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LARGE FOWL
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CHICKENS
ROASTiNC Fresh
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•
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Lamb Legs spring
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l337c
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35°
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lb21c
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35®
lb 29®
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'Frankforts sK

lb

31'
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otatoes 15 Bs39e|]
5r23‘
Onions

Tomatoes
Walnut ME-BAG 3®

Pecan

MEATS
■

bag

35c I
VV

J

More revelations in the life of
Pola Negri, Hollywood’s Queen of
Tragedy, appear in the second
chapter of "Love Was My Undo
ing,’’ in the American Weekly Mag
azine with the November 15th
„
,
,
,.
Boston Sunday Advertiser. lOPlt

frosted’
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reen Peas 7“ 25c
17C

hubarb

re?21c

ut Corn
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Stlmpsov—At Spruce Head. Nov. ll,
S, S?,,’pson age 77 years, 5
months, ll days.
Funeral Saturday
fro271 Davis Funeral Home.
Thomaston. Rev C. A Marstaller offlter>' Interment ln Village ceme-

Fred Merrifield.
Funeral Thursday
Interment in East Union.
Pressey—At
Sailors'
snug Harbor

&

Nov. ll, John
3 months. 7
I days. Funeral 2 p. m. Friday from
late residence, 27 Lawn avenue.

IN MEMORIAM
In loving memory of Mrs Elizabeth
M. Sawyer who passed from this life
Nov. 12, 1938.
Four years have passed and gone
Since
lj
.ullt uuc
one we loved
lovea so well
taken from our home on earth
i With Jesus Christ to dwell.
The flowers we place upon her grave
1 May wither and decay.
But the love for her who sleeps
Beneath shall never fade away.
Our darling mother and grand
mother lovingly remembered by Mrs.
Josephine Sprague and Mrs. Helen
Spaulding.
»
IN MEMORIAM
In memory of Albert D. Dow who
passed away Nov. 11, 1941.
Remembrance ls a golden chain,
Death tries to break but all in vain.
To have, to love and then to part
Is the greatest sorrow of one's heart.
His loving wife
Ada and
his
daughters. Margaret and Lena, and
son, Aubrey.
*

Sim’s Lobster Co.,
Inc.
WHOLESALE & RETAIL

Rockland Coal Co. Wharf
TEL. 420

103-tf
BIRDS EYE

Friday at 2 p. m. from Davis Funeral
Home. Thomaston. Rev Charles A
Cemetery^
In“rment
ln
Village

For dependable radioservice
call the Radio Shop, telephone' 844, ^y
517 Main street. Complete Philco 84 years. 15 days.
linp —adv
fifltf n, Mlhcn~At Rockland,
line.—aav.
60tf Blethen. age 52 years,

Cl
3i»s 10

abbage

Leigh's

David G. Hodgkins, Jr., optome
trist, will be absent from his office I Hunt—"t
At rtoexport,
Rockport, Nov. 12
12, Albert
Nov, 7 to NOV. 21, inclusive. The , Hunt. age 81 years. 9 months. 19 days,
office Will be open, however, for the i sennerpa®o?sday Xntermen"? ‘in™ West
making of appointments, payments : RockP°rtof bills etc
109 IflB r yj.’TiUe,d—At Souih Hope, Nov. 10,
Ot OUIS, etc.
102 lQo Jeddie E.. Infant son of Mr. and Mrs

------------------------

lounder Fillets
,arge Shrimp
alibui sliced

Dr.

A "little cyclone” was reiwrted
a
by Almon M. Young, line foreman ter- BonniV LomiT10* Hcad' a daugh'
of the Central Maine Power Co., i Anderson—At Dr Leieh s
as having swept a half-mile swath , RXrt%Xson' of° nomaGon?’''Sa
'------a—mile
— or
«„ so, in
x------------------- daughter-Karen Norma.
'
for
the town of
Hope, west of Howes’ hill, during a
married
Tuesday night’s storm. A rural
Robbins-Townsend—At Union
Nov
power line was out of commission andCMlsAr,R°bbl£s of Sc’u!-h Union
four or five hours. Mr. Young said land—by R^l Ndrews* °f R°Ck’
that large pine limbs were blown 4 S^hX S;Urreit-At Warren. Nov.
1 Weston H Stanhope of Vasat least half a mile and that hard rett°of
vnd ^‘SS Katherlne V StarRev
T
ia »oro and
Warren—by
wood trees were badly twisted some Kev. L.f Clark
French
six or eight feet from their bases.
DIED
Mr. Young and crew of men were
Smith—At Cushing, Nov lo Ida A
busy from midnight to morning vear°
W P
° Snm* a*“
clearing up the trouble.
Vears. 6 months, 24 davs.
Funeral
O. W. Carroll, Rockville wishes
to announce he has discontinued
all retail business.—adv.
it

39'

Native 4 to 5 lbs.-LB

At

WE BUY
Hogs, Beef Lamb and Veal

IN MEMORIAM
In loving memory of Ina D. Woos
ter who passed away Nov 13, 1941.
"Nothing can ever take away.
The love a heart holds dear.
Fond memories linger every day.
Remembrance keeps her near.
Benjamin P. Wooster, Ralph L. Woos
ter, Blanche McDonnell.
♦

CARD OF THANKS
We extend thanks to all who com
forted us In our bereavement—those
who sent flowers, cards or otherwise
expressed sympathy.
We also thank
Van Russell and Hughey Hughes for
use of cars.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Rackliff, Mr.
and Mrs. Edgar Rackliff. Mr. and
Mrs. Albert Graves and families.

Cllbll

dissing
ANN PAGE
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25®
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Miss Agnes Flanagan, until re
cently a clerk in the office of the
Knox County Selective Service
Beard No. 1 at Rockland, is now
employed in Boston.

J. E. Stevens will entertain the
Rotary Club with a travel talk at
today's session.

The Congregational Society will
have a circle supper next Wednes
day at 6.15 served by the following
men: L. A. Cook, chairman, Fred
Trecartin, David Beach, Elmo
Crozier, Allan Murray, Cleveland
Sleeper Jr., Vance Norton, Augus
tus Huntley, John G. Snow, Har
old Leach, Frederic Bird, Erwin
Spear, Dr. E B. Howard, Frank
Marsh, Dr. Scarlott, Archie Bow
ley, Francis Orne. Ralph Smith,
Theodore Bird, Ernest Keywood,
Jerome Burrows, Horatio Cowan,
Chauncey Keene, Murray Whalen,
Bertram White, Charles Rose,
Donald Cummings, Harold Karl,
Victor Ramsdell.

The City Matron, Miss Corbett,
says there are quite a few elderly
people, some receiving old age pen
sions, who would appreciate a
Thanksgiving basket, who cannot
with the small allowance allotted
them buy anything extra or spe
cial—but a basket made up with
a few delicacies—canned soup, tea,
cookies, cake, candy and fruit,
would be a wonderful blessing to
The Youth Fellowship of the them. Miss Corbett will gladly
Pratt Memorial Methodist Church fu’nish names and addresses.
will present a one-act drama, en- Phene 663-M.
titled “Ba Thane” in the vestry
Sunday night. Mrs. Elmer E.
County Defense workers, includ
Trask, Jr., is coaching the players ing town chairmen, vice-chairmen
for this gripping story of a native and placement bureau and train
boy of Burma. The cast of char ing corps chairmen of the Civilian
acters: Ba Thane, Dennis Trask: Defense organization, will meet at
Gordon Worth, American mis Hotel Rockland, Saturday from 10
sionary, Douglas Perry; Virginia a. m. to 4 p. m., for a conference on
Worth ,his wife, Sandra Hallowell; the newly organized Citizens’
Joan Worth, their daughter. Pris Service Corps.
Ralph C. Went
cilla Clarke; Ma May, Ba Thane’s worth, county agent, University of
sister, Betty Hempstead; Richard Maine Extension Service, will
Ordway, American news reporter, speak at the forenoon session of
Richard Achorn, and Joe Fox, the "Neighborhood Plan” and
American oil driller, Kenneth Chat Cleveland Sleeper, Jr. on the
to. The play, written by Edna Ccunty Salvage program. John M.
Baldwin, will follow a brief wor Pomeroy, County Civilian Defense
ship service, which starts at 7 Co-ordinator will speak in the aft
o’clock.
ernoon on the “Share the Ride
Plan.” The meeting is being ar
Everett E. F. Libby of Manches
ranged by Mrs. Horatio C. Cowan,
ter, N. H|, formerly of Rockport,
County Vice-Coordinator. Each of
was in Rockland, yesterday. Mr. the eighteen town chairmen have
Libby, an engineer of the Hartford
been asked to be present with two
Accident and Indemnity Co., spoke others from their locality.
Tuesday at a group taking a train
ing course in safety engineering at
Morning Glory Girl Scout Troops
the University of Maine. Mr. Libby
1 held meetings Monday and Tuesday
visited Tuesday1 and Wednesday
afternoon. They divided each group
with Mr- and Mrs. Alonzo P. Spear.
into patrols and elected leaders and
Rockport.
assistants. Leaders for the 7th

Joseph E. Blaisdell,, principal of
Rockland High School, was in
Boston Tuesday where he attended
a conference of educators and in
dustrialists, held at the Copley
Plaza Hotel. Mr, Blaisdell was one
of six attending from the State of
Maine. The purpose of the con
ference was to discuss educational
needs with respect to industry.

A Washington despatch to the
Press Herald- this morning says:
“The Labor Department’s Wage
Adjustment Division chairman,
Daniel Tracey, has promised to
take under advisement the request
of cnotractors for the Rockland
Naval Airport to raise wages in or
der to get workers. Wyman and
Simpson of Augusta, contractors,
find difficulty getting labor, car
penters, bulldozers and shovel op
erators, because neighboring towns
pay a higher rate. They took this
up witft Senator BTewster who in
turn laid the matter before the de
partment. The contract is costplus.”

grade group are Jean Young, Gloria
Studley and Earleen Perry, and
the assistants are Diane Cameron
Marilyn Spear and Elizabeth Brew
ster. Leaders for the 5th and 6th
grade group are Evelyn Perry,
Virginia Manning, Rhea Gardner
and Barbara Goldsmith, and the
assistants are Carolyn Chisholm,
' Grace Thompson, Janice Koster
and Betty Crozier. Plans were
made for the 7th grade group to
make “Cuddly Toys” to be sent to
England if completed by Christmas
as suggested in the Girl Scout
Leaders’ Magazine. If not com
pleted, they will be given in the
United States. Refreshments were
decided upon for the Thanksgiving
party, and the invitations will be
given out next week. At the next
meeting of the 5th and 6th grade
group the girls will make greeting
cards with designs using spatter
work.

The Malden (Mass.) Evening
News says: "Mrs. George L. True,
42 Murray Hill Park, wife of the
Malden High submaster, has been
notified to report for training in
the WAACS at Des Moines/Iowa,
immediately.
Mrs. T^ue, the
former Phyllis Moran, has one son,
a freshman at Bowdoin College.
She is a past president of the
Garden Club, is chairman of the
department of education for the
Massachusetts Federation of Wom
en's Clubs, and has assisted Suptof School, F. G. Marshall as an
advisor in rationing registration.”
Mrs. True is a daughter of Mrs.
Edward C. Moran and sister of E.
The November meeting of the
Carl Moran, Jr., State OP.A. di Rockland Garden Chub will be held
rector.
in the Tower Room of the Com
The Salvation Army block at munity Building Tuesday, Nov.
The Brook is undergoing repairs. 17 at 2.30 o’clock Edward John
sen assisted by a committee from
Three shows at Strand Theatre the Garden Club, will demor.se. a ts
BINGO
making cf boutonnieres,,
Sunday—matinee at 3 p. m., eve the
TONITE, SPEAR HALL, 7-45
w
eathes
and
g2r.&nds.
Any
in

ning shows at 6.15 andi 8.30. The
Given Away $5.00—1 each
terested persons not members ot
picture “Now Voyager.”
Door Prize $130
t.-.e Garden Cl i" will be adm't'f.d
8
Big
Lucky
Games—Lots of Big
Ruth Mayhew Tent will meet to this meeting on payment of a
Prizes
on
Evening Play
Monday evening at 7.30 with the small fee.
104*lt
first nomination of officers. At 2.15
a game party will be held with
4
X-r-js.. -VS-JX;
Lina Carroll as hostess, supper will

be served at 6 o’clock.

Knox and Lincoln Past Grands
and Past Noble Grands will be en
CARD OF THANKS
tertained at Camden, I.O.O.F. hall,
I wish to thank the doctors and
C. H. RICE CO.
nurses of Knox Hospital, also friends Wednesday, Nov. 18. Supper will
ROCKLAND, ME.
kindly remembered me during be served upon the arrival of guests,
102-tf who
my illness.
Betty Munro
*
visiting members requested to fur
A 25c admission will be charged nish sweets and are urged to make
WALDO THEATRE for non members who attend the a special effort to attend.
November meeting of the Garden
TEL. WALDOBORO 100
A rummage sale and boiled din
Club.—adv.
>
lt
ner will be held at Masonic Temple,
SHOW TIMES
Tuesday, with Mrs. Belle Frost as
SaMrday Matinees
2.30; Sunday 3.00
general chairman. She will be as
BEANO
Evenings at 8.00
sisted by Mrs. Hattie Davies, Mrs.
AMERICAN LEGION ROOMS
Florence Philbrook, Mrs. Millie
FRIDAY, NOV. 13
THOMASTON
Thomas, Mrs, Nettie Freeman and
EVERY MONDAY NIGHT Mrs. Annie Morton, in conducting
Warner Brothers Presents—
8.00 o'clock
the rummage sale, and Mrs. Ivj'
HUMPHREY BOGART
TWO CENTS A GAME
Chatto, Mrs. Lena Stevens and
In
•
Many Special Games Next Mon.
Mrs.
Marjorie Cummings will be in
With 548.00 Special Cash Prizes
“THE BIG SHOT”
charge of the dinner. The temple
and $2.00 Door Prize
An exciting, fast-moving melo
$5 to any winner in 9 numbers
will be open Monday for receiving
drama—
or less
articles for the rummage sale.
Auspices Williams-Brazier Post
SATURDAY ONLY, NOV. 14
52Ftf
BIG BINGO
Two Features
SAT.
NIGHT,
SPEAR HALL, 7.45
RUSSELL HAYDEN
Given Away, $10—1 each
(Ilopalong Cassidy’s Pal)
Door Prize $230.
South Hope Dance
BOB WILLS
And Three Extra Prizes, $230
WOODCOCK’S ORCHESTRA
Eight Lucky Games
in

SENTER-CRANE'S

We sugar cure and smoke your
Hams, Shoulders and Bacon

with Billv Dean and His Violin

“THE LONE PRAIRIE”

EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT

also

Admission 25c and 35c, tax incl.

in

DOOR PRIZE $7.50

“THE BIG STREET’’
Also The March of Time (32)
“THE FIGHTING FRENCH”

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME

FUNERAL HOME
Ambulance Service

Ambulance Service
8 CLAREMONT ST.
BOCKLAND, ME.

118-112 UMEROCK STREET
ROCKLAND, ME. '

GRAPE FRUIT,

BURNETTS

Muffin Mix

TEL. 662

EAST UNION, ME.
THOMASTON, ME.

XIW

——•W"

MFtf

.

pt?.

.

pkg.

CORN

Muffin Mix
OBOMEOARY

pkg.

Ginger Bread Mix

SHORT SHANK-LEAN

LB

Frankfurters >b. 23c
Minced Ham lb. 23c

'•

Vigil Our Fish Dept.

25c

Large Variety Native
Caught Fish

p,.»V>

Sy,UP

2tins25c

3«- 21c
IS

3»25«

oz. tin

Date dr Nut Bread

CornStarch,
2 pkgs 15c
Pea Beans,
3 lbs 25c
PosJ Bran Flakes 2 8PkgS. 19c
Piccalilli, 131/2 oz bot 10c
Bakers Cocoanut 4 oz 9c
gal. 31c
i Bleach Water,
Peanut Butter, 1 lb jar 25c
PAPER
TOWELS
Roll 5c
cocktail style

Vegetable
Juice

27c

•“ 29‘

X-PERT

I^)c
IOC
I9C

DEVILS FOOD MIX
pkg.

I8c

BISQUICK

AI

DBOMEDABY

” 31'

A tins IC

Chicken Chop Suey tin 25c
Blue Ribbon Malt, lg tin 49c
Post Toasties, 6 oz pkg 6c
Bean Sprouts,
pkg 10c
Calumet Bak. Pdr. 2 tm°z23c
Friends Mincemeat, tin 29c
Canned Mackerel tin 18c
Vanilla, pure, 2 oz bot 29c
4
j

KELLOGG’S

Corn FlaJces

Book Matches
15 Books

Waldorf
Tissue
Tissue

lg. tin

I

•

Towels

4 for 19c

9m rolls 17if C

pt. btl.

GRAPEFRUIT JUICE,

No. 2 tin 10c

Early Morn

MOLASSES,

300 Lightt

Scot-Ti

WELCH’S

Grape Juice

5c

qt bot 29c

RINSO

2 45c

14 oz bot 10c

KETCHUP,

2 tins 25c
qt bot 19c

STRING BEANS, Cranberry
PRUNE JUICE, sunsweet
WILSON

* * 29c
g_
2,n,25c

Salad Dressing
FAME BRAND COOL

Pineapple Juice

LIFEBUOY
|

3ta20c

3 bars 17c

TOILET SOAP,

7c

HKALTH

x SWIFT’S TABLE-READY MEATS

PEPPER LOAF.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . lb 35c
MEAT LOAF, wuh
c,>““ lb 29c
BOLOGNA.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. lb 29c
LIVERWURST.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . lb 39c

SWIFT’S VARIETY or VICTORY LOAF.. .. .. .. .. .. . lb

This Fall it is SMART, NECESSARY and PA
TRIOTIC to sew. In our piece goods department
you can receive the advice of a real expert, MISS
fl ANN McLAUGHLIN. She knows all about the latest
styles in materials—what goes with what—she can
give you ^he names and phone numbers of dress
makers to help.
Our fine stock of wools, serges, gabardines, silks
are priced right.
Smart Wool (Dresses with long sleeves are par
ticularly good at present.

35c

OEUCAnSsurMtATS
SWIFT’S MINCED HAM.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . lb 29c
Swift’s Premium Frankforts, ' lb 37c I Swift’s Oriole Frankforts,
lb 29c
Swift’s Brookfield Sausage,
lb 49c I Swift’s Woodlawn Sausage,
lb 39c

ARMOUR’S QUALITY BEEF

BUTTER
SWIFT’S BROOKFIELD

lb. 52c

“;X5,ZE

doz. 49c

CHEESE
SWIFT’S

BROOKFIELD

CTEAITC

lb 29c

OLEO
SWIFT’S ALLSWEET
Sale and Demonstration at our
Park Street Store

2 lbs 49c

SIRLOIN,
PORTERHOUSE,

□ IL/mO

FOWL

EGGS

ARE YOU SEWING?

Wm. E. Dornan & Son, Inc.
Cemetery Memorials

MEAT DEPT.

“

SWIFT’S
SWIFT’S
SWIFT’S
SWIFT’S

Price, $1.00

Notice

THAT SAVE MAHY HOT HOURS OVER THE KITCHEN STOVE

Ofb Premm

Length, all six feet

Our prices are based on the
quality of work that we erect
and we do business with the aim
that “a satisfied customer is our
best asset,”

AH Prises Subject »• Chong* Without

S molted Shou Id* r 31 c

Campbell's Tomato Soup
Cream Tartar Compound

Ham
Spread

Widths 24, 26, 28, 30, 32, 34, 36

Our memorials are erected on
durable cement foundations, built
with a board form and are guar
anteed to be four feet deep to
guard against action of the frost.

Wednesday Meetings

Effective Nov. 18, the Wednesday
evening meetings of First Church
of Christ, Scientist, will be held in
the Christian Science Reading
Room at 507 Main St., instead of in
the church edifice.
104

Pure Cocoa HEALTHFUL and ECONOMICAL
17c
Flil Fly Spray SURE DEATH TO PESTS pt. «i. 19c
Sunsweet Prunes in Sanitary Pkg. 2ib.bo< 23c
Sunbrile Cleanser •
•
3lOc

LUCKY GAME

PLENTY’ OF GROCERIES
»
104 ’-It

Read The Courier-Gazette

STORES

You needn't go lor to moke your money go fortker.
Our hondy neighborhood super-markets nestle
right up close to the homes of our customers •
just where a grocer ought to bo. Get your food
buying on on economical wot basis • shop close
to home - shop ot one of our friendly markets.
Full assortment - low prices - topped off with tho
finest friendliest service you'll find onywhoro.

Baked

'.’7^

Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Nelson of
Lowell, Mass., former proprietors of
Tally Ho Stables, attended the
Rodeo at Boston Garden, recently.

DON'T LEAN on GASOLINE!
DON'T TAX YOUR TIRES!

DEI ICIOUS

I. O. 0. F. HALL

BURPEE'S
TELEPHONES
«• er 781-1 er 781-U

and never felt you could afford them?

Made of heavy “cardboardie” paper!

BENEFIT BEANO
SATURDAY—8.15

VENETIAN BUNDS

Read this—

cmorials

SUN.-MON., NOV. 15-18
R. K. O. Presents
HENRY FONDA
LUCILLE BALI,
EUGENE PALLETTE

Have You Always Wanted—

Rockland now has Its third wom
an taxi driver, Miss Ethelyn L.
Harvey, 21, daughter of Mrs. Esther
Harvey and the ^ate Cleveland P.
Harvey, having obtained her driv
ing license Saturday. Miss Harvey,
who drives only during the day
time, has a stand at the corner of
Main and Elm streets. The first
woman taxi driver was Mrs. Arthur
L. Rokes and the second, Miss
Elizabeth Evansky.

PERRYS

104*lt

wfth
Leon Errol and Lupe Velez

♦

Rounds Mothers’ Class of the
Neal Kenney of Carrollls Lane,
went Wednesday to the Veterans’ Congregational Church met Wed
Facilities Hospital. Togus, for ob nesday night. Officers elected were
servation and treatment.
Mrs. Alice Spear, president; Mrs.
Lou Emery, vice president and Mrs.
Sam Savitt returned Tuesday Ella Cates, secretary-treasurer. Re
from a business trip to Boston and freshments were served by the
New York. He reports merchan hostesses, Mrs. Gladys Philbrick,
dise conditions fairly favorable, Mrs. Julia Keene and Mrs. Bernice
with seme scarcity of silks and Havener.
cottons.
Boy Scout Leaders and Troop
Earle Wooster is acting janitor committee men will meet Tuesday
at the Community Building, suc at the High School, supper to be
ceeding George B. Davis, who is served at 6.15 by girls of the home
now janitor at the County Court economics class. W. J. Furtwengler,
associate Scout executive of Au
House.
gusta, will give the first lesson of
Golden Rod Chapter, O.E.S., will Scout leaders’ training course.
meet Friday night at 7 30. Officers
need not wear white. Following
Not everybody with a dollar
the meeting there will be a game
to spare can shoot a gun
party in the dining room and re
straight—but everybody can
freshments will be served. Each
shoot straight to the bank and
buy War Bonds. Buy your
member attending is asked to fur
10% every pay day.
nish a prize and sandwiches.

Big Prizes on Evening Game

148-F-tf

“Mexican Spitfire’s
Elephant”

.laid ;rf !■?«• «o“
Scott " <irsSfUEV 3j!OLL. 2^ ~
p,-,r»h

"The Marks of a True Chris
tian,” was the topic of Dr. Vance
Havner’s address at a Bible con
ference Tuesday night in the First
Baptist Church. Many were pres
ent not only from Rockland but
also from surrounding towns. Rev.
Francis E. Whiting presided and
the benediction was by Rev. C.
Vaughn Overman of Rockport. Mrs.
Horatio W. Frohock read a letter
from Rev. J. Charles MacDonald,
who, with Mrs. MacDonald, is visit
ing their daughter, Mrs. Richard ,
W. Gray in Montclair, N. J. The 1
MacDonalds are expected home i
Tuesday or Wednesday of next
week.

Pase Three

NATIVE
4-6 LB. AVE.

lb 17c
lb 25c
lb 21c
lb 31c

Salt Pork,
Tripe,
Pig’s Liver,
Headcheese,

DUCKLINGS
FANCY
LONG ISLAND

lb 39c
lb 49c

SWEET
POTATOES
8 lbs. 25c

.IE OO

ORANGES
FOWL
Cut for Stewing
_
or Fricassee
3 to 3^ LB. AVE.

QQ—

JUICY FLORIDAS

Doz. 33c

Tuesday-Fridav
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Pane Four

training with the Quartermaster
Corps.
WARREN
WALDOBORO
Mrs. Stanhope is a member of
ft ft ft ft
Mystic Rebekah Lodge and Warren
£ ft Aft
Grange For the past few years
ALENA L. STARRETT
MBS ISABEL BABE
Correspondent
she
Iras been employed in tlie Wool
Correspondent
zx xx zx zx
ZX
/\
Z\
A
A
en
Mill
in Vassalboro Mr. Stan- j
•
ZN z\ z> »
hope, before liis induction into the
Tel.
49
Telephone 78
army, was driver ol a baking com
pany
truck in Waterville and Oak
Leland Rokes, who has been em
Mrs. H. Maude Orbeton left Tues
INEXPENSIVE BUT EFFECTIVE
day for a month’s visit in Boston ployed as cook in Africa, with an land.
American
Base
Force,
returned
re

and Concord, N. H.
Insurance—fire, automobile, war
1 Mrs. W. G. Labe went Tuesday to cently to New York.
risk.
Sidney F. Copeland. Tel. 12-5,
Mrs. Ella Lewis spent a day re
' Portland to spend a week with Mr.
Warren.
100-F-108
cently with her niece, Mrs. Harold
and Mrs. B. C. Reed.
HERE’S WHAT IT COSTS
Mrs. J. A. Duane has closed her Stanton in Bath.
WEST
WALDOBORO
Mrs. Edith Wotton and daugh
home and is in Quincy, Mass., for
Advertisements In this column not to exceed three lines In
Mrs. Frank Wheeler oi Wollaston,
ters, Misses Ethel Wotton and Eve
the Winter.
serted once for 25 cents, two times for 50 cents. Additional
lines five cents each for one time; 10 cents for two times. Five
Miss Laura Creamer was a recent lyn Wotton, accompanied by Mrs. Mass , has been guest of Mr. and
small words to a line.
Mrs.
Frank
Sheffield
and
Mrs.
Ira
Wotton
and
son,
Gordon,
re

visitor in Portland.
Special Notice: All “blind ads” so called L e. advertise
ments which require the answers to be sent to The CourierMrs. Verna Little, R. N., is on a cently visited Mrs Bertha Payson. Viola Kuhn.
Pfc. Walter Kaler, Jr., of Elma,
Gazette office for handling, coat 25 cents additional.
trip to Washington, D. C. On re Mrs. Shirley Kimball and Miss
Wash., is spending a furlough with
Lillian
Lufkin
in
Portland.
turn she will visit friends in Dan
Mr and Mrs. Sidney Vinal. who his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Walter
vers, Mass.
LOST AND FOUND
WANTED
Kaler.
Mrs. Gladys Grant, who has em have been in Arlington, Mass., are
Byron Mills and Ralph Eugley,
GLASSES found on Pleasant St..
BELL-boy
wanted.
THORNDIKE
ployment in Bath, spent the week at their heme in this town for a Jr., have each shot a deer.
HOTEL
104-tf City. Owner may have same by pay’
end at her apartment in the San few weeks.
ing for ad. MURRAY'S STORE. Cor.
Mr. and Mrs. Freelon Vannah of
USED home workshop power tools Broadway and Pleasant Sts.
104 it
Mrs. Shirley Barbour and Mrs.
born block. On return she will
wanted.
Also
small
horsepower
mo

South Waldoboro spent Sunday tors, quarter h. p. thirds, half. What
WRIST
Watch
lost
Saturday.
enter the employ of the Hyde Wind Mabel Mills will serve refreshments with Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Win have you to offer H H CRIE CO.. eral reward. CHARLES H. DUFF.Llb60
tenight after the meeting of Cres
Summer St.. Rockland. Tel. 113-W
Tel 205, at 328 Main St.. Rockland
lass Co.
chenbach.
__________________________________ 104-107
104-lt
Mr. and Mrs. William Collins and cent Temple, P. S.
Mrs. Walter Kaler, Mrs. Edward
THREE-Roomfurnlshed apt. want
For the flrst time in the history McGrath and daughter Sarah and ed. modern. TEL 1455.
103*104
Thomas Creamer of Portland were
FOR SALE
to rent 5 to 7 room house
week-end guests of Mr. and Mrs. of Georges River Mills, women are Pfc. Walter Kaler, Jr., were supper ln WANT
Rockland or near bus line
Have
employed in the dye house, and on guests Tuesday of Mr and Mrs. small children. L. E ROLFE. 22
Milton J. Creamer.
INDIAN pennies (1175) for sale or
Cross St.. Camden.
103*104
exchange, dating, from 1859 to 1909
Mrs. Florence Fisher is visiting machines in the dry finish room. Jack Newbig of Friendship.
HOUSEKEEPER wanted, family of ALBERT ELLIOT. Thomaston. 104 105
Mrs. Josef Vinal of Rockland has
in Rockland for a week.
The Wesley Society gave Mrs. Ida three; good pay. TEL. 422 M 103*104
LIVE and best ducks and geese lor
GIRL or woman wanted for general sale O W CARROLL, Rockville
Celia Gross, a teacher in the been recent guest of Mr and Mrs. Waltz a surprise party Thursday housework.
Tel. 132. MRS DORIS
__________ 104 106
Hallowell School for Girls, spent Willis Vinal.
afternoon at her home on Gross B FOGG, 115 Slimmer St.
103-tf
SMALL
farm
ljx
Burkettville
for
The Junior Symphony Club has Neck. Nineteen were present. Re
MOTHER'S helper wanted to sleep sale; 9-room house, shed and attic
tlie week-end with her mother, Mrs.
in or out. Call at 52>/a SUMMER ST . running spring water ln house, smali
collected 370 records, which have freshments were served by several or TEL. 628 R
Cora Nash.
102-tf barn, all needs repairs. On state road
Miss Elizabeth Hawthorne has been sent to the recreation room of the members. Tlie next meet
NATIVE Eggs wanted. Write us for near school. Power line passes house
or telephone 147-2. Wal 10 acres of land Price $32o M. Helen
closed her apartment in the Library- of the Rockland Naval Base.
ing will be Nov. 19 with Mrs. Bessie particulars
Address. Thom
doboro, Maine. BURNHEIMER BROS . Prior, Cushing. Me
North Waldoboro.
102-tf aston, Me____________________ 104 106
Mrs. Inez Libby of Union was Creamer.
block and is in Connecticut for
HOUSEWIVES
wanted
for
part
CANARY Birds for sale, guaranteed
week-end guest of Mrs. Emma
the Winter.
Mr and Mrs. Maurice Bodge and time
waitress work, experienced or singers. Reasonable price
MRS A
• Mrs. John Flanders fell and suf Norwood.
Address
BOX
117. C. SMITH. 147 N. Main St.. Rockland'
son Robert visited Saturday in Inexperienced
Rockland.
98 tf Maine._________________________104*105
The Forget-Me-Not Girl Scout Richmond and Bowdoinham.
fered a fractured hip Sunday, when
GIRLS, aged 18 35 wanted for hotel
1932 Bulck 5-passenger Coupe for
entering the Rockland Universalist Troop has collected 270 keys and
waitresses. Year ’round work, excel sale Good tires. Heater. Cheap for
lent opportunity. Write H. R.. care cash
TEL. ROCKLAND. 458-W
Church. She is at the Miles Me 20 pounds of other scrap material.
98-tf ____________ _____________________ 104*105
Adolph, Benito and Hirohito The Courier-Gazette.
morial Hospital, Damariscotta.
The new flag, 5x8, for which a
§ —the three blind mice. Make
HORSE for sale, saddle or driving^
gentle
sound,
price
reasonable
Mrs. Wayne Heald and infant collection was taken up among the
them run with ten percent of
TALLY HO RIDING STABLE, Rt 1.
TO LET
daughter, who were at the home of air plane spotters, is now flying at
tyour income in War Bonds
Camden Road.
104*105
every pay day.
Mrs. Heald’s mother, Mrs. Bernard the Observation Post. Spotters who
HARD Wood Lot. for sale, 18 acres
SINGLE house and garage to let, MfNA_ WILLIAMS. Warren.
104-105
Benner, for two weeks, have re go on duty from 6 to 8 a. m„ are
6 rooms, bath, coal burning hot wa
1941 Nash Sedan for sale, good con
ter
heat,
kitchen
range.
Inquire
187
turned home.
to raise the flag on pleasant days,
BROADWAY, Tel. 1179-J.
194*105 ditlon, good tires, mileage 8523. $750
Inquire ut 57 CHESTNUT ST. Camden
Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Vose of Rock and those on duty from 3 to6 p. m.,
ROOMS to let at 15 Grove St. MRS. __________________________________ 103-104
FLORA COLLINS. Tel 579 VJ
100 tf
land were guests Sunday of Mr. are asked to place the flag in the
SMALL farm for sale, eight-room
house, newly painted and shingled:
and Mrs. Earl Benner.
post building every night.
good sized barn, five acres land, ln
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Stafford and
South Thomaston.
ALFRED DAVIS,
MISCELLANEOUS
Dorcas Circle of Kings Daughters
Pleasant Gardens. R F.D 1. Box 3E.
son Joseph, Mr. and Mrs. William will meet Monday afternoon at the
Rockland. Maine.
103*104
After this date I will pay no bills
Ringer and daughter were visitors heme of Mrs. Sadie Barrows.
SOFT coal Stoker for sale, factory
contracted by my wife Grace M Rcb reconditioned, new guarantee; suit
Sunday at the home of Mr. and
Services Sunday at the Congre
bins.
able for large home or apartment
WILLIAM A ROBBINS
Mrs. Milton Creamer.
house. TEL ROCKLAND 807
gational Church will be: At 10.30
j
Nov 12, 1942.
_________ 104*106
__________________________________ W3*104
Mrs. Sanborn French is visiting a. m., “The Fellowship With God,"
SUBSCRIPTIONS to magazines make
USED Coupe for sale, good tires.
excellent Christmas Gifts.
R. S.
her daughter in Holyoke. Mass.
O. MANDAHL, R 3, Waldoboro. 102*104
and at 4 o’clock vespers, "Wilful
SHERMAN. 76 Masonic St.. Rockland,
Alden Gleason has returned home ness.” Church school will meet at 74ow...
FORD V-8 coupe for sale. 1936 model
Tel. 1168. Send for latest catalog
___________________________________ 104*tf in good condition, good tires. Cheap
from Farmington, Mass., where he 9.30.
for
cash. TEL 1051-J.
103*104
CANDY
Ladles—Reliable hair goods at Rock
has been visiting relatives.
Order of service at the Baptist COATED
TYPEWRITERS,
adding
machines
' land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall orders
solicited.
H. O RHODES Tel 519-J
and cash registers for sale, to let and
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Teele of Loud- Church Sunday will be: At 1030
100 F-tf repair at lowest prices. Late Model
ville are at the home of Mr. and a. m. “Faith Translated into •rREGULARr
w
Burroughs
Portable Adding machine,
AMERICA'S Leading (Honor Roll) large capacity,
just like new; also
Mrs. Kenneth Hilton fcr the Winter. Achievement;” at 7 p. m„ a story, • In NR (Nature’s Remedy) Tablets, Manufacturer Seeking Maine repre supplies
for all makes. J. W. THOMAS
sentatives.
Weekly Commission.
No
Miss Helen Boggs has been recent “The Flag That Flies the Highest there are no chemicals, no minerals, no deposit order. MERCHANDISE MAR & CO.. 22 Lindsey St. Tel. 973-W
102-104
guest of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. of All,” told by Miss Dorothy phenol derivatives. NR Tablets are dif KETERS CO., Little Building. Boston.
100-104
MAXCY farm for sale ln West Rock
Fred Boggs. Miss Boggs, who has Bishop, with a message by the pas ferent—act different. Purely vegetable—a
port
Barn good for 4000 hens. Ex
cellent blueberry land. Tel. 575. FRED
been employed in Washington, D. tor. A Christian flag and i^neri- combination of 10 vegetable ingredients
FERNALD.b J?
22 Amesbury St.
102-tf
formulated over 50 years ago. Uncoated
C., has been transferred to Newark, can flag will be presented by Mrs or candy coated, their action is de
-horsi dump carts for sale.
TWO 2-hbrse
2 and 4 Inch rims. Tel 575, FRED
N. J.
John Marshall, at a special public pendable, thorough, yet gentle, as mil
I FERNALD. 22 Amesbury St.
102-tf
Mrs.' Inez Matthews and Mr. and service. Church school will meet lions ofNR’s have proved. Get a 10«f ConTHE Campbell house, corner Union
vincer Box. Larger economy sizes, too.
and Granite, is for sale. Newly deco
Mrs. Roy Smith of Warren attend at 12.
rated throughout. Eight rooms bath,
NR TO NIGHT. TOMORROW ALRIGHT
ed the inspection Tuesday night of
set tubs, hot water heat. EDWARD
Arm bands for all observers at
O'B GONIA. Tel 710, City.
101-104
Wiwuma Chapter, O.E.S.
the Observation post, are being is
REED
baby
carriage
for
sale
with
TO THE HONORABLE JUSTICE OF
Ralph Morse has bought the prop sued by the commanding officer,
drop front piece so can be used as
THE SUPERIOR COURT NEXT TO BE
stroller.
In fine shape, clean. $12.
erty on Jefferson street, former Willis R. Vinal. Those who have HELD AT ROCKLAND WITHIN AND
MARION CLARK, 80 Bay View St.
FOR
THE
COUNTY
OF
KNOX
ON
ly owned by Luigi Abbotoni.
Camden.
101-104
not received the bands, may do so THE SECOND TUESDAY OF FEBRU
John D Richards of Portland by filling out an identification ARY, A. D 1943:
y pc _
North Waldoboro.
H. W. THORN represents Catherine
spent Armistice Day w’ith his blank, at Mt. Vinal’s home. The C. Respectfully
DIKE, Tel. Rockland, 172-R.
101*112
Libby of Rockland, Ccuntv of Knox
that she was married to Carl L. Libby
mother, Mrs. Martha Richards.
ALL wool yarn for sale direct from
bands are of medium blue felt, with
Westfield, Massachusetts on the
manufacturer. Samples and knitting
The annual inspection of Wiwur- an insignia of golden wings, in the at
4th day of September 1917: that sub
directions free.
H. A. BARTLETT.
sequent
to
said
marriage
the
parties
Harmony, Maine._________________ 96-104
na Chapter, O.E.S., was held Tues
centre of which is a white disk, hereto resided as husband and wife
DESIRABLE property for sale ln
day night, with District Deputy
in Brooklyn, New York and Owl's
Camden, to settle estate. J. HERBERT
with the words, “U. S. Army Air Head. Maine until the 3rd day of
Grand Matron Jane S. Bond of Jef
GOULD,
Tel. 2306 or 2170, Camden
1937.
That your libellant
Force, A.W.S.,” embroidered in blue, January,
69-tf
has always conducted herself toward
ferson as inspecting office^. About
and in gold below, the word, her said husband as a true, faithful
D & H. hard coal, egg, stove, nut
45 members and guests were pres “Observer.”
and affectionate wife but the said
$15 50 per ton. del. Nut size and run
Carl L. Libby being wholly unmindful
of mine New River soft, not greened
ent. Degrees were conferred on
his marriage vows and obligations
$10 25 ton del M B & C. O. PERRY
Georges Valley Boys 4-H Club of
utterly
deserted
your
libellant
with

519 Main St , Tel. 487.
100-tf
Alfreda Ellis.
Orient Chapter of
made plans for the coming year’s out justifiable cause on the 3rd day
Union were invited guests. Other
of January 1937; and that said utter
program, Wednesday at the home desertion has continued for three con
Chapters represented were Ivy of
years next prior to the filing
of the local leader, Earl Moore, Sr. secutive
of this libel; that by virtue of this
Warren, Grace of Thomaston, La* * *
Deer tagged to date at Drewett’s marriage there has been born to them
Fcllett of New York, and Lakeview
two children, to wit: Mary L. age
official station are: Bucks, by Dr. eleven
MAKE
and Catherine E age ten
of Jefferson. Supper was served by
Smart
WHEREFORE your libellant prays
Perley Damon, Maurice Crcckett,
Floyd Wotton, Joseph Brooxs. Floyd
that a divorce frem the bonds of
EVERY
Charles Overlook, Henry Watts, matrimony between herself and the
Appearance
libellee may be decreed upon the
Maurice Watts, all of Warren, and said
ground above set forth and that the
A figure emerged from between
PAYDAY
counts with Lee
care and custody of their minor chil
Dorothy
Daggett
of
Thomaston;
the tent-flaps and stood looking down
dren above mentioned may be given
Garments! We
does, by Percy Miller of Waldoboro to the said libellant.
at the fireside lounger.
And your libellant further alleges
guarantee they [
“You would sweat less, my and Leslie Farrington of East that the residence of the said libel
lee
is
unknown
and
cannot
be
ascer

are better in ev
friend,” the newcomer said with Warren.
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By ARTHUR STRINGER
THE STOflY SO FAR: To keep Nor
land Airways in business Alan Slade
agrees to fly a so-called scientist
named Frayne and his assistant,
Karnell, to the Anawotto river in search
ot the trumpeter swan. With tlie pro
ceeds ms partner, Cruger, has bought a
new plane, a IXHkhred, which is stolen.
When Slade returns from the Anawotto
he starts out, with only two clues, lo
recover the plane. The flrst clue Is the
“devil bird” which the blind eskimo,
Umanak, hears. Ur. Morlock, the "fly
ing Padre,” has operated on Vmanak's
eyes In the ho[ie of restoring his sight.
If the operation is successful llmanak
will be able to help Slade. The second
clue Is Slade’s hunch that the lost plane
and the swan-hunter are somehow con
nected. But when he flies back to where
he left Frayne he finds him apparently
Just hunting swans. There is no sign
of the plane. But on the way home be
learns that his gas cache at the cabin
ot Zeke and Minty, two old prospectors,
has been robbed. Be tells Cruger of a
third clue, the disappearance of a flyer
named Slim Tumstead, who knows about
both the Lockheed and Frayne’s expe
dition. Zeke and Minty discover prowl
ers near their camp and set out to
investigate. Now Slade Is talking to
Lynn Morlock, the Padre’s daughter.
Now continue with the story.
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CHAPTER XII

“What’s wrong?” Lynn asked,
tartled by that newer note where
fearlessness had always reigned.
‘ Cruger and I may go bust. We
haven’t been able to spot our stolen
Lockheed.”
Lynn's
brow
furrowed
with
thought.
“That’s all I’m getting out of it.” be contended. “And I’m about fed up.’
“But who could get away with a
thing like that?” she asked. “Even
Harbor and the Anawotto. But the
All was quiet along the starlit lake
in country like this?”
man of medicine was not impressed. surface that took up his headway.
Instead of answering that ques
“I see planes.” he observed, “in He let his plane drift in closer to
tion, Slade asked one of his own.
the shadowy shoreline. Then, mak
some mighty unexpected places.”
"Have you ever stopped to ask
The Flying Padre’s gaze rested ing sure that all was still silence, he
what became of yeur friend Slim on the younger man’s face.
poled his ship patiently along the
Tumstead, the flyer you fixed up
"That’s mean country to meander shallows. He worked his way west
after that bar-room fight?”
about in,” he said.
ward, toward the source of the
Lynn’s frown deepened.
“I've been over it,” answered the rocket flare, until he came to a
“I'd scarcely call him a friend,” man with the Viking eyes. "That’s 1 landing spot that suited his purpose.
she objected. “He needed help, and where I took those two swan-hunt j There he moored his plane against
I gave it to him.”
j the shelter of a sparsely timbered
ers.”
“But they’d taken Tumstead’s
“Wait a minute,” cried the Fly bluff and took up his rifle.
ticket away, remember. He’s law ing Padre, arrested by a sudden
For several minutes, after mount
less and reckless. And he was at thought. “What was the nationality ing the near-by ridge, he stood si
the end of his rope.”
of those swan-hunters?”
lent and watchful. When no sign of
“And is probably drowning his
“It’s hard to say,” Slade ex : iife came to him he began picking
sorrows in some McMurray gin
plained. “But a good deal of their J his way carefully over the broken
mill,” suggested the girl.
equipment was German. They were | terrain toward the quarter from
“On the contrary,” said Slade, certainly foreigners.”
which the flashlight signals had first
“he dropped out of sight there, with
“German?” meditated the older shown themselves. His caution be
out leaving a trace.”
man. “That doesn't seem to fit in.” came greater as he noticed where
“But what would he do with a
"Fit in with what?” asked the timber had been cut along the ridges
that grew bolder as he advanced.
plane?”
flyer.
“That’s what I want to figure
“With what’s been happening He even observed where a hillside
had been cleared and stripped. The
out,” affirmed Slade. “It couldn't
along the coast here. Short-wave
be just cheap-john smuggling. And
scattered dikes and hollows clearly
sets have been picking up messages
it couldn't be high-grading. Not, at
showed how a prospector had been
from time to time in Russian. A
least, unless that man of science
busy there with pick and* shovel.
good part of it, they tell me, is in
who calls himself Frayne is fooling
Slade crouched low in one of these
code that can’t be made out.”
us. Our birdmao. of course, might
hollows and struck a match, wonder
“It might be a whaler,” ventured
be putting on an act.”
ing if the light would show up a tell
“But mining and trapping is all Lynn, "between here and Bcho Har tale vein of gold-bearing quartz. But
anyone could do in country like that. bor.”
j “Then me go Echo Harbor,” was all he saw was dark and pitch-like
He wouldn’t be smuggling out mar
I the unexpected cry from Umanak, rock.
ten and fox.”
He went on up the slope, puzzled
“It’s not furs, naturally,” conced | “and find out.”
by the repeated signs of an enter
j But Lynn disregarded that cry.
ed Slade. “But why is a plane fly
“Don’t you remember, Dad, how prise that seemed without meaning
ing between Echo Harbor and the
or purpose. Then he stopped short,
Anawotto? And where did that plane we kept picking up stuff like lhat arrested by a movement above him.
come from? And who's flying it?” when the Russians made their trans
In the vague light he could see a
“You’re as bad as Umanak,” polar flight three years ago?”
man, a huge-bodied man stripped to
“
Yes,
I
remember.
”
said
the
Fly

Lynn observed as they stepped into
the waist, moving along the ridge
the rough-boarded surgery. “That's ing Padre. “But where are these crest. Balanced on his shoulders
people
sending
from?
And
what
what he keeps asking.”
he carried what had every appear
But Umanak surprised them by would a Russian be doing in this ance of an ore bag, an ore bag so
an abrqpt movement of his band back yard of Nowhere today?”
“That,” said Slade as he glanced heavy that the big body bent for
aged head.
ward under its weight. He seemed
“Kabluna come back,” he quietly down the talus slope toward the to be following a path that led into
Snow-Ball Baby that floated in the
announced.
shallows, “is what I’m going to find the scrub timber ending abruptly in
That, Lynn knew, meant the Fly
the shimmer of lake water.
out.”
ing Padre. And her quick cross to
Slade, watching from the shad
the door confirmed Umanak's an
A gold-green light lay over the ows, saw that figure return emptynouncement.
handed along the hilltop trail. Then
“It’s Father,” said the girl, with evening world as Slade left Iviuk he saw it once more forge lakeInlet behind him. He was too close
her eyes on the blur of blue that
to
the land of the midnight sun to ward, once more burdened with the
grew bigger as she watched.
hope for much darkness, even after weight of its ore bag. He could not
He could hear her cry of "Dad!”
be sure, but something about that
as she ran light-footed down the two hours of heading southward. great body with its gorilla-like arms
But, since his one wish was to re
talus slope.
main unseen, he flew low over the made him think of Karnell. And if
The Flying Padre's greeting to
scattered waterways and ridges, his it was Karnell, Slade felt, the man
Slade was cordial but preoccupied.
floats all but brushing the meager who called himself Frayne would be
“You're just in time, Alan,”
spruce tops as he advanced on the somewhere in the neighborhood.
Ly in's father asserted, “to see
That thought prompted the watch
thinning timber line. He flew with
whether I'm still a surgeon or not.
his lights out, feeling his way along er to push farther up the slope, seek
We're going to unsheath our old
ing the cover of the underbrush as
by the stars.
friend pmanak.”
He crept on until he
The thought of flying dark over a he went.
Slade tried to be casual as they
steadily darkening terrain gave him crossed a well-trodden trail and
darkened the little surgery and ex
the feeling of being singularly alone again entered the underbrush that
amined the patient. But he was, he
in a world that had fallen asleep. furred the declining hill slope. From
felt, the most excited of the three.
He wondered if. some day, camps there he could see a strange-looking
The Flying Padre, after a study of
and town-sites would mark that structure of spruce boles partly ob
’iis patient's face, reached to the
world of emptiness. And as though structing the view of the lake water
shelf for a candle, which he lighted.
in answer to that unuttered ques between the shouldering hills. In
“You see now?” he questioned as
tion he observed the darkness punc- the rocky cup behind the odd-looking
he held the small flame well above
, tuated by an unmistakable sign spruce canopy he saw a small tent,
his head.
1 of life. Up from the empty world and beside this tent he caught sight
“Me see,” said Umanak.
ahead of him he saw a signal rocket of a small campfire carefully ceil“High or low?”
flare and die away again. Then out inged by a tarpaulin on four stakes.
“High up,” answered Umanak.
of the gloom his eye caught the reBut what held his attention was a
The Flying Padre blew out the
i peated winking of a flashlight.
figure squatting beside that fire, a
candle.
He watched those flashes closely, figure in a leather flying jacket. He
“And now?” he asked.
doing his best to read them. But could not make out the man's face.
Slade could feel Lynn's fingers
: they meant nothing to him beyond But he could see him replace a cof
tighten on his arm.
' the fact that they were spelling out feepot on the coals and drink from a
“Me no see.” was the old Eski
a message, and a message obvious- granite cup, which he tossed aside
mo's answer. “Light gone.”
I ly not intended for him.
when he had emptied it. Then the
Slade could hear Morlock’s sigh
Slade made a quick decision. He man by the fire looked up as a
of relief as he stepped back and
i banked and turned, still keeping un second man spoke to him, apparent
stood straighter.
comfortably close to the ridge crests, ly from inside the tent.
"Me go find devil-bird now!” cried
“Not on your life,” cried the man
skimming
over the broken woodland
Umanak.
like a swallow skimming over ruf beside the fire. "I’ll be damned if
“That happens to be my job,”
fled water. He quartered off at right you'll get me to do any navvy
said Slade.
' angles to his earlier course, idling work.”
“What’s this talk about a devilWhat was said in response to that
bird?” asked the Flying Padre, look on until he felt certain he was be
Slade could not hear.
yond
the
vision
of
the
flashlight
sig

ing up from his instrument bag.
“I sweat enough unloading the
naler. Then he doubled back until
Slade explained about the plane
he found open water enough to make damned stuff,” contended the man
that had been seen between Echo
in the flyer’s jacket.
sure of a landing.
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WHICH MAN

Is Going Places?"

BOND DAY

Nelson Moore was in Bangor Sun diligence.
day to visit Miss Frances Moore Knox, ss.

“That’s all I’m getting out of
it,” he contended. “And I’m
about fed up with living like a
timber wolf.”
“But that plane must be loaded,
a ton a trip,” retorted his compan
ion. "And Karnell can do only so
much.”
Slade knew then that his guess
had not been wide of the mark. The

Miss Katherine Vesta Starrett of
STUART C BURGESS
Notary Public.
Vasalboro, daughter of Mr. and (LS.)
Mrs. Fred Starrett of this town, KNOX, SS.
Officer, Superior Court, in
became the bride of Pvt. Weston Clerk's
Vacation. Rockland. November 12.
A. D 1942
H. Stanhope, formerly of VassalUpon the foregoing LIBEL. Ordered.
boro, Nov.4, the single ring serv That the Libellant give notice to said
Carl L. Libby to appear before our
ice performed at the Congrega Superior
Court to be holden at Rock
tional parsonage by Rev. L. Clark land, within and for the County of
Knox on the second Tuesday of Feb
ROCKLAND, ME. *
French. The couple was attended ruary. A D. 1S43, by publishing an at
tested
copy
of
said
Libel,
and
this
by Mr. and Mrs. Fred Starrett. The order thereon, three weeks successively
bride wore gold colored silk crepe, in The Courier-Gazette, a newspaper
printed in Rcckland in our County of
ana corsage of talisman roses.
Knox, the last publication to be thirty More Comfort Wearing
at least prior to said second
Lunch was served at the Starrett days
Tuesday cf February next, that he may
FALSE TEETH
heme following the ceremony, the there and then in our said court ap
pear and show cause, if any he have,
Here
ls a pleasant way to overcome
dining room decorated with small why the prayer of said Libellant loose plate
discomfort, FASTEETH an
should
not
be
granted.
Improved powder, sprinkled on upper
flags, and the patriotic colors. The
EDWARD P MURRAY,
and lower plates holds them firmer so
Justice of the Superior Court. that they feel more comfortable. No
bride’s cake, iced with white, bore
A true copy of the Libel and Order gummy, gooey, pasty, taste or feeling.
the traditional miniature bride and of the Court thereon.
It’s alkaline (non-acid) Does not sour
Attest:
Checks "plate odor'1 (denture breath).
groom, and red and blue stars
MILTON M. GRIFFIN. Clerk.
Get- FASTEETH today at any drug
Present were Mrs. Marie Nadeau of
104F-108
store.
Vassalboro and Mrs. William Stan
ford of this town. After the re
ception Pvt. and Mrs. Stanhope re
turned to Vassalboro, the bride
REFRIGERATOR
wearing a traveling ensemble of
soldier blue suit, and matching acAND STOKER
cesories. The next morning they
started by train for Port Bowen,
We Have a Good Supply in Stock
Texas, where Pvt. Stanhope is in

ing.” Tumstead was saying. “I’m a

10 a. in- with classes fo
-jTiis will he the lastSv
t Rev. and Mrs. W. J. Hutc:
L teach as they expect to
’’ , 17 for Orlando, Fla , v
will pass the Winter
arles Mitchell will preach a
j o’clock service, his subject,
j Missions.” Christian Ent i
ets at 6 p. m. Evening sU be at 7. Selections will be
■ the choir for both meetii
\ir and Mrs. Joseph Headl<
rned Wenesday from Roekla:
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tes College, spent’’the wees
his parents, Mr. and
loyd Robertson.
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n in town the past week
Miss Geraldine Robertson
turday in Rockland.
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tsey, who have been at C
kout, Shore Acres lor the
wo months, left Thursday
eir home in Cleveland, Ohio
Mrs. Leslie Stinson was ho
ursday to the Non Eaters
lohn Chilles was guest of 1:
Arthur Nelson, son ol Mr
Irs. James Smith, is av.
pechanic
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United SI
at

rmy.
Miss Olga MacDonald, st’.i
lurse at Knox Hospital, passt
eek-end with her parents.

Mrs. Edward MacDona
Mrs. Victor Shields and
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Id recently visited her parents,
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Mrs. William Warner of Cam)
ras guest Armistice Day of
md Mrs. George Kittredge
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Libby
ertained the “Tailors and Wit
it their home Wednesday. A tin
upper was served.
Herbert Conway returned Tt)
lay from Rockland.
The Senior Class held a da
It Town Hall Armistice night
lusic by Arey’s Orcestra
Safe for sale at Senter C
'malhaven Store
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LAWRY
Alfred E. Wotton, S2c, visit* arents. Mr. and Mrs. W. E. W
on over the week-end.
isited Myron Wotton. Sunda'
Iranberry Island.
Lester A. Simmons shot a
ound buck Monday. Recent gu«
l the Simmons home have t1
liss Daisy Simmons, Elmer. L
fid “Junior” Allen of Clark I.
Mrs. Linwood Small and
inwood are at the home of ?
krtha Robishaw in Rocklant
Wendell Spence of the Mei
ferine visfted his sister
h'ing M. Simmons over the we
fid.
Ray P. Simmons, son of .’
fery Simmons, who has been
some time, is slowly improv

tained by the exercise of reasonable

steely-voiced precision, “if you re
stricted your use of alcohol.”
The other's laugh was not pleas
ant.

huge-bodied man who carried the
ore bags was indeed Karnell. And
the indignant figure standing above
the man who still squatted beside
the campfire was Frayne. When, a
moment later, the fireside squatter
rose to his feet and stood with his
face to the light, Slade saw that it
was Tumstead.
“Your bullhead can do the load

Union Church Sunday Sehc<

S tanhope - S ta r re tt

flyer.”
“Who’s drinking too much to keep
a clear head,” amended Frayne.
“What I drink,” retorted the oth
er, “is my own affair. I’ve carried
your cargoes and kept this crate
afloat, haven’t I? And now that an
outsider or two is edging in on your
little enterprise I'd rather like to
know where I get off when the blow
up comes.”
"There will be no blow-up, as you
term it,” was the cold-noted re
sponse. "And there will be no edg
ing in on this enterprise.”
“But there's a snooper or twc Benner and Willis Crowell.
Pvt. Joseph Brooks, Jr., of Fort
around this camp, and you know it
And when they stumble over what Devens, was week-end guest of his
you're after I'm left out on a limb.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
Brooks.

ery way — or a
new pair FREE!

CATHERINE C. LIBBY

October 29. 1942
Personally appeared before me the
above named Catherine C. Libby and
made oath to the foregoing.

OVERALLS • UNION-ALLS
SHIRTS & PANTS • COWBOY
PANTS • DUNGAREES

GREGORY’S

BELTS

ROCKLAND SUNOCO STATION
MARITIME OIL CO.

MAIN ST., COR. TALBOT AVE.,

ROCKLAND
101-102

REAL ESTATE
FOR SALE

Courier-Gazette Want Ads W
bonders I
C

t

King Feature* Srndln
AL Right* Reeerv

Eight-room Modern House,
newly painted and papered, near
Rockland P. O.; was $4000, now
$3500.
Ten-room,
Two
Apartment
House, all modem; three minute
walk to Rockland P. O.; just of
fered for sale, $5000.

Seven-room House, north-end
location; large lot of land for
garden and poultry; was $3000,
now $2500.
Six-room House, modem, about
ten years old; three acres of land
suitable for poultry and nuarxet
garden; a bargain at $2500.

Six-room Cape Cod type House
recently repaired and in firstclass condition; land for garden;
was $3000, now $2625.
Seven-room Modem House In
Thomaston;
was $2500, now
$2100.

Nine-room House in Thomas
ton; was $1500; make offer.
If you are interested in buying
any type of Real Estate, come
up and talk it over with—

L. A. THURSTON
(Office Open Evenings)
468 OLD COUNTY ROAD
ROCKLAND, ME.
TEL. 1159
102-tf

famous

UINTUPLET
relieve coughing of

REST COLD
fe the first signs which may warn
told—the Dionne Quintuplets’ cnc
groats and backs are rubbed wi
Musterole—a product made especi;.
promptly relieve coughs due to cjn
ttiake breathing easier and break up l<
congestion in the upper bronchialI tr:

Musterole gives such wonderful
cults because it’s MORE than just
Minary “salve”. It's what so ma:
Pnctorsand N ursescail a modern cut' ’
[thfanf. Since Musterole is used on :
Quints—you may be sure it’s just abc
BEST cold-relief made!

^3 STRENGTHS: Children s M
Musterole for children and people «i
knder skin. Regular for ordinary calnd Extra Strength for stubborn ca.

I.

Tuesday-Friday

FrloaV

NORTH HAVEN

VINALHAVEN
£ £ A A

l£R5 OSCAR LANS
Correspondent
z\ zn ✓> xx
Telephone 8-5

Sunday School will
io a. m.
classes for all
This will be the lastSunday
and Mrs. W. J. Hutchison
•each as they expect to leave
17 for Orlando, Fla., where
' Win pass the Winter.
Rev.
F,-es Mitchell will preach at the
’ .lock ervice, his subject, “Men
L Missions.” Christian Endeavor
L, at 6 p. na. Evening service
13e at 7. Selections will be sung
j ...t, choir for both meetings.
L- and Mrs. Joseph Headley reLfd Wenesday from Rockland.
j;-vd Robertson, Jr., student at
-es College, spent'‘the week-end
. pis parents, Mr. and Mrs.
■
•
lx
,
■
%(,’
J..j Robertson.
Ifiliiam Williams of Portland has
Lj in town the past week.
",
'zLss Geraldine Robertson spent
l-;rday in Rockland.
Ls Willard Brown and daughter
Ley, who have been at Camp
"ifg «Aoe« tWre turned tn for scrap—boy, it feels pood
Lout Shore Acres for the past
to po barefooted apain!”
| months, left Thursday for
Drawn for Office ul War Inlot mil am
dome in Cleveland, Ohio,
jn Leslie Stinson was hostess
DUTCH NECK
j,day to the Non Eaters. Mrs.
Mr.
and
Mrs. Walter Richardson
m Chilles was guest of honor
(Continued from Page One)
of
Portland
have been week-end
Vtliur Nelson, son of Mr. and
nurses,
and enlisted men tu get
James Smith, is aviation guests of Mr and Mrs. Herbert
them through that course, and they
rthanic inthe United States Stahl.
Howard Gpele has returned home all have to be paid.
Kiss Olga MacDonald, student after passing several weeks with I If all the draft boards in the
country could measure up to Knox
?se at Knox Hospital, passed the relatives and friends in Boston.
County's and in fact to Maine’s as
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Myron
Chase
and
«-end with her parents, Mr.
son Keith of Greene spent Sunday ■ a w’hole, there would be many
d Mrs. Edward MacDonald,
yrs. Victor Shields and Mrs. with Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Chase. , thousands of tax dollars in the till
on Thomas recently enter
Mrs. Perley Wincnenbaugh, Mrs I to put in better places. If through
ed the Knit-Wits and Night- Nelson Winchenbaugh, Mrs. Sidney , you I can compliment your draft
[jite at the home of Mrs. Thoms, Simmons and son of Scuth Waldo- I board and in a very’ small way help
peh was served.
boro have been recent visitors at repay them for their unceasing
Ur and Mrs. Clarence Kneeland the home of Mrs. Theresa Shuman vigilance I shall feel rewarded for
r.med to Portland Saturday, havMr. and Mrs. Albert Genthner cf having served with them.
We are here in the heart of the
g been guests of Mrs. Kneeland’s South Waldcboro were guests Sun
rents, Mr. and Mrs. Lesley Dyer, day of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Chute Ozaik Mountain country. It is a
lot like Maine in its hilliness, but
ey were accompanied to Rock and Thomas Creamer.
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Harrison have the Fall colors are a plain yellow’
’d b.v Mrs. Dyer.
Ur and Mrs. George Newbert closed their Summer home and re and brown, there is none of the
at luncheon Monday, turned to Port Washington, L I., vivid orange, yellow, red fire that
stains Maine's forests at this time
Carlon, Mrs. Minnie N. Y.
of year, so it always seems a little
h and Mrs. Lora Hardison.
drab
to those of us from the north
• and Mrs. Raymond MacDonSOUTH WALDOBORO
country.
■ecently visited her parents, Mr.
Miss Evelyn A. Genthner. oldest
There are no lakes to speak of.
Mrs. Leroy Wadleigh.
daughter cf Mr. and Mrs. Albert
s William Warner of Camden J. Genthner was united in mar Last Sunday we rode through the
guest Armistice Day of Mr. riage Nov. 4 in Portland to Mathew Shephard cf The Hills country
Mrs. George Kittredge.
I. Barron, the rites taking place at (perhaps you have read the book)
Ur and Mrs. Everett Libby en- the Church of the Immaculate and w’e spotted cne lake. / It was
tained the “Tailors and Wives" Conception.
Mrs. Barron is a 150 feet wide at its widest point,
dr.eir home Wednesday. A turkey graduate of State Street Hospital and estimated' one-half mile long;
coer was served.
School of Nursing and is now su the largest body of water in this
Herbert Conway returned Tues- pervisor of that hospital. Relatives part of the State, and it was the
ff from Rockland.
from this section attending the muddiest lake I have ever seen: It
lhe Senior Class held a dance wedding were: Mr. and Mrs. Albert looked like the Mississippi River
Town Hall Armistice night with Genthner, Mr. and Mrs. Fred in that respect.
We, my family and I, all miss
sic by Arey’s Orcestra.
Genthner, Mrs. Floyd Wotton, Mrs.
Maine
very much, and cnly ask
Hamlin Schofield, Mr. and Mrs.
that
no
matter where we may go,
■Safe for sale at Senter Crane Gloria Monahan, Marlene Mona- j
p.aihaven Store- Tel. Rockland han, Reginald Monahan, Jr., and ( we may’ return to Maine and tu
Rockland, and take up again the
-adv.
104-lt Mrs. Fred Chute.
old “dow’n-east’ life that is so
jested about, but actually so envied
LAWRY
UNION
by everyone.
AJred E. Wotton, S2c, visited his
A public card party, under spon
Wesley N. Wasgatt, 1st Lt. M. C.
pnts Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Wot- sorship of the Motor Corps, will be
over the week-end.
They given Saturday at 8 o’clock at Ma
f- eci Myron Wotton, Sunday on sonic Temple. Refreshments will be
ATTACK!
served. The Corps has been in
anberry Island.
■Lester A. Simmons shot a 150- vited to the Knox County inspec
ATTACK!
f-r.d buck Monday. Recent guests tion and review Tuesday at Watts
the Simmons home have been hall, Thomaston.
A refresher course for all who
o Daisy Simmons, Elmer, Elmo
"Junior” Allen of Clark Island. took first aid the past year, wil)
Ill's Linwood Small and son be held at the High School build
E*ood are at the home of Mrs. ing Nov lf« at 7.30, with Allen Payson, chief of the Camden File De
fc'tha Robishaw in Rockland.
(Wendell Spence of the Merchant partment present, and with John
rae visfted his sister, Mfs. Howard, Red Cross instructor, in
America’* attacking on both tha
ing M Simmons over the week- charge of the meeting. All who
fighting front and the home front
today!
have not taken first aid but are
We're giving the Asia a bitter
ISa.v p. Simmons, son of Mrs. interested in doing so, are invited.
taste of what's to come.
We're fighting the inflationary
fit. Simmcns who has been Ill Those who wish to enroll in a new
6th column that blowa prices (ky
high here at home, too.
some time, is slowly improving class, may do so by consulting John
And every one of us who aavea
at least 10% of his pay in War
Howard.
Bonds is an important soldier in
[Courier-Gazette Want Ads Work
the attack!
' Join the attack youraelfl
Indent
GEORGES RIVER ROAD
A devotional meeting will be
A 65-year-old Michigander gath
held at the home of Matti Elgland
ered
150 pounds of scraj| metal and
Sunday- at 1.30.
wheeled it by barrow to the village
Buy War Savings Bunds and Stamps collection center five miles away.
- Church
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ceed three lines In
tents. Additional
or two times. Five
lied L e. advertiseit to The C ourier-

tional.

AND FOUND
found on Pleasant St.,
may have same bv pavMURRAY S STORE, Cor.
id Pleasant Sts.
104-it
?h lost Saturday.
LlbCHARLES H DUFF. 60

it

113 w.
104-lt

kland, Tel

IR SALE
nnl's (1175» lor sale or
itlmt.from 1859 to 1909.
IIOT Thomaston
104-105
i ducks and geese for
CARROLL, Rockville.
__________ 104 106
ii lu Burkettville for
house, shed and attic,
1 water ln house, small
repairs On state road.
P vt i line passes house,
id
Price $325. M Helen
tf. Me
Address. Thom___________ J 04 11X1

rd lor sale, guaranteed
on ib ■■ price
MRS. a.
! N Main St., Rockland
104*105
5 passenger Coupe for
Heater Cheap for
LOCKLAND. 458-W.
_
104*105
■•ale. saddle or driving,
d.
price
reasonable.
(DING STABLE. Rt 1.
__________ 104*105
Lot. for sale, 18 acres.
MS Warren
104 105
“dan for sale, good conlea«i 8809. $750.
'HESTNUT ST , Camden.
103-104
a lor sale, eight-room
punted and shingled:
rn. live acres land, ln
ALFRED DAVIS,
ens. RED 1. Box 3E,
m_______ 103*104
Stoker for sale, factory
new guarantee: sult;e home or apartment
ROCKLAND 807.
_________
103*104
for sale, good tires.
R 3, Waldoboro. 102*104
fmpe for sale. 1936 model
tion. rood tires. Cheap
1051 J___________ 103*104
RS.
adding
machines
iters for sale, to let and
■st prices. Late Model
table Adding machine,
just like new: also
makes J W THOMAS
Idsey St. Tel. 973-W.
102-104
for sale ln West Rock• r 4000 hens. Exry land. Tel 575, FRED
‘mry St.
102-tf
: dump carts for sale,
rims
Tel 575. FRED
Aimsbury St
102-tf
11 house, corner Union
for -ale
Newly decoKit. Eight rooms bath,
iter heat.
EDWARD
710, City.
101-104
rriage for sale with
so can be used as
e shape, clean, $12.
80 Bay View St.
101-104
TH<§RN-

i>ro.
H. W.
kland. 172-R.
101*112
|n for sale direct from
pies and knitting
H.

A. BARTLETT.
_____________ 96 104

property for sale in
tie estate J. HERBERT
1306 or 2170, Camden.
69-tf

tl coal, egg, stove, nut
del Nut size and run
liver soft, not screened
M B <Sc C. O. FERRY
•1. 487.
100-tf

MAKE
EVERY
PAYDAY

D DAY
ESTATE
SALE
Modern House,
and papered, near
5.: was $4000, now

Iiouse, north-end
e lot of land fer
sultry; was $3000,
ouse, modem, about
three acres of land
toultry and marxet
rgain at $2500,

ape Cod type House
lired and in firstland for garden;

Modem House In
was $2500, now
House in Thomasmake offer.

nterested in buying
Real Estate, come
over w-ith—

HURSTON
pen Evenings)
Ol NTY ROAD
ME.
TEL. 1159
102-tf

Strand Theatre, Sunday, Monday, Tuesday

Miss Meroedes Calderwood was
home from Portland over the
week-end.
A reception was held at the
church last Friday for Rev. and
Mrs Johnston Tha church was
beautifully decorated witli Au
tumn leaves and yellow chrysan
themums. A fine program was
presented after which a bouquet
of chrysanthemums, accompanied
by a check, w-as presented to Mrs
Johnston.
Refreshments
were
served.
Mrs. Ella Ames of Vinalhaven is
spending the w’eek as guests of rel
atives in town.
Henry T. Duncan celebrated his
85th birthday Nov. 1. A basket cf
fruit was presented by the Friend
ly Bible Class of which he is a
member.
Mrs. Bert Hopkins has returned
from Massachusetts where she
spent the Summer
James Brcwn was in Boston last
Gladys Cocper, Claude Rains and Ilka Chase in a scene from “Now
week on business.
Mrs. Corydon Brown and Mrs. Voyager," starring Bette Davis and Paul Henreid,
George Brown and children. Susan
and Irene are visiting relatives in
Stafford Springs, Conn.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Water
man spent the week-end in Boston.
Miss Doris Brown went Saturday
(From the oflice of Senator Ralph O. Brewster)
to Portland for the Winter.

MAINE IN WASHINGTON

Reverberations in Washington—Coalition Govern

ATTACK!

• Yes, it’s magic all right, for it
stretches one pound of hamburg to
serve 6 or 8! Wonderfully savory,
too. Your family will love this
crusty biscuit roll, filled with tastily
seasoned meat and vegetables. It’s
really “tops” in economy and food
value.
And for light, tender biscuit crust
that fairly melts in your mouth, be
sure to use Spry. See how quickly
... easily... this creamy shortening
cuts into the flour—it just takes no
time at all to make this hearty onedish meal.
Serve it with cheese or tomato
sauce, or gravy—or no sauce at all.
It’s "swell-egant!”
Magic Meat Cobbler
1 pound hamburs
cup onions,
chopped
% cup green pep
per. chopped

% teaspoon
pepper
1 cup canned
tomatoes
2 cups sifted

flour
8 teaspoons bak
2 tablespoons
ing powder
Spry
% teaspoon salt
1 tablespoon
7 tablespoons
flour
1 teaspoon 6alt
Spry
2/i cup milk (about)

Brown hamburg, onions, and
green pepper in hot Spry. Add
flour, salt and pepper, and
blend. Add tomatoes and cook
until slightly thickened. Cool.
Meanwhile, make biscuit
roll as follows: Sift flour with
baking powder and salt. Cut
in Spry fine. Add milk, mix
ing to a soft dough. Knead
lightly 20 seconds. Roll into
rectangle W thick. Spread
with meat mixture. Roll like
a jelly roll. Place on Sprycoated baking sheet. Rub top
of roll lightly with 2 table
spoons additional Spry.
Bake in very hot oven
(450°F.) 25 to 30 minutes.
Serve in slices. If desired,
serve with tomato sauce made
by heating condensed tomato
soup (undiluted). Serves 6-8.

CUSHING
Services Sunday at the Broad
Cove Church will be: Sunday
School at 1.45 and worship at 2.30.
It is hoped that the flag-dedica
tion service can be held on this
Sunday. If the flags arrive, due
notice will be given in the schools
and the service will be held.

For the first time in a good many
years the country seems to be mov
ing back toward its old moorings
in the adage “As Goes Maine So
Goes The Nation.” This was wide
ly commented cn as the election re
turns flowed in and the Republican
tide continued steadily to rise.
The Maine delegation in Congress
was naturally the recipient of a
great many good natured congratu
lations as tlie symbol of those who
have kept the faith through all the
dizzy decade that is now past.
Particularly was this the case when
an erroneous radio report indicated
that Vermont was perhaps wobbling
in its political allegiance. This
proved to be an error but tended
to accentuate the staunch stand of
Maine.

Reverberations In Washington
Washington has been devoting
most of this past week to digesting
the implications of this remarkable
reversal of the political trend. All
sorts of situations are profoundly
affected and this will become more
and mere manifest as the days and
weeks go by.
The effect on administration
policies must inevitably be pro
found since there has long been a
substantial element in the Demo
cratic Party who wTre not in
sympathy with many of the meas
ures that have been pressed in re
cent years but they were not in a
position tu make their protests ef
fective because of the substantial
majority in both House and Senate
possessed by the Democratic lead
ership. Now all this is changed
and a trend toward a coalition gov
ernment was immediately apparent.

both Houses now without regard to
party linos to follow along some
what the more traditional lines in
coping with the war without seek
ing to alter radically our social
or economic structure during the
emergency.
Agricultural Labor

Meanwhile prompt approval is
anticipated of the provision pro
tecting agricultural labor under the
Selective Service Act so that w’e
shall have the lood with which to
fight the war and this will material
ly assist tlie Maine agricultural pic
ture this coming year.
Maine lumber is attracting more
and more attention in Washington
and plans are now far along for
stimulating very materially the pro
duction of lumber in Maine this
coming year. The labor problems
enter this picture also and are re
ceiving constant consideration both
with regard to supplies of labor in
Maine and also to the possibility
of securing the assistance from
Canadian labor across the border.
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The money spent for every hour
of
Nazi occupation to France
Coalition of those members of
would
support 500 French families
the House and Senate who are ex
clusively interested in the vigorous of three people for a year.
an?T efficient prosecution of the war
is the possibility that looms on the
horizon. There has been a grow
ing feeling that the legislative
changes in our social and economic
structure with which we have been
experimenting in the past decade
w’ere being accelerated under the
guise of the war emergency and
this has aroused increasing poncern. This tendency is now likely
to be checked since it seems entire
ly evident that the people have
indicated their disapproval and
SANDW/C# SPREAD
there is ample representation in
Coalition Government

SUPERMARKETS

ammunition
BUY WISELY* USE WISELY

F

YES !

I ORDERED NEW

INSTANT RALSTON..THE

HOT

WHOLE WHEAT CEREAL THAT
NEEDS NO COOKING I AND IT'S
RICH IN ENERGY...EXTRA RICH
IN VITAMIN Bt

*A''

MINT
FLAVORED . n

GENUINE LB
1942 SPRING

LAMB FORES

• 33<

FANCY FRESH - 2 TO 3% LB AVERAGE

- 37c

BROILERS

FRESH NATIVE ROASTING - 4 TO 4>/2 LB AVER-

CHICKENS
FRESH PLUMP NORTHERN - 8 TO 12 LB AVERAGE

BEST CENTER CUTS

PORK CHOPS
W. r.serve

FILLETS33c

» 14t

MACKEREL

lhe oghl io hm/t quantifies ot All merchandise

FANCY

APPLES

POTATOES
FLORIDA

ORANGES

GRAPES

“The Great Impersonation,” Universal’s graphic screen version of the
E. Phillips Oppenheim thriller, features Evelyn Ankers, Ralph Bellamy and
Kaaren Verne.
________

2 LBS

EMPEROR

2*-<DS

SWEET"0™'!065

6 LBS

ZJ. LBS

25c

BREAD FLOUR
^nast
24'/i LB BAG 87C
PILLSBURY’S B«T FLOUR
24/, LB BAG ’1.19
RUMFORD BAKING POWDER
12 01 TIN 21c

ROLLED OATS

WHEAT CEREAL
MACARONI
BAKER'S
VANILLA EXTRACT
VERMONT MAID SYRUP

3

pkgs

2 oz pot

12 01 JAR

Lobster
Hakies

MIX

TIN

MAINE PACK
FLAKED

5c

5<re-mel

9C

PKGS
B. V. BEEF
EXTRACT

IMB 24c

Ripe Olives ^.Lr.or

FINAST - MADE W'TH
U. S. No. I PEANUTS
I LB JAR
2 IB JAR

Oid DtltCh

dn

CLEANSER

21c

TIN

7C

Woodbury'sFsAo“tL3BARs23c

25c

Penn Rad X%° ' 2tgn
20c

Premium ““Tk’g 17c
Ritz CRACKERS I LB PKG 21c
Milk Bone
pkg 29c
25c
15c

s1*25

Marmalade?^

23c

LB
Walnuts Dr.mond
C.l,
C.llo.
Finast
8*501
Mustard Prepared
JAR ®»
ot
Karo Syrup 24
BOT
4oi
Instant rostum TIN

Flakopii
Flako
fie
Herbox

crust

3 LB TIN

10c

DUZ

2pkss 23c
10 in
TIN

1)2/.
AJC.

CRISCO

IVORY

pkU

A3c

601 «

MACKEREL
TIN
ASSORTED
My-T-Fine DESSERTS PKG

Vinson's

PEANUT
BUTTER

Sunshine

13c
14c
31c
17c

Mince Meat

GINGERBREAD

2

29 01 PKG

Mince Meat

DROMEDARY

SERVE!

16c

QUICK or REGULAR

WHITE SPRAY
WHITE SPRAY
ALSO SPAGHETTI

Instant Ralston
If you prefer to cook your own,
ask for RALSTON WHOLE WHEAT CEREAL. 40-year-old favorite
Cooks io 5 minutes.

DOZ

ICEBERG
LETTUCE CALIFORNIA
NATIVE
BLUE
SQUASH HUBPARD

LGE BAR

INTO BOILING WATER -AND

PK.

N.w ^.ROR
CRAPE FRUi? Crop
LEMONS CALIFORNIA
5for
SUNKIST

IVORY

JUST STIR

25«
25c
39c
23c
19*
43c
25c
25c
10c

gtBS

NATIVE
COOKING

MED BAR

F the first signs which may warn of a
M—the Dionne Quintuplets’ chests,
jtoats and backs are rubbed with
•asterole—a product made especially
*• ’ .ptly refieve coughs due to colds,
fike breathing easier and break up local
’■-if■■:ion in the upper bronchial tract.
Musterole gives such wonderful rebecause it's MORE than just an
Fiinary “salve”. It's what so many
**t rs and Nursescall a modern counter'■ Since Musterole is used on the
ff-r.:-—you may be sure it’s just about
t’ BEST cold-relief made!
? 3 STRENGTHS: Children’s Mild
'^terole for children and people with
Pker skin. Regular for oralhary cases
“a Extra Strength for stubborn cases.

_5 LBS

NATIVE
APPLES FANCY
MclNTOSH

Lt

:hest colds

■ 45<
■ 39-

TURKEYS

Oatmeal eREAD
Do-Nuts
ooz 13c

DLl j
T-

relieve coughing of

2D

FANCY FRESH NATIVE - 5 TO 6 LB AVERAGE

Cherry Cake

IUINTUPLETS

Guard your food dollar.
Get the most and the
best for your money at
First National Store*.
Serve your family sen
sible, well balanced
meals. Don’t bn.v or
cook more than you need

LAMB LEGS

CAIN'S

Park Theatre, Sunday and Monday

MUSteroLE

* FIRST*
NATIONAL

FOWL

ment—Agricultural Labor

Writes Home Paper

Two Apartment
Jem; three minute
land P. O.; just of$5000.

Paqe Five
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71®

OXYDOL

2

.&Es

45«

P&G
WHITE NAPHIHA SOAP

45c

331 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND, MAINE

FREE PARKING

Page Sfe
Chief Observer Clayton Staples and
Mrs. Staples, Rev. and Mrs. H. F
THOMASTON
Leach and the new Baptist min
«««A
ister, Rev and Mrs. Flagg. After
ADELLE M. ROES
the banquet several retired to the
Correspondent
Legion rooms where a social eve
ning was enjoyed. There jvere
ft ft ft ft
seven
tables cf cards with priaeTel. M
going to Mrs. Edward Dornan for
The Motor Corps is sponsoring a contract; Mrs. Winfred Tabbutt fo:
rummage sale in Davis Block to- auction, and Charles Smith for 63
day and tomorrow.
! Sunday services at St. Johns
The music for the service Sunday Church, Episcopal, will be Ho.3.
morning at the Baptist Church has Communion and sermon at 7.30
been prepared with special atten-' P na
tion, this being the first service I Malcolm Linnell Creighton, of
conducted by Dr. H. W Flagg as Thomaston, was among the 81 stupastor: Anthem, “In Him Was Life” dents selected for membership in
by Schnecker, sung antiphonally by ' the Northwestern University A
the Senior and Junior chairs, as- Cappella Choir by George Howersisted by Robert Wyllie of Warren, ton, director. The purple-robed
Miss Shirlene McKinney, violinst, choir, the eldest organization of
of Rockland, Miss Beverly Kirk- its kind in America, is planning
Patrick, pianist^ Mrs. Grace M. various appearances, including a
Strout, organist and director: duet, Christmas concert Dec 6 over a
"Lead Us, O Father." by Galbraith, national radio network. CreighMiss Margaret Simmons, soprano, , ton> son
Mrs Ruth Creightcn, ,
Alfred M. Strout, tenor. Miss Mea senior fn the School of Music, j
Kinney will play “In the Hollow of
Mr. and Mrs. N. F. Andrews.
His Hand,” by Schurle at offertory. Brooklyn Heights, are much con
A test evacuation will be held be cerned, due to the fact that pre-,
tween Monday and Friday for the sumably some careless hunter, early,
schools.
Public alarm will be Wednesday morning, put a bullet'
sounded at 3.15 p. m. and all clear through two windows in their bedat 3 30. All available air raid pre- room,
bullet going across the!
, •„ a
caution services will be on duty room va.hitting the ubureau, xtaking
,large piece
,
t
f
,
Traffic will not be stepped.
of wood from that and,
,
.
.
Salvage material will be collected bouncing across the room again.'
Sunday afternoon at 1 o’clock. where they found it on the floor, j
Trucks will collect from each street I it was from a 22 rifle,
!
in town. Not only household scrap
All air raid precaution sendees
but heavy scrap is vitally needed. will meet at Watts hall, Tuesday
All home owmers and manufactur at 7.30. Important information will
ers are asked to comb their prop- be given regarding new types of
erty fcr scrap iron, steel, copper,; bombs. Interesting new movies will
lead, zinc, brass and aluminum; jje £hown. Civilian workers should
manilla rope, rags and burlap bags;
present.
also scrap rubber such as discarded
In The Churches
tires and tubes, garden or fire hose,
Federated
Church; Sunday School
rubber footwear and jar rubbers.
It is requested that all scrap easily meets at 9.45; morning service at
moved be placed at the curbing by 11, subject, “Force We Forget;”
1 o’clock. Persons having articles anthem, “I Know My Father Cares’.’
too heavy to move are asked to call j (Alexander*. The evening service
Thomaston 200, 175 or 129-3 before will be at 6 o’clock, the subject,
noon Sunday and arrangements “The Limits of His Power.
At 7
will be made for collection.
jo clock tlie E^pworth League will
The Friendly Circle met Tuesday bold a Fellowship Hour.
Baptist Church: Sunday School
at the home of Mrs. Forest Stone
with nine present. Refreshments mcet< at 9.45; moraing service at
were served and the afternoon was 11, the pulpit being occupied by
spent sewing for the Red Cross. the new minister, Rev. Herbert W.
The annual meeting of the Half Flagg who has chosen as subject
Hour Reading Club will be held “The Christian’s Vocation.” The
Thursday at 8 o’clock at the heme Christian Endeavor will meet at 6
cf Mrs. Frank Elliot. Dr. John . o’clock, the topic to be selected. At
Smith Lowe will speak on A. J. I the evening service at 7 o’clock the
Cronin’s bock, “The Keys of the subject; will be “Making Decisions.”
Kingdom.”
High School News
Mrs. M. T. Simmons has^ received
The assembly Nov. 10 was opened
word that her uncle, George W.
with Phyllis Hall reading the Bible
Pressey, died Nov. 9 at Sailors Snug
selection Elmer Biggers led the
Harbor. Staten Island, N. Y.
Flag salute. Songs were sung by
James Creighton and Donald
|
the pupils with Beverly Kirkpat
Stebbins, students at the University |
rick accompanying at the piano.
of Maine, were week-end guests of
For entertainment a moving pic
the former’s grandparents, Mr. and
ture “Old Glory” was shown.
Mrs N F. Andrews, Brooklyn
Beverly Kirkpatrick and Janice
Heights.
Simmons
have received; a certifiThe Baptist Ladies Circle will

ROCKPORT

Tel. 2229

The Baptist Ladies’ Circle met
Wednesday at the heme of Mrs.
Minetta A. Paul, Richards Hill.
Miss Joyce Ingraham, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Mark Ingraham,
is employed in the office of the
Bath Iren Works Corp.
Gifford Calderwood, formerly cf
Rockport, son of Mr. and Mrs. Eben
Calderwood, who has been em
ployed in Boston, is now employed
at the Snow Shipyard in Rock
land.
Miss Doris Richards, younger
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Roland
Richards, is a surgical patient at
Camden
Community
Hospital,
where she underwent an appendect°my Thursday
Mrs. Wilma Rhodes substituted
Thursday at the Grammar School
in the absence of Principal Earle
Achorn.
Thurston Spear is having a
week’s vacation from his duties at
Bath Iron Works.
Mr
Marston„
-MI’ and Mrs. Charles
,
and Mr and Mrs. Ralph Marston
ana iVA
.
,
snent Sunday
u - with relatives m
Winthrop.
The local Red Cross is making
plans for Christmas gifts to be sent
to the boys in service in the United
States. Ail packages must be sent
previous to Dec. 1, and the com
mittee asks that the names and ad
dresses of such boys be reported by
relatives or friends to either Mrs.
Marion Richards, Mrs. Amy Miller,
Mrs. Wilma Rhodes or Mrs. Evelyn
Cunningham. It is also asked that
the citizens of the town donate
toward this cause, either candy
bars, hard candies, cigarettes or
money for the purchase of such
things, and that the same be left
at the Red Cross rooms next Tues
day afternoon.
The Trytohelp Club met Monday
night at the home cf Miss Helen
Smail with 18 members present.
Next Monday night the Club will
observe its 15th birthday anni
versary wtih a covered dish supper
at the Baptist vestry at 6.30.
Mrs. Herbert Crcckett was host
ess Wednesday to the Thimble
Club.
Stated meeting of Harbor Light
Chapter. O.E.S. will be held Tues
day night with work on a candi
date. Picnic supper at 6 o’clock.
Dr. Howard A. Tribou returned
Thursday to Portsmouth, N. H ,
after spending a few days at the
heme of his cousin, Ralph Buzzell.
Mrs. Frank Salisbury has been
guest this week of her sister, Mrs.
Fred Summerton in Bath.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Buzzell en
tertained Thursday at their home

Preparations are being made for
the “Scrap Drive" Sunday. If any
scrap is to be removed from homes
residents are asked to have same
ready and call Thomaston 175 , 200,
or 129-3 and a truck will remove
same.
Three members of the Student
Council are to be represented at
the Student Council meeting to be
held Saturday at Cony High School
in Augusta.

' Vose and her nephew and his wife,
^r. and Mrs. Howard Tracy, all of
Portland
Gerald A. Rose who has been a
member of the Mexico High School
faculty the past 20 years, began
his duties as High School princi
pal here Monday. Mr. Rose has
been science instructor and assist
ant to the principal at Mexico
High and for the past eight years
has been faculty manager of ath
letics- He was born in Mexico, at
tended public schools and gradu
ated. from Mexico High School
He attended Bates College, where
he was a member of the track
team, and1 he attended several
Summer sessions at University of
Maine.

WORRIED ABOUT
• yoUR WINTER

'

fuel supply

IT’S EASY NOWTO CHANGE

FROM OH TO COAL

LOOKS L
SHORTAGE NEXT WINTER
CHANGING OVER TO

blue
coal’
8SL

Buy War Savings Bonds and Stamps

Now She Shops
TY
“Cash and Carry

a a a

VJ,.

’V

-<W. -ti

*
A director’s dream comes true when William Powell and Hedy Lamarr
go into a clinch. That’s exactly what they do yi “Crossroads.’’

gene Beauty Salon is enjoying a
weeks’ vacation.
CAMDEN
Harold E. Boynton is located in
zx zx zx zx
zx zx zx zx
Company 862, U. S. Naval Training
Station. Newport. R. I.
NAOMA MAYHEW
The Baptist Church school will
Correspondent
1 convene Sunday at 9.46. Worship
ZX zx zx zx
service will be at 11 with sermon
Tel. 659
i by the paster and special music
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Greenlaw by the cboir- The Chada\ae Class
of New York, returned Thursday will meet at 6 p. m The evening
after visiting his mother. Mrs. service will begin at 7.
Joseph Greenlaw Sr., before being
transferred to Texas.
NORTH WALDOBORO
Rev. H. Louise Perry, Mrs- Lula
Miss Geraldine Ryder who was a
patient at Thayer Hospital, Water Miller and Mrs. Ruby Miller at
tended a missionary meeting Tuesville, has returned home.
'
National Education Week is be day in Hallowell.
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Pearl of
ing observed in the schools this
Waldoboro and Madison spent the
week.
Rev. Henry L. Beukelman was the week-end with Mrs. Pearl’s par
guest Tuesday of Rotary Club- His ents, Mr. and Mrs. John Burnsubject was “Armistice 1919—What heimer.
Mrs. Etta Marriner and Rev.
of the Peace.” There was group
Mary
S. Gibson of Searsmont
singing. Visiting Rotarians were:
called
Tuesday
on Mrs. Gibson's
Carl Sonntag, H. P. Blodgett, Allan
daughter,
Mrs.
Ethelyn
Morse and
McAlary, Ben Nichols, A. W. Al
old parishioners, returning the
len, David Ccnnelly.
same day.
Community Hospital Notes: Doris
Mrs. Maude E. Mank, Mrs- Lydia
Richards is a surgical patient. Ed
Morse,
Mrs. Alma Mank. Mrs. Maward McDonald has gone to the I
1 rion Mazr.ick and Miss Helen Levhome of his daughter on Bay View
1 ensaler attended Lincoln Pomona
street.
1 Saturday in Ncblebcro.
Mrs.
Funeral services for Ralph Sat
i Morse was elected an officer.
terlee, 58, who died suddenly Mon
day at the shipyard, were held
cniiTu ia/adduki
Wednesday from the Good funeral
SOUTH WARREN
home. The floral tributes were I Mrs. Grace Leavitt is improving
very beautiful and many friends from illness.
were present to pay their last re- I Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Shannon
spects. The OdcU Fellows attended ' of Auburn have been guests for a
in a body. Rev. Winfield Witham few days at O. B. Libby's. While
was the officiating minister. Bu- ■ here they were callers at Mrs. Ada
rial was in Camden. He is sur- I Spear’s.
vived by his wife, Jessie, a sister,
Silas Hyler, Ray Ryler, Fred
Mrs. Elmer Joy and brothers and
Nord, CharlesCurtis and Leland
sisters.
Overlock returned Wednesday frem
George H. Thomas and Chief Al- j a ten-day hunting trip in Washlen F. Payson are attending the , ir.gton County each bringing a doe.
school of instruction on gases held I
____________
in BangerCourier-Gazette Want Ads Work
Mrs. Audrey Webber of the Eu- 1 Wonders!
a a

a a

DOUGHNUTS FOR DOUGHBOYS

/?*/ U.S,WAR BONDS

Park Theatre, Friday and Saturday

YOUR'E RIGHT MRS. JONE^
AND YOU CAN HAVE

THE SAME EVEN
TEMPERATURE
AUTOMATICALLY /
CONTROLLED WITH

'blue coal*

•XS’ •- x

ASK YOUR fRIlHOir

♦

Uwcoal'BfAiW!
-<

ROCKLAND
FUEL COMPANY
PHONE 72

‘"t *•

A ora lyier, Bob Steeie and Jiuunte Dodd in a scene from the new Republic
picture, “The Valley of Hunted Men”

whole carcasses as usual to deal|
aplling in less-than-carcass
means a great increase in cost I
dealers and might prevent thJ
By Margaret Chase Smith
from staying under ceiling pril
even if the dealer gave up
I
legislation,
though
we
all
hope
that
Washington, Nov. 11—Elections
and just got expense of handlij
Mr. and1 Mrs. Edwin A.
are over and Members are coming voluntary means can be found first
I contacted OPA about this .ia
* Lynn, Mass., who hav
back to Washington, but slowly, to divide up the workers among the was told that packers are not col
filing
in Waldoboro ansince many know it is their last essential war occupations without pelled to sell in cuts. They are pi
returned
home T’.iur
chance to be at home for some having to compel anybody.
mitted to if they desire and til isnd•
•
•
•
time. There are many matters to
get about one cent a pound ml
Many letters come to me asking this way than in whole carcasl
%|r. and Mrs. Leland O;
clean up before the new year, and
when the new Congress starts Jan. support of S. 1313. the bill which which is probably why the pacl l/ughter, Elsa, of Orff’s
3 there will be a new’ crop of bills would authorize three-hundred mil prefers it. But OPA does not fejT Lere recent visitors in Rc
that always comes w-ith a new’ term. lion dollars a year, for aid to States the packer to sell in cuts, id
We may have to deal with some to help equalize inequalities in edu regulations are in process of forn|
jjrs. John A. Flanders <
kind of manpower mobilization. cational opportunities in elementary
Waldoboro,
who was a p.
tion by OPA which may affa
and secondary schools.
some relief in this field and | jnox County General
Many States are so poor that dealer may file under the "har bellowing a fall in Roekla:
night, has been remove
they cannot provide even the ship” exception procedure.
minimum of education which is so
Ljjjs
Memorial Hospital ..
ZX ZX zs
Fishermen along the Coast d
necesssary
in
a
democracy.
Other
Lrfscotta,
and was reper
News items from all of the Pa
worried about the new fingerprir
States
find
sudden
and
enormous
st;ng comfortably yesterc
trons of Husbandry are welcomed
ing and photographing which ’il
here.
educational burdens falling on them must undergo to get an identificj
because they are defense areas and
Th?re will be a circle su
The public suppers served Mon their populations have increased so tion card. Tlyy did this last
the
Universalist Church u
and have been told that it must I
days by Weymouth Grange of much.
l^v night, with Mrs. I
done over.
Thomaston have been discontinued
This bill is before my Committee
Charles H. Turner, Chairman | Walker and Mrs. Gcorc
for the Winter. At the next meet on Education. The Federal funds
Clair, co-chairmen. They
ing Monday the lecturer's program would not be distributed on a fixed the Selectmen of Isle au Haut h
jssisted by Mrs. E. W Be
will consist of a Scotch Auction, schedule to States, but in such a written asking if a Coast Gual
j Fred Knight, Mrs. Ha:
in charge of Mrs. Nettie Robinson, way that needy States will get the unit could be sent to Stonington
(gd. Mrs. Ernest A. Campbc
Mrs. Mary Fales and Mrs. Minnie most help. Pew object to the pur Isle au Haut, or both, so that fishe
Bcpe
Greenhalgh, Mis
men could go there instead of w
Newbert.
pose of the bill though some ques over to Southwest Harbor, ft
Sheriffs.
Mrs W. G. Butn;
* • • •
tion encroachment of Federal power Desert, or Rockland for the fir.gc
Elizabet-h Flanders, Mrs
Highlands Grange of East War
on education which might follow
gird. Miss Mabel Pillsbu.
ren will henceforth meet twice each Federal money. But many Mem printing and photographing Gas
Oliver
B. Lovejoy, Mrs. E.
month instead of every week, the bers say that everything must be line is scarce and there is no publ
pavis,
Miss Ida Hugh;
first and third Wednesdays of set aside for purely war ex conveyance to get them to t
Thomas
Sweeney, Mrs
farther points, Mr. Turner says.
each month.
penditures
and
that
we
do
not
have
Kirk
and
Mrs. James F Li
• * • •
Last Spring, when the origin
the money this bill calls for.
Limerock Valley Pomona Grange
fingerprinting and photograph^
The War Manpower Commission
Spencer Foundation G
will meet Saturday with the Wes
was done, the Coast Guard sc
has replied very sympathetically to
individually
designed supp
saweskeag Grange at South Thom
units to places nearer the fishermf
a letter I sent them from a con
ail
needs.
Mrs.
Mona M
aston. The program will consist
and I am trying to have this dot
stituent who is an American citizen
235
Broadway,
Tel.
296-W —
of: Greetings by Worthy Master
again. With our long coast lii
but cf German birth. He is finding
Charles Watts; response, Past
and many bays, harbors an
great difficulty in getting employ
Visit Lucien K. Green
Pomona Master Sara Young; musi
islands, we have to be very carcf
ment because of his foreign origin.
second
floor, 16 School stn
cal selection by the host Grange;
that everyone has an identificatio
War
Manpower
Commissioner,
Fellows
Block. City, for E
speaker, State Lecturer Hartley
card to check up on any unauth«
Paul
V.
McNutt,
says
that
part
of
Coats
and
Cloth Coats at mi
M. Stewart of Houlton; stunt by
rized person who might try ■
his
Commission's
function
is
the
prices.
Emma Kinney; vocal solo, Lecturer
travel our coastal waters.
Stewart; discussion period. Sup help in such cases because he aims
per will be served. The evening at utilizing all possible workers.
Probate Notices
program will be under the direction Solution of this sort of problem is
STATE OF MAINE
largely a matter of educating em
To all persons Interested in elthi
of Wessaweskeag Grange.
ployers to discriminate between of the estates hereinafter named:
♦ ♦ • *
At a Probate Court held at R<irL
loyal American citizens cf foreign land. In and for the County of Kno
Armistice Day was honored Wed
the twentieth day of October
birth, and those who have made no on
the year of our Lord one thousan
nesday at Megunticook Grange of
effort to become citizens and are nine hundred and forty-two and 1
adjournment from day to dav froi
Camden when members enter
suspicious. Mr. McNutt thinks that the twentieth day of said October Tl
tained the Ladies of the G.A.R.
foUowlng
having been pr
as the labor shortage increases sented formatters
the action thereupc
and Auxiliary of Sons of Union
employers will come around to em hereinafter Indicated lt is he.et
ORDERED:
Veterans. Supper was under the
ploying people such as my con
That notice thereof be given to a
direction' of Mrs- Mary Nash. A
Interested, by causing a cc,
stituent, and suggests that he again persons
of this order to be published thr<
business session followed.
contact the U. S. Employment weeks successively ln The Courle:
Representative of the G.A.R. and Service and see if there is not some Gazette, a newspaper published 1
Rockland, in said County, that th<
president cf Sons of Union Vet position available for him where he may appear at a Probate Court to 1
held at said Rockland on the sevei
erans Auxiliary escorted Mrs. can be cf service to his adopted teenth
day of November. A. D 194
Fp,vorite of Style V,
at nine o’clock in the forenoon, ai
Tina Salisbury to the place of country.
be heard thereon If they see cause
years, these shoes a:
honor, she being the widow of a
A situation where publicity will FLORA E. DAVIS, late of Port Clyd
veteran of '61 and also vice presi do some good is that of a Knox deceased. Will and Petition for Pr<
bate thereof, asking that the san
Wide range of styh
dent of Relief Corps which was the County merchant who was told by mav be proved and allowed and thi
Letters Testamentary issue to Nelsc
ing Shoes. Sec the
original organization of the G.A.R. a big meat packing company that B.
Davis, of Newton Highlands. Mt
The Ladies and Auxiliary then no more whole carcasses of beef sachusetts, he being the executi
ln said Will, without bond.
held a drill, standing at attention would be sold to him, but that he named
WILLIAM F OVERLOCK late
BLAi
with the pledge to the flag. “The must buy in cuts and in boneless Warren deceased. Will and Petltt
for Probate thereof, asking that tl
; Star Spangled Banner” was sung,
same may be proved and allowed an
condition.
that Letters Testamentary issue 1
The program was: Greetings to
The meat packer said that the Helen
B. Overlock of Warren, she h
310 MAIN STREE’
visiting members by Past Master Office of Price Administration regu lng the executrix named ln said wil
without bond.
Sara Young; reading, “Our Ladles lations would not let packers sell FRANCIS H MALONEY. late
South Thomaston, deceased Will ar
of the G.A.R.” by the secretary of

GRANGE CORNER

Without Painful Backache
When disorder of kidney function permits
poisonous matter to remain in your blood, it
may cause nagging backache, rheumatic pains,
leg pains, loss of pep and energy, getting up
nights, swelling, puffiness under tha eyes,
headaches and dizziness. Frequent or scanty .
passages with smarting and burning some- ;
times shows there is something wrong with ;
your kidneys or bladder.
Don't wait! Ask your druggist for Doan’s i
Pills, used successfully by millions for over '
40 years. They give happy relief and will help !
the 15 miles of kidney tubes Hush out poison- >
ous waste from your blood. Get Doan's Pills.
1

Tuesday-Friday

WASHINCTON-AND YOU

zv A
z\ z\
zs
z\ A

on Amsbury Hill, her sisters, Mrs.
Harry Johnson and Miss Harriett

Miss Mabel A. Pillsbury will have
a sale of her Candies Saturday at
her home, 37 Limerock St.—adv. 194

New Camden Theatre, Sunday and Monday

LIDA G. CHAMPNEY
Correspondent

meet Wednesday with sewing at 2 cate f°r passing the 100-word lctc’clock; business meeting at 5; and ter in shorthand.

supper at 6. in charge of Mrs. Vera
Robinson, Mrs. Marion Vinal, Mrs.
Frank Wlldon and Mrs. Leona
Starrett.
Legionnaires and their ladies
held a banquet at Knox Hotel
Wednesday with 66 present. Spe
cial guests were Spanish War Veterar.s and their wives, Mr. and
Mrs. Horace Vose, Mr. and Mrs.
George Cross and George Mero.
■---------------------------------------------- ,

Tuesday-FrI
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• Of course you’re planning a
party for the boy home on a fur
lough and you will want to servo
the food he likes best F*ht dough
nuts at the top of the list for at
canteens they are first choice.
Here are doughnuts that will
top any your doughboy ever tast
ed. Light as a feather, moist, ten
der, deliciously spicy pumpkin
doughnuts. Sugar a few for the
folks with a sweet tooth and serve
wedges of cheese for added good
ness. Make them often for the
family, too.
Try thi^ new way of frying
doughnuts. See how light and
tender they are — how delicate
tasting. There’s no unpleasant
smell or smoke, and foods fried
the Spry way are so digestible
even the children can eat them.
Will they love that pumpkin fla
vor, too!
When the next furlough is due.
you’ll get a letter saying, “Have
doughnuts, Mom, same kind as
last time.” So ciip the recipe now

and be prepared,

.

__

Pumpkin Doughnuts
3 ’* cups 3i/te<! all 2 tablespoons
purpose flour
Spry
teaspoon
'A cup sugar
cinnamon
</) cup honey, dark
% teaspoon
corn sirup, or
nutmeg
light molasses
1 ti teaspoons salt 2 eggs, well
ti teaspoon soda
beaten
3 teaspoons bak- 1 cup canned or
ing powder
cooked pumpkin

Sift flour with spices, salt,
soda, and baking powder 3
times. Cream Spry and sugar
until well blended; add honey
and beat well. Add eggs and
mix well.
Add pumpkin and mix thor
oughly. Add sifted dry ingre
dients and mix until smooth.
With as little handling's pos
sible, roll dough on floured
board to La-inch thickness. Let
stand 20 minutes. Cut with 3inch doughnut cutter.
Fry in hot Spry (350’F.)
about m inches deep until
brown, turning when flrstcrack
appears. Drain on absorbent
paper. When doughnuts are
cool, shake in a paper bag with
granulated sugar, if desired.
Makes 2 dozen.

the

G.A.R.,

Past

a

Master

May

Ycur.g; memorized reading by
president of the Auxiliary Mrs.
Esther Simmons, "The Ride of
Jennie McNeil,” accompanied by
Miss Harriett Gill who played
“The Soldiers Farewell;” encore
“The Woman Behind the Man;”
1 reading “If We Understood” by
Laverne Patterson, encore “This is
What I’m Figihting For," accom
panied by her mother, Mrs. Har
riett Patterson. Mrs. Young in
behalf cf the Grange presented
flowers as a tribute to the honor
guest, Mrs. Salisbury.
The program continued with a
reading. “Challenge of Armistice
Day" by Department Officer of
the Auxiliary. Mrs. Florence Fairbrother; memorized reading, “Sep
tember Gale” by Pomona Master
Nathan B. Hopkins; reading by
| Harriett Gill, Registrar of Ladies
of G.A.R., “Marines Hymn;”
sMmt under the direction of W. P.
Jessie Beverage which was won by
j P M. Mary Nash; poem “Armistice
Day, 1942” by junior vice president
of G.A.R. Lula Elwell; reading by
i Vice Presid«it of the Auxiliary Lil
lian Lincoln, “Our Flag;” medley
: of patriotic songs.
Reading, “Tribute to Mothers’
by Edgar Guest, read by Lois Daucette; stcry by Marston Beverage;
reading, “Lines to Armistice, 1932"
by Treasurer of Ladies. Mabel
Whyte; reading by Hazel Clark
who gave the recipe for coffee sub
stitute which proves to be a pleas
ing drink; reading bf Lydia In
man, “I See America’s Picture.”
Mrs. Young gave greetings to the
G.A.R. and remarks by President
Est her Sim ir ns followed1 “Till We
meet Again’ and “Gcd Bless
America” were the closing songsRefreshments were served by the
Court of Pomona.
Hazel Clark's recipe for substi
tute coffee: Brcwn and dry brown
bread in the oven. Cover with
boiling water (but do not boil mix; ture). Let stand over night. Re; heat in the morning and strain.
Delicious with sugar and cream.

/**To relieve distress of MONTHLY*^

Female Weakness
AND HELP BUILD UP RED BLOOD!
Lydia E. Plnkham’s Compound
TABLETS (with added Iron) have
helped thousands to relieve periodic
pain with weak, nervous, blue feel
ings — due to functional monthly
disturbances. Also, their Iron makes
them a fine hematic tonic to help
build up red blood. Plnkham’s Tab
lets are made especially for women
Follow label directions.

Notices of Appointment
I. Willis R. Vinal. Register of Pro

bate for the County of Knox, ln the
State of Mains, hereby certify that ln
the following estates the persons were
appointed Administrators, Executors,
Guardians and Conservators and on
the dates hereinafter named:
FRED H SYLVESTER, late of Rock
port, deceased. Abbie M Sylvester of
Rockport was appointed administra
trix on September 15. 1M2, and quail
fled by filing bond on October 1
1942.
LEOLA F NOYES. late of Rockland,
deceased, Warren C. Noyes of Rock
land was appointed executor on Sep
tember 15, 1942, and quaJlfled by fil
ing bond on October 3, 1942.
LEWIS A AREY of Owl’s Head
Gerald U. Margeson of Owl's Head
was appointed Guardian on October
12. 1942. and qualified by filing bond
on October 15. 1942.
WILLIS SNOW, late of Rockland,
deceased.
Susie T. Snow of Rock
land was appointed executrix on Oc
tober 20. 1942. without bond.
HERBERT W. WALTZ, late of War
ren. deceased. Clarence R. Benner of
Waldoboro was appointed administra
tor on October 20. 1942, without bond
HARRIET V HAHN, late of Warren
deceased
Susie M. Hahn of Warren
was appointed executrix on October
20, 1942, without bond.
ALICE T. TRUSSELL, late of Port
Clyde, deceased. Ralph L Simmons
of Port Clyde was appointed executor
on October 20, 1942, and qualified by
filing bond on same date.
ELSIE CLEWS PARSONS, of New
York, N Y, deceased
Elsie Parsons
Kennedy of New York. N. Y.. John E
Parsons of Rye, New York Herbert
Parsons of New York. N. Y.. and McIlvalne Parsons of New York, N. Y„
were appointed executors on October
30. 1942. without bond. Alan L. Bird
of Rockland, was appointed Agent ln
Maine.
ADA M. SNOW, late of South Thom
aston, deceased. Gilford B. Butler of
South
Thomaston
was
appointed
executor on October 20. 1942. and
qualified by filing bond on October
21. 1942.
FRANK J. PEARSE, late of. Camden,
deceased.
Eva N. M
Pearse of
Camden was appointed Admlnlstratrlx on October 20, 1942, without
bond.

GIDEON F. EDDY, late of Rock
port. deceased. Lizzie A. Eddy of
Camden was appointed administra
trix on October 20. 1942. and qualified
by fUlng bond on October 2A. 1942.
ALICE R. MARSHALL, late Of St.
George deceased Irma L Vannah of

Welroee.

Massachusetts

was

appoint

ed administratrix on October 20, 1942.
without bond. Frank H. Ingraham of
Rockland was appointed Agent ln

Maine
Attest:

uTLLIS 3. VINAL,
Register.
iWlQ*

Petition for Probate thereof, askir
that the same may be proved and a
lowed and that Letters Testaments
Issue to Grace A Maloney of Sout
Thomaston, she being the executrl
named in said will, without bond.
ESTATE N. COOK SHOLES, late ,
Vinalhaven. deceased.
Petition fi
Administration, asking that Mark
W. Sholes of Vinalhaven, or son
other suitable person, be appointe
administratrix, without bond
ESTATE FRED D. ACHORN, late (1
Rockport, deceased. Petition for A
ministration, asking that Earle I
Achorn of Rockport, or some oth<
suitable person, be appointed ac
minlstrator, without bond.
ESTATE EDWARD C. PAYSON, la
of Rockland, deceased.
First an
Final Account presented for allow
ance by Gertrude A Payson. Exect
trlx.
ESTATE SIDNEY B. LERMOND. lat
of Thomaston, deceased.
First an1
Final Account presented for allow
ance by Elizabeth T. Lermond. exec

It’s A

trlx.

ESTATE ERNEST A MUNRO ''
of Rockland, deceased • Second
count presented for allowance b
Alan L. Bird, executor.
ESTATE EDWARD B ALFORD a!,
of Brookline. Mass., deceased
Firs
and Final Account presented for
lowance by Mary D. Alford, rxt utr <
tSTATE LILIJAN A MCCARTER
late of North Cushing deceased 1'::
and Final Account presented for a
lowance by Frank D. Elliot, Admlnli

trator.

ESTATE SYLVANUS C PIERPONT
late of Washington, deceased P'Ottloi
for Administration, asking that Per
clvai C. Pierpont of Thoma on
some other suitable person, be ap
pointed administrator, without bond
ESTATE JESSE A BROWN, late o
North Haven, deceased
First ar.c
Final Account presented for allow
ance by Florence M Brown. <eou
trlx.
ESTATE ELLA D SHIBI ES
Rockport,
deceased.
Petlti :
‘ 1
License to Sell certain real e-ta’e
situated ln Rockport, - and f ■ T
scribed ln said petition, jarc-i uted bi
Georgia B. Pendleton of I-Tsbo

Executrix.

ESTATE ANNIE A. STEVENS '
'!
Rockland, deceased. First and Final
account presented tor allow
N
Janies E. Stevens, executor
FREEMAN A BROWN. late ' Vina
haven, deceased." Will and Petition
for Probate thereof, asking tha’
same may be proved and allowr i f'.n'i
that Letters Testamentary issue
Laura E. Brown of Vinalhaven. *!ir
lng the executrix named ln ■ 4 w* •'
without bond
MARGARET M RAYMOND.
,p
Vinalhaven. deceased. Will and Ppt;
tion for Probate thereof, asklnc tn»j
the same may be proved and
1
and that Letters Testaments: itsu:
to Nina Raymond Delano of ;
ven. she being the executrix
ln said will, without bond
ADELLA N TOWNSEND late
Thomaaton. deceased
Will ar.d
;
tion for Probate thereof, ask m
the same may be proved and * ' *' *
and that Letters of Admin1
with the will annexed be 1 Td
Adella T Kirkpatrick of Th-"- /’
or some other suitable perse *'
out bond.
ESTATE ADELLA N TOWNSEND r‘
Thomaston.
Second and Flrsl
count presented for allowar p
Adella T. Jprkpatrlck. Guardiar
Witness, HARRY E. WILBUR
quire. Judge of Probate frr
County, Rockland, Maine
Attest:

WILI-TS n Vihdv-

Registu
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whole carcasses as usual to deal
Selling in less-than-carcass
means a great increase in cost
dealers and might prevent tl
from staying under ceiling prj)
even if the dealer gave up pr^
and just got expense of handlii
I contacted OPA about this
was told that packers are not cc
pelled to sell in cuts. They are
mitted to if they desire and tlj
get about one cent a pound md
this way than in whole earcasj
which is prcbably why the pad
prefers it. But OPA does not fo,
the packer to sell in cuts,
regulations are in process of fonj
tion by OPA which may affa
some relief in this field and
dealer may file under the “hai
ship” exception procedure.
Fishermen along the Coast
worried about the new fingerpruj
ing and photographing which tl
must undergo to get an identify
tion card. Tlyy did this last y<
and have been told that it must
done over.
Charles H. Turner, Chairman
1 the Selectmen of Isle au Haut, 1
written asking if a Coast Gu:
unit could be sent to Stonington
Isle au Haut. or both, so that fish
men could go there instead of w
over to Southwest Harbor,
Desert, or Rockland for fhe fing.
printing and photographing. Ga;
line is scarce and there is no pub
conveyance to get them to t
farther points, Mr. Turner says.
Last Spring, when the origir
fingerprinting and photograph!
was done, the Coast Guard se
units to places nearer the fisherm
and I am trying to have this do
again. With our long coast li
and many bays, harbors ai
islands, we have to be very care!
that everyone has an identificatii
card to check up on any unauth
rized person who might try
travel our coastal waters.

Social Matters
F

yr ar.d Mrs. Edwin A. Flanders
William Bisbee of New York
Lyr.n. Mass., who have been City is visiting Mr. and Mrs.Ben
siting ;n Waldcboro and Rock* jamin B. Bisbee, Camden street.
...,j returned home Thursday.

Chummy Club members were en
Xi: and Mrs. Leland Orff and tertained Tuesday night by Mrs.
Lugh;p- Elsa, of Orff's Corner,
IVank C. Fields at her home on
here recent visitors in Rockland.
Water street. Bridge honors went
to Mrs. Herbert R. Mullen, Mrs.
jjrs- John A. Flanders of East Elmer W. Freeman and Mrs Emer
| faidoboro, who was a patient at son Sadler.
Ijnox county General Hospital.
|;c;iowing a fah to Rockland SunHiram L. Ingerson and daughter,
r... ht, has been removed to the Mrs. Percy S. Dinsmore. Grace
j(;es Memorial Hospital in Dam- street, have returned frem Massa
jrisron. and was reported as chusetts, where they visited Mr.
■sting comfortably yesterday.
and Mrs. Fred Ingerson, Roxbury,
» and Mr. and Mrs. Lester Ingerson
Tli?re will be a circle supper at Boston. Mr. and Mrs. Ingerson at
.j-p Universalist Church Wednes- tended the meeting of the Vinal
r.: ht, with Mrs. Louis A. haven Club held Saturday night at
•V .ker and Mrs. George L. St. the Twentieth Club quarters.
fj;r. co-chairmen. They will be
jshsteu by Mrs. E. W. Berry, Mrs.
Mrs. Albert S. Peterson of Port
j Fred Knight, Mrs. Hans Heis- land is visiting her sister, Mrs
Mr Ernest A. Campbell, Miss John A. Ward, Old County road.
oepp Greenhalgh, Miss Carrie
c-?rif: Mrs. W. G. Butman, Mrs.
Mrs- Walter Fickett of Wollas
Elizabeth Flanders, Mrs. Almon ton, Mass., and Mr. and Mrs. Earle
gird Miss Mabel Pillsbury’, Mrs. Conant of Oakland are visiting Mr.
Oliver B. Lovejoy, Mrs. Elmer C. and Mrs. Ralph P. Conant, Cam
|D»vi-. Miss Ida Hughes Mrs. den street. They came for the
l*Fhomas Sweeney, Mrs. Herbert wedding1 of Roger Conant and
jfcrk and Mrs. James F. Burgess. Barbara Bartlett, Monday night.
Capt. and Mrs. William H. Win
Spencer Foundation Garments
lindividually designed supports for capaw of Tottenville, Staten Island,
I ail needs. Mrs. Mona McIn tosh. N. Y., arrived) here yesterday and
,236 Broadway, Tel. 296-W.— 101*104 are guests at the Thorndike Hotel.
Capt. Wincapaw recently arrived
Visit Lucien K. Green & Son’s in this country from Ecuador.
litcond floor, 16 School street,* Odd
Fellows Block, City, for Furs, Fur
Miss Mabel A. Pillsbury will have
Coats and Cloth Coats at moderate a sale of her Candies Saturday at
prices.
9tf her heme, 37 Limeroek St.—adv. 104

Probate Notices
STATE OF MAINE
To all persons Interested In eithi
of the estates hereinafter named; At a Probate Court held at Roc|
land. In and for the County of Knd
'on the twentieth day of October |
'the year of our Lord one thousai,
nine hundred and forty two and n
adjournment from day to day fro]
the twentieth day of said October Tn
’ollowlng matters having been pr]
■ented for the action thereupd
lerelnafter Indicated lt ls hereH
ORDERED:
1
That notice thereof be given to J
persons Interested, by causing a cod
3f this order to be published thr3
veeks successively ln The Courie]
Jazette. a newspaper published ]
lockland. in said County, that thd
nay appear at a Probate Court to n
leld at said Rockland on the seven
eenth day of November. A. D. 1941
it nine o'clock ln the forenoon, at]
heard thereon If they see cause.
FLORA E. DAVIS, late of Port Clydj
leceased. Will and Petition for Pr<
>ate thereof, asking that the sani
nsv be proved and allowed and thi
etters Testamentary Issue to Nels<
Davis, of Newton Highlands, Ma
achusetts. he being the executi
lamed ln said Will, without bond.
WILLIAM F OVERLOCK, late
Varren deceased
Will and Petlth
lor Probate thereof, asking that tl
lame may be proved and allowed an
hat, letters Testamentary Issue t
lelen I! Overlock of Warren, she bt
ng the executrix named in said will
vlthout bond.
FRANCIS H
MALONEY, late „
louth Thomaston, deceased. Will anl
’etltlon for Probate thereof, askln
hat, the same may be proved and a
Dwed and that Letters Testamentai
’sue to Grace A Maloney of Sout
'lieniaston. she being the executrl
tamed ln said will, without bond.
ESTATE N COOK SHOLES, late .
inalhaven, deceased
Pptitlon fu
administration, asking that Marloi
V Sholes of Vinalhaven. or soml
ther suitable person, be appolntel
dmlnistratrlx. without bond.
ESTATE FRED D ACHORN, late
tockport. deceased. Petition for Ad
llnlstratlon. asking that Earle I
.chorn of Rockport, or some oth<
ultable person, be appointed af
Unlstrator. without bond.
ESTATE EDWARD C. PAYSON, lati
f Rockland
deceased.
First anl
Inal Account presented for alloul
nee by Gertrude A Payson, Execu1
■lx.
ESTATE SIDNEY B. LERMOND. latj
Thomaston, deceased.
first an]
Ina! Account presented for allow*
ice by Elizabeth T Lermond, exec"
lx
ESTATE ERNEST A MUNRO, latj
Rockland, deceased. ’Second ad
>unt presented for allowance br
an L Bird, executor.
ESTATE EDWARD B. ALFORD. 1st,
Brookline. Mass., deceased. Firs
td Final Account presented for all
wance by Mary D. Alford, executrl?
STATE LILLIAN A MCCARTEE
- of North Cushing, deceased Flnt
d final Account presented for al
vance by Frank D Elliot. Admlnisl
itor.
-STATE SYLVANUS C. PIERPONT,
e of Washington, deceased Petition
Administration, asking that PerJ
a: C. Pierpont of Thomaston.
me other suitable person, be »Pl
Inted administrator, without bondl
estate JESSE A BROWN, late
irth Haven, deceased
First and
aal Account presented for allow'd
ce by Florence M. Brown, execul
x
1
STATE ELLA D SHIBLES late Ofl
ickport.
deceased.
Petition
M
lease to Sell certain real e
unted In Rockport, -and fully
Tbed ln said petition, .presented ow
orgia b
Pendleton of Islesboro^
ecutrlx.
STATE ANNIE A. STEVENS, late <>A
ckland. deceased. First and Final
•'tint, presented for allowance bq
he.' E Stevens, executor.
■TtEEMAN A BROWN, late of Vln»b
>en. deceased. ’ Will and Petit loo
Probate thereof, asking that tb
ne may be proved and allowed ano
• ' Letters Testamentary Issue
t E Brown of Vlnalhaven. she
1
the executrix named ln said ■wx—J
tiout bond.
IAROARET M. RAYMOND.
lalhaven. deceased
Will and
1 for Probate thereof, asking *- -2
-am-’ may be proved and a'1?*,Vi
- that Letters Testamentary >ss =j
•u::.i Eaj-mond Delano of
she being the executrix nansaid win, without bond.
DELLA N TOWNSEND.
?maston, deceased
Will and
a f >r Probate thereof, asking l
same may be proved and
,
’hat Letters of Admlnlstra-'
h
<■ will annexed be Issued,
'Ila T Kirkpatrick of Thom« °> 1
onie other suitable person,
bond
_
STATE ADELLA N TOWNSE-NU £l
■'maston
Second and
py’
nt presented for allowance
ill* T Kirkpatrick. Guardian
I
fitness. HARRY E. WILBUR,•
re. Judge of Probate for n
I
inty. Rockland, Maine.

BLACK1NGT0NS
HOME OF THE FAMOUS

RED CROSS
SHOES

' I JR]

FOR WOMEN
Favorite of Style Wise Value Conscious Women for

years, these shoes are an outstanding value at

$6.95

Wide range of styles in Oxfords, Dress and Walk

ing Shoes.

See the new war models.

BLACKINGTON’S
ROCKLAND, ME.

310 MAIN STREET,

It’s A Season For

IVILLIS R

Mr. and Mrs. James E. Kelley of
Granite street announce the en
gagement of their daughter, Virginia E- Kelley to Walter W. MeAuliffe, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles E. McAuliffe of Fulton
street. Miss Kelly attended Cam
bridge High and Latin School,
Cambridge, Mass., and is a gradu
ate of Rockland High School, class
of 1942. Mr. McAuliffe also attended Rockland High School and
is now employed as marine oiler on
the U.S.S Wellfleet, stationed at
Charleston,
3. C.
No date has
t
been set for the wedding.

Inexpensive Main Dish

This And That

Mrs. Edward Wiswal’l of Welles
ley, Mass., who has been visiting
her sister, Mrs. George B. Wocd,
returns this week to her home,
after much social attention frem
her many friends.

i
,
!

Make Your Meat Go Further

By K. S. F.

SB
Lb,

It is certainly true that what a
man knews has to be put into ac
tion to count for best influences.
Tcday is the vital time for every
man with an alert mind to use
it for the great help it may be to
the world.

|

I
Making both ends of tlie meal
budget meet is difficult enough with
out thought of rationing. But there
are ways to get around wartime
shortages of “quality” cuts. Since the
majority of families enjoy macaroni,
variety and nourishment may he added
by combining it witii weiners. Instead
of preparing a white sauce using
milk, substitute tomato juice instead
pepping it up with minced onion
and green pepper and Worcestershire

Alternate layers of cooked macaroni
and weiners in a casserole, pour
sauce over all, top with grated cheese
and cracker crumbs. Have the gas
oven preheated to 375 degrees and
hake the main dish 30-35 minutes.
Serve with buttered green beans, corn
bread baked at the same lime, and
fresh or canned fruit and molasses
cookies, which rightly should be baked
with the bread and macaroni, thus
making full use of the oven heat.

“A woman who did not under
stand the language cf business
went into the Bank of England and
asked to consult someone about her
war loan holdings- The clerk to
whom she talked happened to be
a rather grave person. He inquired:
"Is it a case of conversion or re
demption, Madame?”
"Conversion, Redemption,” fal
tered the weman. "Er—pardon me,
is this the Bank of England or the
Church of England?"

Mrs. Mabel Daugharty and her
• ♦ * •
heme a deer.
sister, Mrs. Alice Leavitt left
WEST ROCKPORT
Yes.
it
’
s
new
time to see the old
Thursday for Boston, on their way
Charlie Lunden arrived Sunday i Successful hunters in the local fashioned man and his wife cut
to Detroit, Mich., after some weeks for a three day furlough from woods are George Greenrose, Jr.
for a Sunday afternoon walk.
at the home of Mrs. Henty B. Aberdeen Proving Grounds in and Albert Telman.
• • • •
Mrs. Alice Tolman and Eila Hur
Bird. Broadway.
Maryland. He will spend the time
Curfew
with Mrs. Lunden, who is passing me returned Wednesday from a
• EFA Club was entertained by- the week-end from her duties in visit with Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Off on a mound cf rising ground
Mrs. Millie Thomas, Robinson the office cf Hyde-Windlass in Blake and Mrs. Shirley Hanlon in I hear the far-off curfew sound.
street, ■ Wednesday
afternoon Bath at the heme of his mother,; Beverly. Mass., and other relatives It comes o'er wide and distant shcre
Against the winds in tollir.g score
Bridge honors went to Mrs. Hester Mrs. Amanda Lunden on Mount and friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred L. Parker, 'Tis time for sleep and gentle rest
Chase, Mrs. Choris Jenkins and Pleasant street.
George Parker and daughter, This bell reminds with stolid quest
Mrs. Mida Packard.
Donna Morton of Wells, Ls visit Gladys and Miss JJazel Parker, Children must grow, youths must
ing
her grandparents, Mr and Mrs.
Members of the Opportunity
prepare
spent Armistice Day with Mrs.
Fred
Collins, Sr.
Class are asked to meet in the par
Fcr strength, thus curfew spells
Bernice Cushman in Skowhegan.
Mrs. Henry Keller and daughter,
lor of the First Baptist Church
repair.
Among those from this village
Tuesday afternoon to tack quilts- Miss Arlene Keller spent the week who attended- the shower Tuesday
K S. F.
• • ♦ »
A group of members met Thurs end iri Portland as guds’s of Mr. fcr Mr. and Mrs. Henry Hastings
That woman who declared that
day at the home of Mrs. Walter A. and Mrs. David Hamalainen (Doro (“Dot” Lane) in South Hope were
no
man wras good enough for her,
Greenlaw, Talbot avenue, for thy Keller).
Mrs. John Lane, Sr., sons John,
Mrs.
J.
F.
Heald
and
Mrs.
R.
J.
was
prcbably right and in all
White Cross work, and will meet
Adelbert and Kenneth, daughters,
Heald
in
company
with
Mr.
and
probability
she was also left.
again next Thursday.
Marjorie, Marian and Roberta, also
* • • •
Mrs. M. S. Heald and son Jqlin cf Gecrge Parker and Sylvia Heald.
The Latin word "campus” has
Plans are being made by the Camden called Sunday on Mrs
Elmer Keller is stationed at Camp
Senior Service Scouts fcr a musi Charles Rhodes at Camden Com Breckinridge, Kentucky. Sidney An really no connection with a college
cale and tea with the following munity Hospital and Mr. and Mrs. drews is at Camp Kilmer in New cr university grounds. It simply
means a level plain.
commtitee in charge: Charlotte Earl Heald, Washington street. Jersey.
♦ » * *
Camden.
Cowan, Nadine Fuller, Joan Hunt,
Net all Italians are in sympathy
John Lane, Sr., was successful cn
Betty Hempstead, and Helen Paul.
with
the Mussolini methods. Over
MINTURN
The proceeds are to be used for a recent hunting trip in the vicinity
Mrs.
Evelyn
Johnson
and
chil

5.CCO
feught against the troeps in
of Cherryfield. killing a boar.
equipment.
dren
Hulda.
Franklin
and
Vernon
the
Spanish
Civil War.
Albert Quinn, Elmer Starr, and
♦♦••
were
recent
visitors
in
Stcnington.
The Farnham Class of the Lit Tony Lcberger have returned from
Carlyle it was w’ho said, "Thy life
Mrs. Ella Davis and daughter
tlefield Memorial Baptist Church a hunting trip with the latter as
is
no idle dream but a solemn
held a get-tegether in the vestry the successful hunter. He brought spent the past week in Stonington
reality.
It is thine own and it is
visiting Nellie Robinson and Sybil
Wednesday nighY with the ladies
all
thou
hast to frent eternity
as special guests. A delicious sup
Weate Club members were en Lunt.
with.
”
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Stanley and
per was served) with Carroll Wixson tertained with bridge ar.d lunch
♦ » • *
as chairman, assisted by Ronald eon Wednesday ni'-iht by Mrs. Os- son Charles were here to attend the
It wouldn't be a bad idea for New
Lord and Ralph Con-ant. Follow ; good A. Gilbert. Pleasant street. funeral of Mr. Stanley’s mother.
England to learn the fine flavor cf
Mrs. Coris Sprague is heme irom
ing supper the President. William Honors went to Mrs. Clara Curt: .
sergum molasses. The late Ed.
Dorman, led in the singing of Mrs. Dorothy Baxter and Mrs Portland where she has been visit Berry and this writer used to enjoy
hymns, passing out seme fine sug ! Evangeline Sylvester. Mrs. CurtLs ing her daughters, Lillian and talking of this particular sweet that
gestions as to the pronunciation of j also winning the traveling prize. Maxine.
is so well knowrn in the West and
John Martin has returned heme
the words, especially the s’s. A ! Mrs. Betty McLain and Mrs. Susan
loved. A supper of crisp fried corn
quiz program followed under the Bowley were pre.-.ent as substitutes. frem Portland and Rockland where meal mush cut in proper slices and
he has been visiting relatives.
direction of Ronald Lord, Kendrick
well brewned with a bit cf butter
Grace Stanley cf Bar Harbor is}
Wednesday Evening Club mem
Dorman winning over Harry Chase
and plenty of rich sorgum over it
by a small margin. The evening's bers attended the chicken pie sup visiting here.
is a treat few New- Englanders have
Lillian Conary was in Stoningtcn
pregram concluded with instru per at the Methodist Church Wed
ever had. Maple syrup is next
I
mental selections by Walter Grif nesday night and then were guests the past week.
best.
»
William Johnsen, who has been
fin, Vernon Giles, Mr. and Mrs. of Mrs. James F Burgess, Beech
• ♦ • •
Sidney Munro and Mrs- Ronald street, for bridge. Honors went to visiting his parents, has returned
And w’hile talking cf food, do not
Mrs. Louis B. Cock, Mrs. David L. to Portland.
Lord.
forget that bit cf salt in the apple
McCarty and Mrs. Jchn A.
sauce, girls. It brings out the best
Chisholm.
in flavor.
M.

O C KLANO

TONIGHT

p /

£

t9

COUNTRY

William Chaburn of Lewiston
spent the week-end with his
mother, Mrs. Mary Robbin- . Cam
den street.

As meat rationing is definitely In
the offing, it may prove a smart
idea to take time by the forelock
and devise as many ways of stretch
ing the meat course as possible.
There are many ways to do this,
both in the cooking of the meat and
by recipes which make use of vege
tables, rice, noodles or bread. Roast
meats should be cooked at a low
temperature to eliminate as much
shrinkage as possible and without
water in the pan, as the steam
causes loss of juices.
Scraps from Irimming meat
should alw’ays be saved as they, too,
can usually be put to use in soups,
stews and similar ways.
Suggested by Vivian Whaley, di
rector of the A & P Kitchen, these
meat-stretching recipes may suggest
new ways of making a comparative
ly small amount of meat go a long
way.

Curried Lamb and Noodles

TODAY and SATURDAY
THE 3 MESQUITEERS

Melt butter, brown onions; blend
with seasonings and flour. Add
stock and evaporated milk gradu
ally; cook, stirring constantly until
thickened. Add lamb and vinegar;
heat through and pour over noodles.
4 servings.

SEARSMONT
Rev. Elwin A. Dinslow
Rev. Elwin A. Dinslcw died at
his home Oct. 30 after an illness
of about three weeks. Mr. Dinslow
was born in Richmond. July 26.
1855, son cf Abel and Elizabeth
(Avery) Dinslcw. He received his
education in the public schools of
Richomnd and at Cobb Divinity
School, now feates College.
Mr. Dinslow went to Scuth Mont
ville in May, 1899 and became pas
tor of the Baptist Church, remain
ing for 15 years. His ordination to
the ministry took place there Aug.
16, 1899. He was married July 3.
1900 to Miss Bertha Adams in the
church of which he was pastor. Her
death occurred in 1937.
Survivors are two sisters, Mrs.
Cora I. Morse of Medway. Mass.,,
and Mrs. Elizabeth Lancaster of
Richmond.
Funeral services w’ere held at tHe ,
South Montville Church, with Rev.
Harcld W. Nutter officiating. The
bearers were four cf Mrs. Dinslow’s
nepjiew’s, John Q. Adams, Edwin
Adams, Franklin Adams and Rcy
Ffiller.
Interment was in Pine
Grove cemetery.

<>.l
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Chap. 7 “PERILS OF NYOKA”
“LETTER FROM SATAN’’
NEWS
SHORTS
SUNDAY and MONDAY

DARING
AS TWO MEN

9 GREAT STARS!
44 STAR PERSONALITIES!--*—"

Warm o’coats that keep you
working and warm are going to
help win this war.

WARNER
BROS:

•

Mink ,Dyed Muskrat, always a top-flight fa

Thai _b

E PHILLIPS
JRPENHEIM X
Wosterpieie

wailis ppodjl]

• Cl AUBE RAIN!

GLADYS COOPER-faONITA GRANVILLE
ILKA CHASE • dtmtm * IRVING RAPPER

Screen Pla» by Carey Rob-nson • From ihe Novel b,
Olnre Higgms Prcuty • Music by Mai Sleinc>

ol Thiills!

SALUT^rtSdOR
I^BONQB
BUY A WAR BOND AT
EVERY MOT,

vorite, is shown in box coat style with cardigan neck

IHIS THEATRE AND
SON IN SEIT/ICE I

and cuff sleeves.
The smooth warm look of these furs is a prime
coat fashion favorite. Exquisite workmanship, dur
ation durability and thrifty price you 11 warmly ap

NOTE! SUNDAY ONLY
THREE SHOWS
3.00. 6.15. 8.30

prove.

NEXT THURSDAY NIGHT:

look:

QUALITY FURS ALWAYS

Ralph Bellamy
Evelyn Ankers
Kaaren Verve
EJward Norris
Onrtes tokmao

at

LUCIEN K. GREEN & SON
16 SCHOOL STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.
LATEST NEWS

SHORTS

Mr. Kaiser?
We’re bringing them in so fast
that it’s no wonder one of our
customers asked this question.

The
perfect
role for
the
perfect
actress!,

TRIUMPH

•
Sheared Beaver, Fashionright great coat with
tuxedo front and turn-back cuffs is a prime favorite.

o’coats anyway ...

SUN.-MON.-TUES.

and Twice as
Dangerous...

'V,KCMISE HE WHS!

4 peppercorns
-I
44 tsp. salt
V
>i tsp. pepper
1 can evapo
rated milk
1 #2 can corn
>4 lb. dried beef

Brown onion with bacon. Add po
tatoes, water and seasonings and
cook until potatoes are tender. Add
milk, corn and beef. Simmer for 16
minutes. Serve hot.
Veal Pot Pie With Special Pastry
1 lb. veal shoulder
cut ln 1-inch
cubes
1 tsp. salt
>4 tsp. pepper
’* tsp. celery
salt or few
celery leaves

1 bouillon cube
8 small white
onions
1 cup potato
cubes or balls
1 cup carrot
cubes or balls

Roll veal cul^s in flour and brown
In a little hot shortening In skillet;
cover w’ith water. Add seasonings
and bouillon cube; cover and sim
mer until tender. Cook vegetables
together in salted water until ten
der; add to veal. Pour into one large
or 4 individual casseroles and cover
with special pot pie pastry. Hake
in very hot oven. 450 degrees F., 15
to 18 minutes. 4 servings.
Special Pot Pie Pastry
2 cups sifted
flour
1 tsp. salt

*4 cup shortening
1 egg. separated
3 tbs. cold water

Chop shortening coarsely into
flour and salt with 2 knives. Mix egg
yolk and water; add to first mix
ture. Roll to 3/8-inch thickness oii
floured board. Brush top of pastry
with egg white before baking.

Eastern Maine, each bringing back
a good sized doe. The largest
weight was 142!i pounds.

CAM DEI

BM ONE 251* 3

NOW SHOW ING
A NEW SHIRLEY TEMPLE
in

“MISS ANNIE ROONEY”
Plus
ROY ROGERS
ln

“Sunset On The Desert”
FRIDAY CASH NIGHT $25.00

SUNDAY and MONDAY

Was She Married to s
MURDERER?

■

2^!

WILLIAM

CUSHING
Mrs. Frederick Nord returned
home Monday after a week’s visit l
in Portland.
Fred Burbank of T’ortland re- !
cently visited his aunt, Mrs. Mar- j
garet Curtis for a few days.
The Bucketeers, S. E. Hyler, Ray
Hyler, Fred Nord, Charles Curtis j
and Leland Overlook returned j
Wednesday from a hunting trip in I

HEDY

:il()S Slid ADS
■ wj/fc Claire

Basil

TREVOR • RATHBONE
Margaret WYCHERLY

Scon “You Were Never Lovelier’'!

Timeless Tailoring!

One of the world’s most popular
beverages, without a doubt, is tea,
and the fact that it grows scarce
is almost as alarming as the coffee
shortage.

Who’s making your
* REPUI1K PKTilRC

1 cup White
House Milk
2 cups diced,
cooked lamb
1 tb. vinegar
1 pkg. noodles,
boiled and
drained

2 tbs. butter
2 onions, chopped
% tsp. salt
Pash of pepper
2 to 3 tbs. curry
powder
lVi tbs. flour
1 cup lamb stock
or water

Dried Beef Chowder
2 slices bacon
1 medium sized
onion, minced
3 potatoes, cubed
4 cups water
1 bay leaf

I<ong-Life Fa brie!

«••*

STORE
LOTS OF FINE GIFTS

I'M

IN

ofhe ^Kitchen

♦ ♦ • ♦

Mr. and Mrs. Sumner P. Whit
ney of Granite street, returned
Monday night frem a week’s visit
in Bostcn.

ECONOMY

• * • ♦

J

J
‘JI
T

Chapin Class of the Universalist
Church will meet Tuesday night
with Mrs. Charles T. Smalley,
Broadway.

FREE
TURKEYS
GIVEN AWAY TO LUCKY
PATRONS NEXT THURSDAY
NIGHT

We’ve the very o’coat you need
to keep you cn the job and it’s
priced so you can tuck a War
Bond in the pocket the same day.

WINTER O’COATS

from $27.50 to $55.00
Warm Reversible
WORK COATS
with wool lining and detachable
hood

$L6r0, $18.50

GREGORY’S
TEL. 294
41S MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.

Asiatic pig bristles are being re
placed for use in paint brushes with
forms of nylon.
w • • •
Massachusetts car owners are
now permitted to collect fees for
transporting their share-the-ride
passengers and that is as it should
be.

Tailor-Maid

• ♦ ♦ •

When cne realizes that the total
cost cf accidents in the United
States in 1941 is estimated to be
near $4.0CO.OOO,CCO it's time for cur
world to awaken.
• • • •
Citizens should b; thankful that
Rockland has taken care that few
bicycle accidents happen in Main
street when it is said that 900
fatalities from bicycle accidents
among children happened in 1941

/

$1.98

7
t

»

» • ♦ *

I have seen this question asked
rather often in my years cf living.
Should women and men cf say
around 40 years make plans for
their future? Why. I ask. shouldn't
they? At 40 years they are just
arrived at prime when with seeing
eyes they learn to appreciate life.
Adventures worthy often start long
after 40 years cf living. Cir
cumstances have built up the back
ground fcr this w’ith some, and
many had their chance but refused
to accept it in time. Watch your
self and opportunities up to 80
years I will say, and then go on,
being ready for new adventures.
• • • •
Guadalcanal Island was named
by a 15th Century adventurer and
for his own licme tcwn in Spain.
Almost a pity he couldn’t have
come from some short named
place.

Pixie
$2.49

From our cozy new series of Munsingwear “DreamMakers” . . . these two young classic styles. Precision
tailoring, comfortable cut and stand-uppablc fabric that
takes to soap and water and wear. Wonderful warmth
and comfort for^toldcr houses and chilly weather. Good
buys for your good nights of sleeping... in dream colors.
“JIST LOOK FOR THE MUNSLNCWEAR L4BEI."

VESPER A. LEACH
366 MAIN STREEL

ROCKLAND, ME.
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RECALLING LIFE'S CHAPTERS

CH U RCH ES

Being In the Nature Of a Biography of Com*

mander G. H. Reed, D. C., U. S. N.,

l be hostesses to a giroup of meh from
The Naval Base-

SERMONETTE

Written By Himself

>

Interdenominational
Commission

facts, and appraising them highly
(Fourth Installment)
II.
in
my
youthful
mind
I
grew
up
At
the
annual
meeting in Au
In my early teens I played in
well
satsifled
with
my
relatives
and
gusta
last
month,
Rev. Warren
this band. In the absence of the
proud
of
my
ancestors.
J.
Moulton,
D.
D
LL. D.. of
bass drummer one night, I manned
When
my
grandfather
died
some
Bangor
was
again
elected
Presi
the drum, beating softly at first
years
later,
and
I
was
allowed
to
dent; Rev. Arthur Jones, Winand then louder and with more
th op Center, vice president;
confidence when I noted that my use his big secretary, which opened
Rev Ralph F. Lcwe A. M . Mad
father didn’t seem to mind. Later up into a combination desk end
ison, secretary, and Willard S.
I drummed some more, and oc bookcase, I found a legal paper
casionally played the cornet in there which concerned the transfer Bass, Wilton, treasurer.
There were 16 members sit
marches like M.H.A. or Washing of property to William Reed, J
gentleman.
That
settled
the
mat

ton Post which I had memorized.
ting and as special guests a rep
Finally I attended the rehearsals ter. This designation of my great- , resentative cf the Presbyterians,
regularly and considered myself a grandfather as a gentleman, proved • and a representative of the
to me beyond a doubt that my j
regular bandsman.
pride in my family was justified, j Evangelical Mission Covenant
I didn’t appreciate it then, but
Church of America, Swedish
in the Hampden of the 1890’s these and probably started me well on
Church in the United States.
band nights were social occasions, my way toward being a small town
These men had been engaged
particularly during the Summer snob, a condition from which I
in missionary work in regions
months. Then the windows of the have never fully recovered.
unreached
by the regular de
Boys of ’teen age in the Hamp
band room were opened and the
nominations
in Maine. They
mares, toots and booms sounded den of the Eighteen Nineties, spent were warmly welcomed and
far and wide over the village, sum much of their idle time in the
after the agenda had been gone
moning everybody who didn’t know woods. During school vacations through, both spoke interest
where else to go, to the lawn of the when we weren't working in the ingly of their work.
old Baptist church next the band icehouses along the river we were
Regular and special reports
generally to be found wandering
room, to listen, applaud, criticise
were
heard from the executive
around through the pastures and
and meet their friends.
secretaries of the various de
These were the players who made woodlots with guns on our shoul nominations. A discussion was
ders,
or
chasing
up
a
small
stream
up that band: My father. Oeorge
held regarding a slight change
Edgar Reed, the leader, who played with alder fishing poles in our in the Constitution. A report
hands.
first cornet; Archie Snare, E flat
from Rev. Rodney W. Roundy
The country for miles around my
cornet; Austin Snare, hls brother,
on
conditions likely to result
who played B flat cornet; Fred home was as familiar to me as our
from the Global war, now in
Hicks, alto; Elmer Smith, alto; own back yard. Hunting and fish
progress, led Mr Holman to
ing
licenses
were
practically
un

Jean Sanborn, trombone; Ed San
discuss briefly the conditions at
known
then,
and
a
boy
with
a
gun
born, clarinet; Henry Mayo, clari
Red Bank, where 500 homes for
net; Charles Dunton, baritone; Ed could go anywhere.
defense workers are being built
A
great
uncle
of
mine,
whose
die Atwood, tuba; Granville Baker,
and where it is imperative that
tuba; Ed Murch, snare drum; name was Horace Snow, lived three
miles
out
on
the
road
toward
Elchurch
facilities must immedi
Charlie Sparrow, bass drum; Ros
lingwood’s Corner in Winterport, ately be provided.
coe Garland, alto; ‘‘Buster’’ Gar
Mr. Roundy in reply, read
land, trombone; Bert Hicks, bari and on his farm was*h brook where
I
could
always
expect
to
catch
11
lengthy
reports and surveys
tone; “Bunny” Stevens played the
No
and
the
following were ap
piano at dances the band gave and red sP°l brook trout Just 11
more
and
no
less.
The
first
three
pointed
to
investigate meeting
was considered a member and
Il
’
s
were
sheer
accident;
after
i
I the religious needs in all the
drum major. The band paraded on
Memorial Day and July fourth, that, when I went fishing there, I j Maine defense centers: Rev. E.
L. Wilson, Rev. Mr. Roundy,
promoted excursions down the riv kept my line wet until I had 11
fish. Then I stopped for I wanted Rev. Lindley J. Cook of Port
er, and was as much a part of the
community life as Hampden Acade to keep my record unbroken. Eleven land, Rev- Kenneth Hawkes
my or the Methodist Episcopal trout was enough, and lt was a fair and Rev. J. S. Pendleton of
record to always equal, even in Waterville.
church.
those days.
j
A meeting of the Executive
In the data I accumulated during
(To be continued)
Committee
followed and as
those formative years to further
—
quietly as they had come, the
distend my ego to the bursting
members of the Commission de
point, my observation of my uncle
parted.
In the absence of
Martin was no small item. My
uncle Martin was popularly sup
President Moulton, the vice
posed to be the richest man
president presided.
in town. I was told he had a big
Wllliam A. Holman
tin box full of mortgages and used
to walk the five miles to Bangor
“Have We Got What It Takes?”
GUARDIANS
and back daily, to save his fare on
will
be the subject of Dr. Lowe’s
the stage. In my day he carried a
OF
OUR
COAST
sermon
at the Universalist Church
gold headed cane, and wore a wig
10.40
with
the Church School
which occasionally fell off. and I
meeting with the adult congrega
PORTLAND HEAD
regarded him as a man of great
tion
for w’orship and the children’s
Here we come, still hanging on.
importance.
story
and nursery department for
Very quiet around here. One
He had retired from business and
younger
children during the church
lived in the house with Uncle Wil should be able to concentrate, but
service.
Soloist Miss Lotte Mc
bur, and he never did anything, as tha question confronting us is,
Laughlin
Y.P.C.U. members meet
far as I could see, but sit on the “What about?”
at
the
church
for hay-rack ride
Guests have been scarce, also
porch week days and go to church
returning to the church for box
Sunday. He had married the wife callers, the past week.
of a deceased brother, and when
The Sterlings and Mrs. Hilt were supper and devotional service later.
* * * •
the family went to church they in Portland Thursday.
Sunday morning service in the
went in a fringed top carriage with
US.C.G Chief Fred Lane of Bos
two seats, a fly net over the horse, ton and Harold Anderson of Congregational Church is at 10.30
a ribbon on the whip and the Rockland, Mass., recently visited when “God Provides His Incidents”
will be the subject of the sermon
nickle plated buckles on the har the station.
ness sparkling in the sun. It was
The Sterlings attended funeral by Rev. Roy A. Welker. Service
almost as good as a parade.
services Monday for Cap.. George men are given a cordial welcome.
These things bolstered my pride Griffin in Portland, Mrs. Ster Visitors and newcomers to the
, in my family, and there was still ling's uncle. Capt. Griffin was community are invited to come and
another thing which added to it. widely known in business elides 1 share in these hours.
Churcn
School will be held at 10 a m.
Nearly every Summer members of in Portlandthe Reed clan who emigrated to
Arthur Harlow cf SouthPortland with Primary Department at 10 30.
Massachusetts returned home for was supper guest at the Hilts Sat All members of the Church School
their Summer vacations. On these urday. spending the evening with take part in the regular period of
th? cnuich service. Comrades of
occasions I could always count on the Sterlings.
a big party being held at May Ar
The Sterlings were guests at din the Way will meet at 6.30 p. m. and
villa’s. These were big family re ner Thie-day night at the home of will attend the play being given by
unions with Chinese lanterns strung Mr. and Mrs. Robert Sterling Jr., the Youth Fellowship of the Meth
between the trees on the lawn An Portland. Mrs. Sterling was over odist Episcopal Church. Wednes
other cousin of mine. Thomas Reed, night guest. •
day at 6.15 p. m. is the time for the
who was a physician in Boston, al
next Circle supper by the Women’s
ways brought fireworks to set off
Association. The Ladies will again
MATINICUS ROCK HEROINE
(For The Courier-Gazette 1
in the evening after the party. No
other family in town gave such More than four score years ago
i In a long continued blow,
I Abbie Burgess, seventeen—
maiden
ne'er th?
was Rock
seen—
Considering all these notable
noiaoie Braver
Kept the
llght upou
------------- When her father left his flock.
Invalid wife and children there
' On that windswept Islet bare
To
secure supplies ashore.
under-arm
Could return to them no more
Till a month had passed away.
But on every Winter day
Abbie did her father's Job
j Heart with loya.ty athrob,
I E.ery dark and stormy night
Kept the lantern shining bright.
Nursed her mother ill ln bed.
Kept the children warm and fed
Though their store of food ran low
And the January blow
Swept the sea all o'er the Rock
With repeated heavy shock
Threatening with its howling breath
All inside the house with death—
Heroine of the ocean brave,
Conqueress of the wind and wave.
When today we see that light
Sending out its radiance bright
1. Does not rot dresses or men s
Let us think of her stout heart
shirts. Does not irritate skin.
How she nobly played her part.
2. Nowaitingtodry. Canbeused
Allison M Watts

a a a a

At the Pratt Memorial Methodist
Church the pastor will preach
Sunday morning at 10.45 on
I “Christ’s Prisoners.”
At noon
classes for all ages will meet in
the church school.
Families axe
urged to remain for Church Schocl,
the men to attend the Friendly
Men's Bible Class and the women
the Baraca Class, while the childien go to classes for their age
groups.
The Youth Fellowship
meeting will be omitted in the in
terest of the 7 o'clock service when
members of the Youth Fellowship,
under the direction of Mrs Trask,
will present ihe Religious Drama
“Ba Thane’” by Edna Baldwin
Boy Scouts will meet in the ves
try on Monday night at 7 o’clock.
Tuesday at 7.30 at the Prayer
meeting the subject will be Meth
odism in Brazil. On Wednesday
evening the Baraca Class will
meet at 7.30.
• • • *
Miss Matilda Utecht will be guest
speaker at the Littlefield Memo
rial Baptist Church Sunday morn
irig at 10.30. Special music will
include a solo by Mrs. Sidney
Munro. Sunday School follows at
11.45 with classes for all ages The
leaders for the young people’s
meetings which open at 6 o’clock
are Ruth Carter for the seniors
and Marion Bartlett for the
juniors. Thg evening service at
7.15 w’ill be in charge of the lay
men of tlhe church, the speaker
and special music will be provided
by them. Mid-week praise and
prayer service Tuesday night at
7 30. The Ladies Aid meets with
Mrs. Harry Chase on Brewster
street, Wednesday night.
• • • •
“Mortals and Immortals” is the
subject of the Lesson-Sermon that
will be read in all Churches of
Christ, Scientist, Nov- 15. The
Golden Text is: “The earnest ex
pectation of the creature waiteth
for the manifestation of the sons
of God.” (Romans 8:19). The ci
tations from the Bible Include
these passages: “For as many as
are led by the Spirit of God, they
are the sons of God. The Spirit
itself beareth witness with our
spirit, that we are the children of
God.” (Romans 8:14, 16).

Mrs. William Frye and infant
son, Lawrence Clyde, came home
Wednesday from Dr Leigh’s Hos
pital
A B Butler of West Meadow
road, spent the past week with hls
daughter and son-in-law. Mi and
Mrs. Dana A. Sherer.
C. P. Tolman, who has been a
surgical patient at Knox Hospital,
!
returned home Tuesday.
Knute Carlson has been passing
a few days at Charles Tolman’s.
Mrs. F. J Hunter is spending the
week in Bath, guest of her daugh
ter, Mrs. Earl Tasker.
Miss Olive Tolman passed a few
days this week with Miss Marcia
Farwell in Rockwell.
Mrs Annie Bucklin who has
been ill with a severe cold, is
improved.
Mrs. Annie Rokes of Thomaston
is spending some time with Mrs.
E. H. Perry.

Onr fighting men are doing
their share. Here at home
the least we can do is put 10%
of our income in War Bonds
for our share in America.

WITH THE EXTENSION AGENTS
ANO THE

KNOX-LINCOLN FARM BUREAU

When Present Stocks of New Cars Are Sold,

Heating Your Home

-I—"............ ..... \
New
Cream Deodorant

z

AMERICA'S HOME HEATING EXPEBT

Stops Perspiration

right after shaving.

Jamaica. Vt.

3. Instantly stops perspiration for
1 to

3 Jays.s.

Pi
Prevents
odor.

4. A pure, white, greaseless,

FRIENDSHIP

5. Awarded Approval Seal of

Education Sunday will be observed Nov. 15 in the Methodist

stainless vanishing cream.

American Institute of Launder
ing for being harmless to

39* •
AIbo ia

10< and 59* iarg

Church. The sermon at the 10.30
service of woiship will be upon tlie

theme. "Tlhe Beginning of Knowl
edge.” Sunday School meets at
11.46. At 7.30 there will be a "Good
Shepherd Service” with a living
Bible story*. “The Hireling.”
Courier-Gazette Want Ada Work
Wondarai

Firing the Furnace
any householders when

fir
ing their furnaces shovel in
what they think is the right
amount of coal, then close the
door and leave the fire. This is
by no means the most economi
cal way to fire a furnace.
To get the most satisfactory
results from your
heating plant fol
low these simple
rules when firing:
First, shake the
grates
gently
when it is neces
sary to make room
for fresh coal;
stop shaking as
soon as you see
the first red glow
HOT
in the ashpit.
(POT
Shaking down live
coals is wasteful.
Next, with
f
shovel or hoe, pull
the live coals forward so that the
firebed is level, with the firedoor
in front and Slopes downward
tsward the back of the furnace.

M

Be careful not to stir up the lay
er of ash underneath the coal.
Put the first charge of coal into
the hollow thus formed, filling
it up to the level of the firedoor.
Always ieave a spot of live coals
directly in front of the firedoor.
This “hot-spot” will ignite the
gases rising from
the fresh coal and
prevent
them
from escaping in
to the chimney
unconsumed.
To
aid in burning off
the gases driven
from tjje fresh
fuel leave the
small damper on
the firedoor open
about the thick
ness of a wooden
match.
By refueling
_ our furnace as I
have suggested above, you will
not only enjoy better heat with
longer firing periods, but your
coal will last longer.
(4)

If You’re Going to Need a

New Car for Essential Work—BETTER APPLY FOR ONE NOW.

FRIDAY

Established Ja

Wyman’s
president of Cei
Did Much For
Developn
Walter S. Wyman
of the Central Maim
pany. president of t
land Public Service
president of the
County Power and L
tiled Sunday at his
Through his effort
tries as the Maine
per Company at B
brought to Maine
three large cotton n
ton, including the B
Androscoggin Mills,
Iron Works.
Mr. Wyman plan:
Island Power Statioi
0s well1 as the Wyn
Bingham, many yea
work was done upon
last Saturday, he was
with executives of t
on details concerniq
of the Cumberland
and Light Company
tral Maine Power Cot]
ect on which he har«
three years, and whnj

point where the find
taken soon.
It was Walter Wyi
the Bath Iron World
moving out the m:i
was to have been jui|
threw himself into
save the industry.

He Got Hi|
Paul Dillaway
Homestead Hn
Triumph Th|

an inch since the t 1

now, Buick deal
ers can offer you se
lection from complete
stocks of unused 1942
Buicks built before auto
mobile production halted.
ight

are no cars to be had!

R

Your Buick dealer will be
glad to give you all infor
mation on new-car buying
regulations and procedure.
At the moment, he can
make immediate delivery
buyers on almost any 1942

to qualified
Buick model.

These cars can be replaced only from existing
stocks. If you regularly drive a car in really
essential service, dont take a chance on find

on war production for many months, your
dealer won t be able to help you when cars now
available are sold.

ing present stocks exhausted by trying to get
the very last mile out oj it.

Better see him NOW about applying for that

Turn it in, for use by some other essential user
who doesn’t drive as much as you do.
New-car buying regulations are aimed at con
serving both new cars and cars now in use.
They also seek to put new cars in the hands of
those who need them most.

Thus if you can show real need — now, while
cars are available — you can get a permit to
buy now, while cars can be bought.

INFORMATION
Roeklal
Editor of The Courir|

But every week that goes
by increases the number of cars now in use
that simply must be replaced in the very near
future.

parties.

How to cut the cost of

AND

The happiest man
week was Paul H
tenant commander
Homestead, who had I
pound deer on the Lj
was his first achievd
line, and was promd
ized by a photograph!
He was in an adv:|
“buck fever” when
“white-tail," but w ,
Daniel Boone’s and
candidate for Congrd
and down came the riJ
shot. Hillcrest Homl
resounding to the |
shouts of triumph. an|
looking forward to
meat when the time
His young son no|
■month of his first y<

Good time to get
your name in the pot
THERE WON’T BE ANY MOREI

ISSUED

TUESDAY

Consumer Rationing Will Fol
low Present Plans, Earle
Perry Is Informed

Earle Perry, president of the
Rockland Grocers’ Association
Valley, Warren; Best Maids, White- received from Claude R. Wickuj
Agricultural Notes
Farmers should not turn in their field, and the Chewonki boys, Wis chairman of the Foods Requiretruck tires only passenger car tires. casset. A total enrollment of 81 ment Committee and Secretary of
This is a statement received from projects has been reported. Three Agriculture, the following com
the State War Board. All pas clubs have one meeting to their munication :
senger tires in excess of five should credit already, The Winners, Vinal
“Every store handling meat will
be turned over to tlie nearest haven; Georges’ Valley, Warren, receive a government poster
American Express Office at once and the Chewonki boys, Wiscasset. Ing on Americans to share the
The first new club to be organized
The Lincoln County War Board
meat program to customers hv
was
a girls’ club in South Bristol
met at Wallace Spear’s farm, North
so
doing they will meet an urgent
Nobleboro, Wednesday night. The with Miss Ella Gamage, a former waritme need.
board members are Wallace Spear, club member, as leader. Officers
“If I could speak personally m
chairman; L. H. Lamareau, Au were elected Oct. 23, but a name each retailer I would say farmers
gusta, farm security; Foster Jame has not yet been chosen.
During the past club year, mem and food trades have produced a
son, Waldoboro, production credit;
record volume of meat. How ver,
H. A. Clark, South Jefferson, bers of the Alford Lake 4-H of demands of our armed forces, our
grange, and C. A. Jillson, Rockland, Hope made 111 articles for the allies and our hard working civilian
Red Cross. These included knitted
Employment office.
articles as well as sewing. Officers population are even larger than
Poultrymen who wish to keep a
the great supply. Civilian sharmg
elected for the coming year at a
FRIENDSHIP
record of their business for 1943 in
with our armed forces and allies
Mrs. Chamberlin Simmons who OTder w asslst ln maklng out thelr meeUng Oct. 29 were: Audrey Orassow, president; Roger Mank, vice is brought about by government
has been ill, is improving.
income tax should procure one ol
order limiting deliveries to stores
Mrs. Dwight Wotton and Mrs. tlie Extension Service poultry ac president; Ruth Norwood, secre and restaurants. Consumers should
Carolyn Lash passed a day in Bath count books. Or better still get one tary; Constance Nichols, treasurer; voluntarily share the civilian sup
Lois NichoLs. club reporter; Verna
recently.
of the Farm Account books which
ply equitably among themselw
The Ladies Aid Society sponsored give® all expenses and receipts con Norwood, color bearer; Earl Nor
“Consumer rationing will follow
a picnic dinner Armistice Day in nected with tlie year’s business. wood, Jr., recreation leader. Mrs. as soon as plans are completed
the vestry and invited the teachers. Everyone will probably have to pay Lura Norwood is the leader.
The Victory 4-H East Union For the present, each person
Tables were prettily decorated with an income tax in 1943 so in order
should limit himself to his fair
flags, flowers and colorful dishes. to be sure of the expenses and re elected officers for 1943 as follows:
share. I am sure your custom
Attendance numbered 32. Mrs. Hat ceipts an account of some kind is Alice Miller, president; Betty Ten
ney. vice president; Joan Brown, ers will co-operate willingly if you
tie Morse was hostess, assisted by necessary.
secretary; Marion Young, treasurer; •tell them why it is so important
Abby Stephens. Lizzie Weaver and
Farmers are urged to check their Arlene King, color bearer; Marilyn We are counting on your help '
Olivia Hoffses.
1 farm machinery now and order
B. L. Thompson, who has b«n parls
pext Sprlng
Many Payson, cheer leader; Madeline
ln ailing health, is able to be outifarmers
dclayed
yMr an[. King, song leader; Vivian Miller, now starting on tlteir pajamas, re
! recreation leader; Bebe Brown, club ports Madelyn Philbrook, secretary
again.
next year it is going to be even
Mrs. Roscoe Simmons visited her harder. There is to be very little j reporter; Helen Young, committee after a meeting Nov. 5.
The Georges’ Valley Boys held a
i chairman. After the business meetdaughter in Rockport recently.
new machinery on the market so
ing, Oct. 29, a short program con Halloween social at the Congrega
it is going to mean repair the old
sisted of a song by Arlene King tional Church Nov. 2, with eight
for some time to come.
ST. GEORGE
and Madeline King; poem, “When members and seven guests present
4-H Club Notes
Sunday services at St. George’s
The Frost Is On The Pumpkin,’’ Games, stunts and refreshment
Church, Episcopal, will be Vespers
The 1943 club year began Nov. 1. Joan Brcwn; song, Joan and Bebe were enjoyed by the group.
at 4 p. m.
Already eight clubs have re-or Brown; poem. Marilyn Payson, and
ganized and elected officers for the songs by all. Miss Ruth Norwood
Are yon entitled to wear *
“target” lapel button? You
is
leader
of
the
club.
_
. .
.
new year. They are the Happy
Ten per cent of your Income __
,
. T ,
are
If you are investing at
Members of the Winners of
in War Bonds will help to ! Homemakers, Aina; Alford Lake
least ten percent of your in
build the planes and tanks 4‘H- H°Pe; Victory 4-H, East Vinalhaven, taking the ‘‘Neat Club
come ln War Bonds every pay
that will insure defeat of Hit- , Union; Winners, Vinalhaven; Hap- Girl Program” have already com
day. It’s your badge of paler and his Axis partners.
j py-go-Luckies, Warren; Georges pleted their laundry bags and are
trlotlsm.

* » • •

“Enjoying Religion” will be the
subject of sermon by Rev. Francis
E. Whiting at the First Baptist
Church, Sunday morning at 1030.
Church school, with classes for all
ages, will convene at noon. The
Berean Society, with Mrs. Millard
W. Hart, leader, and the Christian
Endeavor Scciety, with Miss Doro
thy Drinkwater, leader, will meet
at 6 o’clock. Mrs. Luela Patterson
Whiting will give a ten minute
organ recital, starting at 7.05 p. m.
and this will be followed, by the
evening worship service, w’ith ser
mon by Mr. Whiting.
• * • •
The United Episcopal Parish of
SJS. Peter, John and George, Rev.
E. O- Kenyon, rector, will hold
services Sunday as follows, the 23d
Sunday after Trinity: At St.
John’s, Thomaston, Holy Com
munion and sermon at 7.30 p. m.;
at St. Peter's, Holy Eucharist and
sermon at 9 a. m., church school at
10.30. Vespers at 7-30; daily mass
except Monday and Saturday at
7.30; at St. George’s, Long Cove.
Vespers at 4 p. m.

“Share The Meat”

ROCKVILLE

But because Buick factories have been all-out
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Permits to buy won’t do any good when there
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If you really NEED a new ear—

BetterBuyBuick
C. W. HOPKINS, INC.
712 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, MAINE
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